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DO YOU PLAN TO SEL_L?
If so, and your home is located in ROLAND PARK, GUILFORD, HOMELAND,
NORTHWOOD, THE ORCHARDS, CEDARCROFT, PINEHURST, WILTONDALE, TOWSON, in the Valleys, or in any of the adjoining sections, we sincerely hope you
will consult with our Sales Department, which has, since 1891 specialized in the sale of residential properties throughout The District and other North Baltimore suburban developments.
As we all know, there is a real problem in housing in Baltimore and throughout the country today. The long awaited return of so many of our service men to their families, the expansion of old and the influx of new business in the city, the lack of home building during the past
six years, and the difficulties encountered in new construction all have combined to create a tremendous demand for homes far exceeding the number available.
The Roland Park Company, foreseeing the inevitability of the present
situation some years ago, is in an excellent position to give service to those
desiring to buy or sell homes. Our long experience in the real estate field
is now proving more valuable to our clients than ever before. We have
improved and enlarged our sales organization so that today we have experienced and capable representatives in all of the better residential areas
throughout the city, including FOREST PARK, ASHBURTON,
MOUNT WASHINGTON, HOWARD PARK, WINDSOR HILLS,
WALBROOK, TEN HILLS, HUNTING RIDGE, CATONSVILLE,
HARFORD ROAD, AND BELAIR ROAD sections and adjoining areas.
These men are thoroughly conversant with the many problems facing the
average home buyer or seller today and are anxious and able to discuss
your problems with you.

If you are planning to buy or sell a home in the near future, The Roland
Park Company will greatly appreciate the opportunity of discussing the
matter with you and explaining the many services and advantages offered
by this organization.
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THREE FEATHERS
Reser'Ye

FIRST AMONG FINE WHISKIES
330 N. Howard St.

Edmondson Village

Charles at Fayette
North Avenue Market
2213 E. Monument St.
5213 Belair Rd.

1608 Harford Ave .

Edgewater Shopping Ctr.

4717 Harford Rd.
232 Main St., Annapolis
3127 W. North Ave . 420 York Rd ., Towson
405 S. Broadway
1323 W. Baltimore St.

I

s.,,,.

FAST

1

GROWING

SAVE

where your money is protected
• by Federal Insurance up to $5,000.

2

SAVE where your money is secured
. • by investment in prime residential
real estate.

3 SAVE a r~gular amount every payday
• to make saving a confirmed habit.
4 SAVE where you receive generous
• semi-annual dividends.
5 Lump sum investments are NOW
• accepted up to $5,000 or more.
Loyola Federal continues to maintain a
conservative investment policy that has
been reassuringly sound for 67 years.
PRESENT
DIVIDEND

21'/2l 3

O

PER
ANNUM

LOYOLA
FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN ASSN.
J.fAIN OFFICE: NORTH CHARLES STREET a t Preston
DOWNTOWN OFFICE : 404 N . HOWARD ST. (near Mulberry)

Maryland Distributors
STANDARD DISTILLERS PRODUCTS,
310 E. Lombard St., Baltimore, Md.
Blended Whiskey, 86 proof, 65% &rain neutral epiriti.
Three Feathers Distributors, Inc., New York City.

IT NEW LOCATION

roR u. s. TIRES
• Most convenient to Roland
Park, Guilford, Homeland
and Northwood .
• Ample parking area .
• You can leave your car for
service while you shop or
transact business downtown .
Howard Street bus passes
right by the door every few
minutes.
• Road Service need it.

when you

NEW PHONE
HOPKINS

3 6 0 0

27th & REMINGT·O N

c. E.'1J:M~& co.
Direct Factory Distributors U. S. Tires
Towson Location-7 West Pennsylvania Ave.
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MOTHERS & FATHERS
In Poplar Hill
There is no better way to begin acquainting your
children with the practical side of life than to teach
them to save. Piggy banks are all right as a starter,
but through the years their savings should be in sured. Whether they're 6 or 16 bring your children
to Aurora Federal for Juvenile Savings. Take the
Charles Street bus, get off at Saratoga. Aurora
Federal is next to the corner.
Note to Parents: Each Savings Account at Aurora
Federal is insured up to $5,000.00.
Savings Accounts may be opened -by mail.

Here's that bay-front
farm you longed forSAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION

2,000 feet of sandy shoreline
115 acre farm, under cultivation
Exquisite modern home of
4 bedrooms and 2 baths
only $45,000
On Kent Island, not far from the
proposed terminal of the Chesapeake Bay Bridge is a gem of a
waterfront farm. The house itself
is completely modern, recently redecorated throughout. The farm
is complete, with barn, silo, corn
crib, chicken house and three car
garage.
We will fly you to see this pr,operty or any other Eastern Shore
availabilities if you desire. For
complete information wire or
phone LExington 6855.

DAVID M. NICHOLS CO.

5 WEST SARATOGA STREET

Baltimore

Storage • • •
Serving Baltimore for
more than 40 years • • •

MOVING-STORAGE
CRATING-PACKING-SHIPPING

26th and Charles Streets

Realtors
102 W. Centre Street
Baltimore 1, Md.

UN. 5900

Now you may use ICE cubes lavishly! No longer
any need to hoard or budget them, · for your progressive neighborhood ice company can quickly
provide you with all you need! These are the I CE
cubes that are so crystal-clear you can see right
through them ... without any disturbing "milkiness"
. . . and so taste-free no foreign food odors are ever
mingled with your drinks. Company coming? Unexpected guests? Be sure to have an ((extra" supply
of ICE cubes always on hand.

For information on ICE Cubes, phone one
of these Neighborhood Ice Companies:
AMERICAN ICE CO ................... HOpkins 1005
ANNAPOLIS
DAIRY PRODUCTS CO ....... Annapolis 2345
MELVIN J. BURNHAM ................ Pikesville 620
COMMUNITY ICE CO ............... HAmilton 1204
C. HOFFBERGER CO ................. ..WOlfe 5225
J. HOLZKNECHT & SONS ............ Essex 1309-J
.INDEPENDENT ICE CO ......... LExington 0500
RITTENHOU~E

ICE & FUEL CO ........... ...... BOulevard 1660
SUSQUEHANNA ICE CO ...... ......... PLaza 1296
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TITLES SEARCHED
AND GUARANTEED
Have the title to your home,
mortgage or ground rent
searched and insured by us.

TITLE INSURANCE is the
only sure protection against
loss through defective title.

MARYLAND TITLE GUARANTEE CO.
21 S E. FAYETTE STREET

s.

PLaza 0030

J.

STACKHOUSE

& SON - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , . - - -

Re a Ito rs

SALES -

RENTALS

-MANAGEMENT
Centrally Located for Everyone

20 E. LEXINGTON STREET
AT ST. PAUL
Mortgage Correspondent for
The Mutual Life Insurance Company of New York

parents and grandparents of
today's young people were our customers. Yes, we are old in experience but alert to every changing real
estate problem.
Both Buyers and Sellers will always
find this office dedicated to their
services, for we will continue to
merit, by fair dealing, the continued
patronage of everyone.

GARDEN~HOUSESandPEOPLE
A Mid?Monthly News Magazine
No. 8
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OF RECENT NOTE

HOUSING AND FURNISHING

• Philip B. Perlman made it ( 58 to
21).
• Richard F. Cleveland was elected
chairman of the Board of Visitors of
St. John's College, at Annapolis.
• Mordecai Caplan, authority on the
Talmud and Torah, died at the age of
11 7, oldest man in Baltimore.
• Capt. Alexander Emerson, head of
the Police Department's vice squad,
had a bite taken out of him by a
Great Dane, during an early morning
raid.

• Under joint sponsorship of the
Baltimore Real Estate Board and the
Home Builders Association of Maryland, the first post-war Better Homes
Exposition will be held in the Fifth
Regiment Armory, September 19-28.
Many national firms will be represented in the booths. Prizes offered in
various contests include a house and
more than $10,000 worth of household
equipment.

SUN SPOTS

• Hamilton Owens, editor-in-chief of
the Baltimore Sun, has returned from
a plane trip to Japan, Korea and
China, sponsored by the War Department for a group of editors.
Mark S. Watson, Pulitzer Prize winning correspondent, who is editing a
history of the War Department and
has an office in the Pentagon, is ~ur
rently in China with Gener.al Wedemyer.
Neil Swanson, director of the Sunpapers news rooms, has returned from
a leave of absence, after completing
his latest historical novel, entitled
"Unconquered." The setting is Pitts-
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James P. Connolly, top rewrite man on the Evening Sun,
has left the paper to take a position with Station WITH.
His light, skillful touch imparted a spicy flavor to the news
columns.
(Continued on next page)
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URGES STATE AID

• H. Warren Buckler, Jr., member of
the City Council from the Fifth District, has called upon Governor Lane
, to use State funds in easing the local
housing shortage. Nearly 1,000 tenants of public housing projects are to
be evicted because their. incomes are
now in excess of the limit set by the
Federal housing law.
DOGS AND DOLLS

• About 800 parents and children
attended the recent dog and doll show
held in Clifton Park, under the direction of the Department of Recreation.
42
The dolls of Joan Neuman, age 41h,
took three prizes: largest, best-dressed,
prettiest. Prize for the dog with the
longest tail ( 12 inches) went to a
1
lively mutt that was "part collie, part cocker and part spitz."
60
11
38
14

UNITED NATIONS WEEK

•
United Nations Week plans have been made, under the
general chairmanship of Charles L. Marburg, president of

PARDON OUR BACKS, PLEASE. An audience enjoying an outdoor evening concert in the rose garden of the Museum of Art. An
interesting program of American music was presented by John Kirkpatrick, pianist, in the next to the last of the series. Unfortunately,
the piano had a stuck key. The series ends this month.
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the United Nations Association of Maryland. Religious observances in churches of all denominations are scheduled to
open the seven-day rally on Sunday, September 14. Succeeding events will include a music festival at the Lyric, to be
attende~ by out-of-town notables; a United Nations dinner
with a prominent guest speaker at the Lord Baltimore Hotel;
a veterans' mass meeting at the War Memorial; a United
Nations Youth mass meeting at the Polytechnic Institute,
with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., as speaker.
STUDENT WINNERS

Barbara Johnson, student at Bryn Mawr High School, has
been awarded the $25 first prize in the high school contest
conducted by the United Nations Association of Maryland.
The competition was held as part of the twenty-first National
Student Contest for Secondary Schools, dealing with international relations. Miss Johnson, who will graduate from
Bryn Mawr next June, is the daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Edward S. Johnson, 203 Chancery road.
Second prize of $15 went to L. Malcolm Rodman, 5827
Jonquil avenue. Mr. Rodman graduated last month from
City College, where he was president of the United Nations
Youth and editor-in-chief of the school paper.
A student at Annapolis High School, Margaret Gaylor,
also a graduate this year, has been awarded the $10 third
prize. All entries in the contest were read and judged by
teachers in public, private and parochial schools throughout
Maryland.

PEOPLE
(Continued from page 9)

•
Robert B. Cochrane, former music critic on the Sun,
former foreign correspondent, and now a busy radio executive preparing for the time when the Sun opens its WMAR
broadcasting station, recently left for a camping trip to
Canada. He bought a jeep, as if he had not had enough
jeep-riding in the war, and built a trailer to carry the camping equipment. Mrs. Cochrane, who has had no previous
training in jeep junkets, accompanied him. We haven't
heard how she has been liking it.
LUBOV AGAIN

We wouldn't mention this, were it not that the principal
character involved is such a good sport, she really won't
mind (we hope). It concerns that colorful Baltimore institution known as Dr. Lubov Keefer. As you doubtless recall,
II

The Picnic
Spot

August, 1947

Dr. Keefer had her purse snatched some time ago, and the
purse contained her contact lenses. While still without her
lenses, she was entertaining a number of guests on her
porch one afternoon, when she saw what she thought was a
Good Humor truck going past. She leapt to the sidewalk
and urgently hailed the driver, then called back to her guests:
"Now, in just a minute, we will be eating these what-do-call
good leetle 'humors' on steeks ! "
The small white truck made a quick turn and came right
back. But the driver looked a bit perplexed; and so did the
guests, for on the truck was neatly lettered: BABY'S DrnY
SERVICE.

FATHER BUNN

•
Father Bunn, who has been succeeded in the post as
president of Loyola College by the Very Rev. Francis Xavier
Talbot, S.J ., will be missed by many Baltimoreans, who knew
him as a witty conversationist and a charming personalityurbane, friendly, helpful. His gift for turning a neat phrase,
for saying the unexpected and saying it with grace and
liveliness, endeared him to persons of all faiths who came
in contact with him.

Boo/as
'''''''' ''

WHAT THE WOMEN READ

•
Every author hopes one of
the book clubs will pick his
book; every publisher tries all
the dodges he can think of to
get the book clubs interested,
and all have their eyes on Hollywood. The result, especially in
the case of fiction, is that a
considerable proportion of what
is solemnly put forward as literature really is low-grade entertainment aimed at the female
reading public. Publisher and fictioneer know that most of
their readers are women. They have made the unedifying
but lucrative discovery that this reading public is readily
fetched by a formula consisting of assignation and costume,
in about equal parts. Their products, thick tomes in size,
pass among the uncritical as historical romances. Pushed
by large-scale promotion and advertising campaigns, sometimes given a power fol lift by the book clubs, they become
"best-sellers," though the writing contained in them is not
much above the continuity of the comic strips.
Howard Mumford Jones, able scholar •and serious critic,
recently had a go at this trash, in an article in the New
York Times Sunday book review section. Taking the Publishers' W ef!kly as the basis for a cursory survey, he showed
how publishers of fiction have taken over the manner and
language of Hollywood in their advertising. But he need
not have confined himself to the publishers' trade-journal.
The Times book review section is not only full of such advertisements; it sometimes publishes reviews saying essentially the same thing as the advertisements. It is unusual to
find, in the Times reviewing, a severely critical examination of any book which has had the blessing of a book club,
or one which has had a big pre-publication build-up. I do
not mean to argue, or even to suggest, that the book clubs,
the publishers and the critics have corrupted American taste
or American writers. Book clubs and the publishing houses
are commercial enterprises, concerned primarily with profits.
They have learned the high literacy rate and the abysmally
low taste of the reading public; and having found what
women readers want, they have had no difficulty in finding
authors to supply it. If the majority of these readers (on the
basis of best-seller statistics) are incapable of distinguishing
between a well-written book and a ballyhooed, bawdy pr0d-
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QUIZ OF THE MONTH
1. What is the birthstone for August?
2. For whom is the month named?
3. What is it that goes from Baltimore to Philadelphia
without moving?
4. In August 1941, the heads of two great powers met and
drew up a famous document. (a) Who were they?
(b) What was it?
5. Here's an easy one for antique collectors. Name a famous
American cabinet-maker who was born in August.
What does man love more than life,
6.
Hate more than death or mortal strife,
That which contented men desire,
The poor have, and the rich require;
The miser spends, the spendthrift saves,
And all men carry to their graves?
7. What is th€ given name of H. L. Mencken's brother?
8. There was a hot time on Capitol Hill in Washington in
August, 1814. Why?
9. Why is the place shown in the drawing on page 10 a bad
spot for a picnic?
10. Name two famous inventors, pioneers in aviation, who
were born in August?

Answers on page 55

Street Cries
Down linden-dappled streets
They come, their wares in hand,
And cry, in language each his own,
The products of their land.
Full-toned and throbbing voice
One raises in a chant.
Strange, that so rich a melody
Should be a hawker's cant.
"Wa- ha-ta-melyun,
R- i-ipe an' fine,
W a- ha-ta-melyun,
Red to de rine."
One man peddles jewels,
Red rubies in the sun.
Rich soil of Anne Arundel land
Has yielded every one:
"Annie Rannall strawberriesTomatoes jus' from the ground- ·
Annie Rannall strawberries--- "
The housewives cluster round.
A tang of the salty bay
Is in another's cry.
His is the spoil of net and line,
Silver for all to buy.
"Hard crabes, sof' crabes,
Fresh fish, tooHard crabes, sof' crabes.(Half a dozen do? ) "
Down linden-dappled streetsTheir voices raised on highI'll always think of BaltimoreWhen vendors are in cry.
-E. BOWLING KANE
uct that has no literary merit whatsoever, that's not the
purveyors' concern. They cheerfully leave the deeper, disturbing psychological significance to others to worry about.
Nowadays it is almost an unheard of thing for the book
reviewers to discover a new book. The discovery is made in
advance for them; all that many of them do is to paraphrase
the promotion. It is a still rarer thing for a book, published without fanfare and taradiddle, to make its way into

Tree Climber

I I

Drawings by Margel'Y Harriss
,_ I

I

the best-seller lists, on its own merit.
Having made the foregoing dreary observations, it seems
only fair that I should list a few titles. I now do so, having
suffered considerably in the process of reading some of
them. (One or two I have only smelled, as that seemed all
that was necessary, and some others are nominated at my
request by Mr. Richard Hart, head of the Literature Department of the Enoch Pratt Library, a discerning and longsuffering man.)
Category 1-fit for beauty-parlor drying rooms:
The Vixens, by Frank Yearby.
Duchess Hotspur, by Rosamond Marshall.
Benjamin Blake, by Edison Marshall'.
Manatee, by Nancy Bruff.

Category 2-fit for the average rental-library trade:
Green Dolphin, by Elizabeth Gouge.
Lusty Wind for Carolina, by Inglis Fletcher.
Prince of Foxes, by Francis Shellabarger.

Category 3-fit for above-average readers:
The Moneyman, by Thomas B. Costain.
Ivory Mischief, by Arthur Meeker.
Hercules My Shipmate, by Robert Graves.
SARTRE'S GRIM PARISIANS

•
Having mentioned the Frenchman Sartre's new novel,
last month, your Editor decided to let someone else have a
go at reviewing it. Our guest reviewer is eminently fitted to
discuss the book:THE AGE OF REASON. By Jean-Paul Sartre.
Knopf, $3.
Reviewed by
ELLIOTT COLEMAN
Associate professor of English,
Chairman, Department of Writing, Speech, and Drama,
] ohns Hopkins University
"As is generally known, the basic charge against us is
that we put the emphasis on the dark side of human life,"
says Jean-Paul Sartre in his recent essay entitled "Existentialism," and then he adds, "Someone recently told me of a
lady who, when she let slip a vulgar word in a moment of
irritation, excused herself by saying, 'I guess I'm becoming
an existentialist.' " After this engaging beginning the philosopher-playwright-novelist goes on to say quite clearly
what being an atheistic existentialist means to him.
It would be helpful to read this essay, just published here
in translation as a book, before reading Sartre's new novel,
"The Age of Reason," which is the first of a trilogy to be
called "Roads to Freedom." But to re·a d the essay afterward
will do almost as well. Or put it this way: some people
(Continued on page 26)
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tax falls most heavily upon the poor. When anyone pays
one cent on a 10-cent purchase, he isn't paying 2 per centhe's paying 10. Some fair-minded merchants have sought to
remedy this by issuing special slips, to be used as tokens by
their customers. Some states in the West which have the
sales tax have issued tokens valued at 1 mill (a tenth of a
cent) each. The use of tokens might be an added nuisance
to the Maryland merchants, but it would keep the State's
cut at the legitimate 2 per cent.
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"If the day and night are such that you greet them with joy, and if
life emits a fragrance like flowers and sweet-scented herbs; is more
elastic, more starry, more immortal- that is your success.
"All nature is your congratulation and you have cause momentarily
to bless yourself. . . . The true harvest of my daily life is somewhat
intangible and indescribable, as the tints of morning or evening. It is
a little stardust caught, a segment of a rainbow which I have
clutched."
- Thoreau in "Walden."

THE POETS AND AUGUST
•
Everybody seems down on August, especially the poets.
One of them has written:
Never return in August to what you love;
Along the leaves will be , rust
And over the hedges dust,
And in the air vague thunder and silence burning ...
Choose some happier time for your returning.

Another describes the flowers withered on their stems, the
leaves hanging limp, and the August sky pressing a sweating
hand upon the wearied land. None of them has a good word
to say for August.
Well, if the poets want to denounce any part of the Summer calendar, let them forget August and pick on July. In
these parts and over a large area of the world, July is absolutely the anteroom of Hell. Hereabouts, the average temperature for July is 77.8 degrees, for August 75.6. But that
doesn't begin to tell the story. Humid July is so full of
devilish torments, it makes August (which always has a few
cool, breezy nights) .seem almost delicious by comparison.
Anyone who returned in July to what he loved was lucky if
he found only dust on the leaves; in fact, what with the
Japanese beetles (which come in July as an added attraction) defoliating everything, he was lucky if he found leaves.
As for rust on the hedges, that would be the , aftermath of
red-spider blight, another of July's unwelcome gifts. Poets,
shut up! If you can't say something worse for July, then
lay off August.

THE SALES TAX
•
No form of taxation is popular. Maybe, as is claimed
for it, Maryland's sales tax is the fairest and most acceptable
means of obtaining the revenue which the State needs. Nevertheless, there are inequities and imbecilities in the law. For
example, the law exempts the medicine prescribed by a
doctor for pink eye, yet it does not exempt the eye-glasses
which the doctor prescribes for failing sight. But the worst
cause for complaint is to be found in the outrageous "take"
by the State on small purchases. It is undeniable that the

TO DATE
•
We promised to keep you posted as to what progress, if
any, is being made about that enormous hole at the corner
of Charles and Twenty-eighth streets- whether to fill it up,
build a hotel over it, or stock it with large-mouth black bass,
we leave up to those directly concerned. Well, chums, all we
can report is that there has been a lot more talk, in the City
Hall and out of it, but the progress to date still is:

0.
RELATIVE RUDENESS
•
What city has the politest policemen? Or, to put it
crudely and straight, what city has the rudest cops? Since
nobody in this office has visited every city in the land, we
can't offer a qualified witness, but if pressed we would hazard the opinion that, for all-round churlishness, Washington's would stack up against all comers. They churl with
special venom in the neighborhood of Capitol Hill; however,
you can get yourself jawed at very testily in any part of the
District, simply by asking a policeman very courteously how
to get to Constitution avenue.
Whenever you think that Baltimore's policemen aren't
as polite as they ought to be, we advise you to spend an
afternoon in Washington. It makes our police force seem
comparatively chevaliers sans peur et sans reproche.
Why should Washington cops be worse than those of the
rest of the country? A sociologist to whom we took our
problem has suggested that it is because the capital police
have been exposed to the bad manners of so many visitors
from all over the land. In short, the capital cop's vocabulary
and reflexes represent a sort of national symposium of rudeness. When he bawls you out, you're getting a concentrated
dose of American bad manners.
We aren't sure our sociological advisor is right, although
his explanation has a certain logic. But in any case, we
still think it would be nic~ if the Washington polic~men tried
to set the nation a good example. The nation's public manners can't be quite that bad·. There really isn't any good
reason why Washington policemen shouldn't be as polite as
the police of, say, Paris, or London, where the cops are not
only polite and helpful to honest folk, but also very efficient
at catching criminals.

AND ANOTHER THING
•
A while back we raised the question as to when the
dairy interests were going to admit that the war's over.
During the war the dairies were faced with the necessity
of saving tires and gasoline, and with doing with a miuimum
of personnel. That was when they began cutting down on
their delivery service. They liked the saving this effected;
indeed, ever since the war they've_been running on the theory
that the public lik~s it, too. It is not a sound theory.
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THE FOUR WINDS: a miscellany
In our windy world
What's up

IS

faith, what's down

•
On an August morning of last
year, I went into the garden to
pick a flower for my lapel buttonhole, and was surprised to see an
Amaryllis in full bloom, far out of
season. A member of the family
jokingly suggested that it was
blooming "for the occasion"-the occasion being my birthday. But remembering that the friend who had given me
that Amaryllis, y~ars ago, now lay ill beyond earthly help,
I said, "No, it is blooming for someone else, and I will take
it to him this evening. It may cheer him up a little."
The friend was Warren Wilmer Brown, late Editor of
this magazine, and that evening he died. I like to think the
Amaryllis had indeed bloomed for him, on his last day.
Warren Brown was a many-sided man, but it was in the
role of gardener that he was most himself, and completely
happy. He was the best flower-gardener I ev,e r knew, and I
have often thought it a great pity he did not find time to
write extensively on the technical side of his hobby. It would
have been_ a lasting contribution to garden lore. He had a
skill and knowledge far surpassing many professional gardeners; I doubt he had his equal anywhere among amateurs.
His own garden was a joy. He was not much interested in
achieving showy, formal or picturesque effects; rather, he
took pride in the variety of unusual, difficult and exotic
plants that would grow for him. Amaryllis was one of the
commoner plants in his home, which was half dwelling, half
green-house. Yet what magnificent blooms he got from
those fat bulbs! He lo~ed to produce new bulbs and present
them to friends.
He will, of course, be long remembered for other things,
but if his memory rested only with the Amarylli he gave
away, those alone would be enough to keep his name alive.
For the Amaryllis is an immortal of plants. With proper:
care, its life exceeds that of a man. Tt can be passed down
from generation to generation: a living heirloom, and
along with it the name and fame of the giver.

•
BEAUTIFUL WORDS DEPT.

Wilfred Funk, the lexicographer, lists the following as
the ten most beautiful words in the English language: dawn,
lullaby, hush, luminous, murmuring, tranquil, mist, chimes,
golden, melody.
The National Association of Teachers of Speech votes
these the ten ugliest and most unpleasant: phlegmatic,
crunch, flatulent, cacophony, treachery, sap, jazz, plutocrat,
gripe, plump.
I asked five different people to submit their lists of the
"ten most beautiful" and "ten ugliest." There were almost
no duplications in either category, and none of my five
agreed with the lists quoted above. Here are two sets. See
what you think of them:
1. Beautiful: Cerulean, sonorous, tinkling, amber, vibrant, mellifluous, merriment, holiday, pellucid, camaraderie_
Ugly: Dogmatic, coward, pest, curse, gossip, snitch, sanctimonious, cackle, banal.
2. Beautiful: Singing, blossom, tomorrow, wither, yearning, willow,
magnificent, mysterious, gushing, fathomless.
Ugly: Ate, cough, sandwich, babbling, lick, scissors, kettledrum, hybrid, arch, watch.

IS

heresy.-Tennyson.

A famous writer and semanticist has given cellar door as
the two most beautiful words in the language.
Dorothy Parker is said to have given, as her choice of the
three most beautiful words, the following: "Enclosed find
check." I would say that depends on whether you're on the
receiving end.

•

FROG MUSIC
The little-teeny frogs cry in treble:
Knee-deep, knee-deep, knee-deep!
Those a little larger sing:
Little-deeper, little-deeper, hey!
The middle-sized frogs warn:
Too deep, too deep, too deep!
The large frogs sing baritone:
Go back, go back, go back!
But the great big bullfrog basso-profundo
says: Better go ARRRROUND!

•
MONSIEUR FRIT TRANSLATES
"Le Rubaiyat de Omar Khayyam"

•
The estimable M. Pum Frit, whose translations {rom
the French into English tend toward the literal, recently
chanced upon a French translation of "The Rubaiyat oi
Omar Khayyam." Perhaps not realizing that FitzGerald's
English version exists, M. Frit rendered it for us. As the
French version is itself very interesting, we give here first
a few of the more familiar stanzas, as they appear in the
French, then M. Frit's translation of them:
Dans le Desert, sous un Palmier assis,
Du Pain, du Vin, un Livre de V ers exquis,
Et Toi a mes cotes pour les chanter,
Et le Desert serait le Paradis.
J e crois que jamais Rose ne s' epanouit
Si rouge que sur la To1mbe d'un Caesar occis,
Et chaque Jacinthe qui orne le Jardin,
Y est tombee d'une tete jadis jolis!
H etas, que le Printemps passe avec les Roses!
Que les pages ambrees de la J eunesse soient closes,
Et le Rossignol d' Antan, qui sait ce soir
Dans quell es charmilles lointaines il se repose?

tree sitted,
Some bread, some wine, a book of verse exquisite,
And thou, for to sing them, at my sides,
And the desert would be the paradise!

In the desert, under a palm

I think that never rose expanded so red
As on the tomb of a Caesar bumped off dead
And every hyacinth that ornaments the garden
There has fallen from a formerly pr.etty head!
Alas, that the springtime passes with the roses,
That the smelly pages of the youth should be closed,
And the nightingale of yesteryear, who knows this evening
In what far-off, trimmed privet hedge he is reposed?

•
HOW OLD IS YOUR GARDEN?

My modest back garden is a century old this year. This
moves me to wonder how many gardens there are in Maryland a hundred years old or older. There must be a good
many, including a few well over two centuries old. It might
be interesting and worthwhile to compile a list of such
gardens; perhaps a book about them. Anyone willing?

R. P.H.
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as ~:mrs, includi~1g, of course, dozens of deviled eggs. Our
rat10ns and eqmpment made the car bulge.

'Jravel
,,,,,,,,,,,
TRIP TO TOLCHESTER

* '

• . A cultured foreigner, the consul of a great and friendly
nat10n, told me one day, "I enjoy the travel, and make it
of~en, upon the water." As I had not heard of his having
sailed from Baltimore in some time, I asked him where he
had b~en, and when. He replied: "Oh, during the summer
I often take the steamer to Tolchester. You do eet, too, no?"
Having had to admit that I had never taken this trio across
the .hay, I resol~ed forthwith to make the journey at the
earliest opportumty. The opportunity came not so long ago
when the Sunday School of my parish took its annual picnic.
If you have ever gone on an all-day picnic to Tolchester,
doubtless the material in these notes will be familiar to you
for trips to Tolchester follow a regular pattern, or so
gather. If you haven't taken the trip, here's the way it was
when I went.
The night before, my wife asked me to lend a hand with
packing the picnic lunch. She happens to be a veteran of
Tolchester trips, and so I relied on her judgment as to all
details. One of the greatly feared dangers of such outings,
I soon realized, is starvation. People about to travel to
Tolchester prepare very seriously against famine. The
day before we were to leave, my wife had our cook at work,
preparing fried chicken in such quantity that I asked, "Good
lord, how many of us are going?" I learned that there was
to be, in our immediate party, only my wife and I, our eightyear-old daughter, her "dearest friend," another little girl
of the same age, and another "dearest friend" of hers, a
jolly teacher who likes picnics. Eyeing the amount of fried
chicken; I estimated roughly that we would have six or eight
pieces aach.
But that was just a starter. There were all the other
concomitants of a picnic.
We did a lot of wrapping of
individual sandwiches in
waxed paper, enough, I
should say, for a battalion
on a three-day march; next
we filled in the interstices of
the great wicker picnic
basket with apples, peaches
and bananas, and the interst1ces between the interstices (as Dr. Johnson put
it) with smaller fruits:
apricots, plums and the like.
We then put up the biggest
thermos jug of lemonade I
have ever seen, and I was
ready to hit the hay. My
'?
wife said she would now
begin getting our things,
.
and the children's things,
mto the bags. It seems that on a trip to Tolchester, one
takes enough sportswear and equipment to last for a fortnight at the beach. She got to bed very late.
Next morning I awoke to discover that my wife had been
up betim~s attending ~o minor details not covered the previous evenmg. Somethmg had been troubling me, and suddenly I knew what it was. "Where are the deviled eggs?" I
demanded. "Nobody ever goes picnicking without deviled
eggs, and I didn't see any v,rhen we were packing last
night.". "Don't worry," she answered, "Annabel is bringing
the deviled eggs, and the cake, and the olives."
When we picked Annabel up on our way to Pier 16, on
Pratt street, she had a lunch approximately the same size

I

*

Prat~ street was mad with activity. We managed to find
a parkmg place somewhere ' in the neighborhood of Federal
Hill, and j oi?ed the surging crowd boarding the steamer
Bear ~ountam. The crowd was mostly from the Parish of
St. Michael and All Angels, which has been going on Tolc~ester picnics for fifty years, and the Chapel of the Guardian Ang~l, but there were a good many representatives of
o~her parishes in this Episcopal diocese, and at least one
rmger who was identified as a Baptist. Among the clerics
were the Rev. Dr. Don Frank Fenn, rector of St.M. and A.A.;
Father Knox, the jolly, young curate; the Rev. George J. G.
Kromer, vicar of the Chapel of the G.A., and several other
priests whose identity was unknown to me.
It is (I was later informed) the regular procedure of all
Tolchester ~icnickers to rush aboard early and get seats on
the shady side of the steamer. Caught in the scramble to
get those shady seats, I made my way as fast as my enormous burdens would permit. However, it turned out that
there wasn't any need for the rush after all the weather
having become cloudy and threateni~g. There' was an interminable wait- perhaps fifteen minutes-before the whistle
blew hoarsely and beautifully, and we were on our vibraRt
way to Tolchester.
.In order to take our minds off the imminent possibility of
ram, we went up on the hurricane deck and watched the
sigh.ts. (Baltimore harbor really is a sight, too. I strongly
~dvis~ anyone who has never seen the vast extent of shipping
m this, the second greatest port of the nation to do so.
It will give him a new respect for the harbor.) Our two
youngsters found it educational. "I smell something awful"
said one, adding: "Look, there's a smokestack with bright
yellow smoke coming out." She learned about sulphur. "I
smell Ivory soap!" said the other, and she immediately had
a huge soap establishment pointed out to her. The two
little girls marveled at the vast barges, the big freight ships,
one love!y three-masted sailing vessel, and all the huff-chuff,
swapgermg. little tugs that ":ere going powerfully about their
b?smess, like muscular midgets among a lot of languid
giants.
We had scarcely cleared the harbor and set our course
for Love Point when the first hunger wave hit the travelers.
"This salt air makes me hungry!" someone was heard to
exclaim. Mention of hunger a·board an excursion steamer
has an effect comparable to shouting "Fire!" in a crowded
theatre. No sooner had this unidentified person got the
word out of his mouth than the shipload of people rushed in
panic to their lunch baskets.
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At home it is difficult to get some children to eat anything; you have to coax, bribe, bully, cajole, to make some
little girls drink up their small glass of milk. But the Bear
Mountain's passengers fell upon the victuals as if they hadn't
seen food in a week.
"Now, do you see what I meant?" asked my wife, in
triumph. "I told you we would need a lot of food."
She added that people ct:stomarily eat about five meals
on a Tolchester trip, and also eat snacks in between meals.
I was to fi:nd out she wasn't joking.
The Bear Mountain put in at Tolchester after about two
hours of steady steaming, and again there was a rush, this
time far more frantic and purposeful than the earlier rush
to get on board. For this, however, I had been prepared
well in advance.
There are picnic tables in a large oak grove, on the bluff
at Tolchester, and the rule is, that whoever gets there first,
and stakes his claim, has a table, and those who come too
late have to spread their lunches on the grass and share their
food with ants and other insects.
"Take your coat off," my wife advised as I prepared to
make the dash. "Don't carry anything heavy. Leave the
baskets with us. But get set and run the minute they let
people start getting off the boat! If you don't run fast, we
won't get a table."
Along with the rest of the men and boys, I stripped down,
but made the mistake of carrying the thermos jug of lemonade. (I thought I ought to show my manhood by carrying
something, instead of leaving everything to the womenfolk. )
We were off~ with a great clatter over the wharf, and I did
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Canada. The Rev. and Mrs. Philip J. Jensen, Miss Kathleen J.
Jensen and Mr. Thomas C. Jensen, of Owings Mills, went to Muskoka
Lakes, Canada.
Mrs. Edward H. McKeon, 100 W. University parkway, has gone
to Chester, Nova Scotia, to spend a month with her son-in-law and
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. J. William Middendorf, of Ruxton.
Mrs. Alexander H. Rutherfoord, 4109 Roland avenue, went to
North Hattley, Canada.

TO AND FRO

•
Mrs. Edward S. King and her sister, Princess Elizabeth
Galitzine, of New York, recently went abroad, to visit France,
Italy and Switzerland. Mr. King, administrator of the
Walters Art Gallery, is visiting his aunt, Mrs. J. Harry West,
of 4004 Greenway, at her summer home in Nantucket, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Holmes Wrenn, 414 Woodlawn road,
have spent the latter part of the season at their summer home
in Wellfleet, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas P. Perkins, Jr., and children, of
235 Chancery road, spent their vacation on Cape Cod.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Bonbright Stewart, 416 Woodlawn
road, left last month for a motor trip to western Canada.
Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Griswold 3rd, of Monkton, took a
fishing trip to Canada.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Obre, of Harford county, have gone
to Idaho, where they will sp~nd some time on a ranch with
Mrs. Obre's son, Mr. Peter Lawson Johnson.
Dr. and Mrs. Frank A. Shallenberger, Jr., are now living
on a ranch in Tucson, Arizona.
Dr. and Mrs. Hans Froelicher, Jr., of Bolton street, have
returned by motor from a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Francis M.
Froelicher, in Colorado Springs. On the way home they
visited Albuquerque and Santa Fe; also in the Tennessee
Valley.
RETURNING IN SEPTEMBER

Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Drysdale Stewart will return in
September from a motor trip, during which they visited
Falmouth Heights, on Cape Cod, and in Canada· and New
York State.
Col. Carleton Coulter, Jr., U.S.A., Mrs. Coulter/ and their
children have returned from the West Coast. In the fall they
will make their home with Colonel Coulter's father, of West
Lanvale street.
Mrs. Gideon N. Stieff, of Roland Park, Mr. Gideon Stieff,
Jr., and Mrs. Charles C. Stieff and Mr. Rodney G. Stieff, have
spent July at their summer home in Keekapaug, Rhode
Island.
Mrs. William W. Requardt, of West University parkway,
visited her son-in-law and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
C. Leber, of Nyack, N. Y., at Chatham, on Cape Cod.
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Staub, of Bolton street, motored
to St. Johnsbury, Vermont, to visit Mrs. Staub's son and
daughter-in-law, the Rev. and Mrs. Murray W. Dewart. Mrs.
Dewart was Miss Clare Beirne, of Ruxton.
MAINE AND CANADA

Mrs. Thomas C. Jenkins, of the Warrington Apartments, and Mrs.
John C. B. Pendleton, of 3507 N. Charles street, are summering in

"CHRISTOPHER BILLOPP" (Francis F. Beirne)
-

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Maynard, Jr., of West Belvedere avenue,
motored in Maine and Canada.
Mrs. Robert B. Vickers, of the Hopkins Apartment, is at Murray
Bay, Canada.
FETE AT GIBSON ISLAND

The annual summer carnival for St. Christopher's-by-theSea, at Gibson Island, had numerous lively features, including a "country store" on the clubhouse lawn, managed by
Mr. and Mrs. J. Reaney Wolfe; beach activities for children;
boat rides, pony rides, and the usual booths. Mrs. J. Miller
Sherwood was general chairwoman of the fair, assisted by
Mrs. John R. Sherwood.
Mrs. Page Edmunds was chairman of the executive committee of the Ladies' Guild of St. Christopher's Church, for
the benefit of which the affair was held.
Other members of the committee were: Mrs. J. A. Campbell Colston, Mrs. Harry R. Slack, Jr., Mrs. Robert McLean, Jr., Mrs. John
B. Richardson, Mrs. H. B. Temple, and Mrs. N. S. Kenny, treasurer
of the guild.

Mrs. Thomas J. Nelson and Mrs. Wilmer M. Johnson were
in charge of the children's beach activities. Mrs. William E.
Lamble and Mrs. David St.P. Gaillard were in charge of the
white elephant and cake tables. The evening activities, which
included dancing, were in charge of Mr. Murray C. McComas, assisted by Mrs. William F. Rienhoff, Jr.
AT THE SEASHORE

Among those who spent their vacations at the seashore:At Rehoboth Beach, Delaware: ' Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Bowyer, of My Lady's Manor. .' .. Mr. and Mrs. G. Van
Velsor Wolf, of N. Charles street, and their children .... Mr.
and Mrs. James R. Edmunds, Jr., of Blythewood road ... .

CONFECTIONER
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•
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Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Clough and their two sons, of E.
Thirty-ninth street.... Judge and Mrs. H. Hamilton Hackney
and children, of Finksburg, who had as guests at their cottage Mr. and Mrs. Herbert A. Wagner, Jr., Mr. and Mrs.
J. M. McDonough, and Dr. and Mrs. E. P. Harrison. . . .
Mr. and Mrs. Fenwick Keyser, of the Worthington Valley.

At Ocean City, Maryland: Mr. and Mrs. Charles W.
Slagle, Jr., of Roland avenue .... Mr. and Mrs. Francis C.
Harwood, of Beech avenue, with their two young sons ....
Mr. and Mrs. John. M. Brooks, of Bellemore road .... Mrs.
W. Barney Harris, Jr., of Fenchurch road, and her debutante ..
daughter, Miss Mary Carroll Harris. . . . Mr. 'Clarence W.
Miles, of the Roland Park Apartments, who had as week-end
guests Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Galligher, Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Lee
Fisher, and Mr. and Mrs. Frederick A. Savage, Jr .... Mr.
and Mrs. Johh R. Norris, of Edgevale road . . . . Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Campbell, of Towson, who had as guests Dr.
and Mrs. John Summerfield Green, Jr.... Mrs. Harry T.
Gross, of Broadmoor road, who had as her guest Mrs.
Howard S. Jones, of W. University parkway.

Among the young people who visited Ocean City were:
Miss Barbara Thompson and Miss Edwina Thompson, of Edgevale
road, and Miss Loretta Callis and Miss Dorothy Callis, of Mt.
Washington; Miss Ann Lux Shreve Benet, of Benston Place; Miss
Rosalie B. Diggs, of Edgevale road; Miss Helen Louise Gross, of
Roland avenue; Miss H. Conway Jones, of Canterbury road; Miss
Arle-Anne Hamilton Perry, of Stevenson.

At Cape May, New Jersey: Mr. and Mrs. James F. Turner,
Jr., of Greenspring avenue .. . . Mr. and Mrs. William A.
Sehlhorst, of Monkton, and their daughter, Miss Nancy
Arle-Anne Hamilton Perry, of Stevenson; Miss Jean Gowdy, of the
Orchards.
(Continued on page 46)
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6/he Jederated <Jarden Clubs of maryland
SHADE VERSUS SUN

By

LUCY BENTON

•
Shade against sun presents a difficult case for gardens
(and gardeners), especially when built upon the premise of
optimism and permanency-and most gardens are.
Over a period of years, trees and shrubbery have a way
of changing gardens from a jolly, sunny plot where annuals
and perennials blossomed with gayety and freedom, to a
secluded, shady place that seems to resent too much
frivolity.
At this stage gardeners, struggle with sun-loving plants
and bemoan the fact they have "no bloom."
After a length of time perennial borders become, not
problem children, but problem adults. They are riotous.
They get beyond control. They outgrow their foster parents'
advancing age, with its accompanying physical limitations.
Exper-i need garden help nowadays is very hard to obtain. Result- an overgrown, flowerless, unattractive garden
for which one is always apologizing. The owner knows
only too well he should reduce his flower beds and revamp
his planting scheme. Yet it is a big job and, besides,
it requires courage for one who has become acutely attached to the garden as it used to be.
Finally pride overcomes procrastination and desperately
you begin the process of moving, separating, and giving
away material that you have cherished and nourished for
years. It is a hePrt-breaking procedure, for gardens are full
of sentiment and memories.
Once you start the reconstruction, a fiendish intensity
seizes . you and the search for material that is adaptable to
present conditions reaches the fever point. Gradually the
kind of flowers that were purchased ten or twenty years
ago are eliminated. Of course you secretly hope you may
find things to replace them that require the minimum of
cultural effort on your part.
RELY ON DAFFODILS

But be not dismayed. Now is the time to plan for next
year's joy and beauty. There will be more space, since the
thinning out, for additional daffodils and tulips. They
bloom before the trees are heavily foliaged; they ask for lit-

tle but give much.
forget about them.
spring bulbs first on
order in early. The

Simply put them in the ground and
Very little work involved. So put
your planting agenda and do get your
Maryland Daffodil Society has a list

GARDEN CLUB CALENDAR
Sept. 2 -

Federation Headquarters reopens, in the
Sheraton-Belvedere Hotel, Charles and Chase
streets.

Sept. 24-25-Federation Flower Show, at the Baltimore Museum of Art, Charles and 31st
streets.
Pilgrimage Poster Contest

Each garden club in the Federation is invited to submit
one poster, or more. Entries should be in by November 1.

of carefully selected varieties from which you may choose
your favorite specimens.
Next, please "Consider the lilies of the field, how they
grow, they toil not, neither do they spin. And yet I say
unto you that even Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed
like one of these."
The exhilarating pleasure that was experienced in growing only a few lilies prompts this writer to urge for your
consideration the growth of many. They, too, need very
little cultivation but will add dignity and an intoxicating
fragrance. Be as extravagant in your purchase of them as
your purse will allow. If you are fond of color, well they
practically run the gamut. Pure white, pink, rose, yellow,
orange, and b-rown.
MAY TO OCTOBER

The old adage, "Keep the feet of lilies in the shade and
their faces in the sun," likely comes from observing their
original habitat.
Lilium aumtum bloomed profusely planted with azaleas,
that have about two hours afternoon sun. L. candidum was

The Greenthumb AlmanJac
•
Gregory Greenthumb's
garden hints for late August
and early Septerpber: Cut off
all old, dead plant foliage
and clean up the flower beds.
This material can be used
for mulching, or put in the
compost pit; but if it is suspected of harboring plant diseases or pests, burn it or
consign it to the trash container. Asters and chrysanthemums should be staked
now and tied, for better appearance later on. Annuals can
be kept from forming seeds. Snip off the dead blossoms;
few annuals and not many perennials come true to form
when allowed to reseed themselves. Work in a little fertilizer
around the peonies; don't feed the rose bushes yet. Fall-

blooming crocuses, planted late in August, will give a pretty
touch to the Fall garden. Do not wait too long before dividing and transplanting iris-it is dormant in late summer but
starts growing rather rapidly in early Autumn. Watch out
for white grubs in ornamental gourd vines; dig the grubs
out with a penknife-the vines can stand such surgery better
than they can the infestation. September is a good time to
remake or patch old lawns; use a little fertilizer before seeding and be sure, if a hot, dry spell comes, to keep the seeded
areas watered-but with a very fine, gentle spray. Plant
madonna lily bulbs, not more than two inches deep, in sand,
with perhaps a little compost or fertilizer placed well below.
Be careful not to disturb the bulbs, once the roots start.
Herbs may be cut and dried shortly before blooming. Cornflowers or bachelor buttons may be sowed n'o w; also poppy
seed. Narcissus and Dutch iris bulbs, and most small bulbs,
should be planted in early Fall. Dig gladiolus corns, letting
them dry out before.storing for the Winter.
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FOR MEN ONLY
•
Some months ago, the Editor raised the question as to
whether there exists in Baltimore a garden club with a membership composed entirely, or largely, of men. Thus far, no
such club has been discovered. There are many men who love
gardens and have the green-thumb gift. Probably, by and
large, the best gardeners are men; just as the best cooks, the
really great chefs, and the best dressmakers, all have been
men. Yet local garden clubs seem to be composed exclusively
of women. Does anyone know if there exists in Baltimore
a men's garden club? If so, we invite its secretary to get in
touch with us.

From barren
ground to

Landscape
Beauty!

Reminder!

in the old perennial bed and had only intermittent bits of
sunshine through the branches of a large willow tree. Under
the same conditions a lily, grown from seed, flourished and
multiplied, so apparently they were happily located.
Lilies offer not only a wide range o.f color but a long
blooming season from May until October.
An all-green garden has great charm and repose but
most people need the stimulating effect of color. You might
make a notation to invest in some luscious pink, red, yellow,
and white tuberous begonias. They are very effective around
the shady bank of a pool. Fuchsias give an interesting touch
to subdued corners in the garden, their pendant-like flowers
reminding one of exquisitely mounted jewels-white jade
over amethyst.

Let this sign be a reminder to telephone
us now about planting, transplanting or
removing trees and shrubs.
Efficiently organized and manned for
the following:
LARGE TREES

TERRACES

ROAD
CONSTRUCTION

POOLS,

WALLS (Dryand
Mas()nry)
FLAG STONE
WALKS

OTHER SHADE LOVERS

Farm,

Gar-

den and Swimming
GRADING
DRAINAGE
TENNIS COU~TS

M()ving and
Rem()ving
Surgery
Pruning
Trimming
LIGHTNING

RODS

TELEPHONE TUXEDO 7900

Other flowers that really enjoy the shade and demand
little attention are mertensia, anemone, myosotis, and lily-ofthe-valley.
A few months after rearranging the sun-to-shade garden,
you will be thrilled with the transformation. The garden

VALLEY landscape COMPANY
FALLS

ROAD

near Old Pimlico Road

DEPEND ON "D.O." FOR ARTISTRY IN

BARTLETT TREE SERVICE

Creative [j)/antln9

All phases of tree care. Diagnosis by
thoroughly experienced BARTLETT

men. Your Summer inspection and report made without obligation. A little
care yearly is inexpensive and has
many advantages.

D. O. Landscape Service
SAratoga 5233

ITelephone Evenings

TREE EXPERTS

America's Trees Are Worth Sa'>'ing
Ci'fJ

(20 YEARS' EXPERIENCE)

THE F. A. BARTLETT TREE EXPERT CO.

TREE SURGERY AND LANDSCAPING
REMOVAL OF TREES (A Specialty}

GUY A. TUFT, Area Mgr.

W. G. RICHARDSON
538 RICHWOOD AVE., GOVANS 12

ALLEGHANY AVE.-TOWSON, MD.-Towson 2654

BEi. 0980
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The Wagner Landscape Co., Inc.

TRACTOR PLOWING - DISCING MOWING AND SCYTHING
Estates and Lots
HARRY E. DEITZ

HAmilton 1141
6406 Harford Road

Towson 4, Maryland
NURSERIES:

I
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Summer at your favorite GARDEN SHOP
Here you will find a most complete assortment of garden accessories, flower and vegetable seeds,
Scott's Lawn Seed, plants and evergreens, in fact every item you will need for delightful gardening.

Old Trail Plant Shop
- - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 2 0 0 YORK ROAD • opposite Stoneleigh e TELEPHONE TUX. 1 7 5 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·
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appears larger but the work is lighter. The new inhabitants
are lovely. Then you take an inventory of yourself. Something has happened. You are amazingly strong. No backache, no leg ache. The necessary stooping is just enough
to help remove those superfluous bulges. Your self esteem
has been restored. No apologies necessary. Who said old age
was creeping on? ·The expectancy of having more new
friends in the garden next spring and each succeeding season
makes you impatient for their coming and you agree with
Longfellow-

GENERAL MAINTENANCE
We Are Now In A Position to Take Care of the

TRIMMING AND SPRAYING
OF TREES AND PLANTS
DURING THE SUMMER MONTHS

/ n all places and .all seasons
Flowers expand their light and soul-like wings
Teaching us, by most perszvasive reasons
How akin they are to human things.

PHONE TUXEDO 1751 FOR EXPERT ADVICE

TOWSON NURSERIES, INC.
7817 York Road

Towson 4, Md.

Flowers Around the Clock

Avenue Florist Shop

• The fascinating design on our cover this month, drawn
by Margaret Ann Scruggs, shows how a clever gardener can
have blossoms for each of the 24 hours. Plantings may be
arranged about a pool or sundial in such a way that blossoms will appear in each succeeding hour. In the arrangement shown on our cover, the blooming order is as follows:
Ragged poppy, at 3 a.m.; swamp rose, 4 a.m.; black nightshade, 5 a.m.; Hemerocallis lemon day-lily, 6 a.m.; morning glories, 7 a.m.; Deanthus (pinks) , 8 a.m.; marigolds, 9
a.m.; poppies, 10 a.m.; purslane, .11 a.m.; thistles, 12 noon;
dandelion and potato, 1 p.m.; white day water-lily, 2 p.m.;
iris, 3 p.m.; four o'clocks, 4 p.m.; evening primrose (Oenothera), 5 p.m.; Jimsonweed (Datura), 6 p.m.; night-blooming Cereus, 7 p.m.; honesty, 8 p.m.; night-blooming jasmine,
9 p.m.; and from 10 p.m. to 3 a.m., pink, white and yellow
tropical water-lilies in succession-also yucca.
This drawing is one of the many made by Miss Scruggs,
who, with Mrs. Gross R. Scruggs, has edited "Gardening in
the South and West" (Doubleday, $3), a book which any
practical gardener will find exceedingly helpful. While some
of the material relating to the West is not applicable in this
area, much of that which relates to the South will · be useful
as far northward as Baltimore. The book covers the subject
with a thoroughness seldom found in a one-volume garden
treatise. We heartily recommend it.

DOROTHY VOGEL
Flowers are always a delightful gift. They
express thoughtfulness or sympathy and lend
charm and beauty to every home, whether
cottage or manor.
TAKE THEM HoME TO HER!
I

Flowers by Wire

Charles and 26th

CHes. 9433

(Mernber of Telegraph Delivery Service)

ARUNDEL-BROOKS CONCRETE CORP.
PRE-MIXED CONCRETE
CERTIFIED QUALITY FROM
GRADED MATERIALS
Office and Plant

SUBSCRIBERS' COMMENTS
When last in Baltimore I scooped up a pile of mail, and in
l ooking it over, I was distressed to find I've had two subscripti on notices. So I hasten to r esubs cribe for the next five years,
as we admire your magazine immensely and want to give it
every support.- Mrs. Richard T. Shackelford.

921 S. WOLFE STREET
Baltimore, Md.
WOife 8200

v
ICTORIA FLORIST
(J)t//erent "

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR

''8ometfu:ng

IN ARTISTIC FLORAL ARRANGEMENTS OR GIFTSAT A REASONABLE COST? ••• THEN TRY

2326 N. CHARLES STREET

CHesapeake 3770

HAMILTON W. CROWDER
Proprietors

SYDNEY M. KOEBRICH

Member of Telegraph D eliv ery Senice

RESIDENTIAL and COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES
City-Suburban-Rural

S. B. COULBOURN CO·M PllNY
6 E. FRANKLIN ST.

Realtors

MU I berry 1830
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Hobnobbing With Birds
BY CHARLIE CAKE

THOSE COUSINS

•
Last month we gossiped about the mockingbird; now to his
cousins. One, looking
somewhat 1 i k e his
famed kin, is rather
common by name and
sight, but he is an engaging fellow for the
observer who gives him
some attention. He's
not colorful in his
shaded gray suit and
black cap. But how
many birds are as meticulous about keeping
their attire in sleek
condition? After a vigorous bath he goes to a
tree and takes much
time to preen, without
regard to other important a:ff airs that might
be on his schedule.
This bird has a spot of
reddish color in his
feathers; not being in
a conspicuous place. its
presence is unknown to
many casual observers.
This neat and agile friend is popularly known for his catlike
calls; but as a singer he ranks not far below his gray cousin whom
he resembles execpt for the white patches in the mockingbird's
plumage, and his slightly smaller size. Cousin catbird is quite a
mimic too. A frequent visitor to gardens, he becomes quite confident
of safety and will stand close approach. His visits are expected
regularly when the bayberry bush is in fruit.
COUSIN THRASHER

Brown is not a fancy color, but among its various shades who can
name a more beautiful one than that of the thrasher? Largest of
the trio, he is probably the least seen in most gardens, and his
presence is a big treat. The thickets are his favorite haunt.
His darkly-streaked white breast makes him similar to the speckled

REASONABLY PRICED

MOSS,1ue.
SEVEN CONVENIENT LOCATIONS

5315 YORK ROAD - TU. 1400
HOTEL EMERSON - PL. 4400
4812 ROLAND AVE. - HO. 0459
3113 ST. PAUL ST. - CH. 8888
4506 EDMONDSON AVE. - ED. 5232
3824 LIBERTY HGTS. AVE. - LI. 3377
HOTEL SHERATON-BELVEDERE - MU. I 000
Flowers Wired Anywhere

Member Florists' Telegraph D_elivery Ass'n.

SOMETHING
FoR EVERYONE IN THE
WHOLE FAMILY

1s to be found in every issue
of
GARDENS, HOUSES AND PEOPLE

Subscription $1 (including tax)

A grade for every purpose

ESTATE
GREENWAY
SHADY SPOT
EVERGREEN
VELVET
LAWN PARK
CHALLENGER

AUTUMN IS
LAWN SEED
TIME
• To have a smooth,
thick, velvety lawns o w Scarlett's 1 aw n
seed as early in the
Fall as p o s s i b 1 e .
Seeding a lawn is simple if you use Scarlett's lawn s e e d because every package
contains complete instructions on how to
have a beautiful lawn.
Get Scarlett's lawn seed
at your neighborhood
dealer today. If he
doesn't have it, give
us his name and we
will see that he is supplied.

Wm. G. Scarlett
& Company
BALTIMORE, MD.
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thrush, but his tail and bill are longer, his brown is richer, his
eyes conspicuously blond. This sprucely dressed gent is another highly accomplished songster. He and the catbird are more alike in
vocal style, less effusive than the mocker, who repeats each note
or phrase about five or six times before changing to another. The
thrasher's usual style is in strings of two and, as a whole, of sweeter
quality to this listener.
These cousins on the feminine side are similar in appearance to
their operatic husbands.

An

~~Upstairs"

twenty-five times that of the brilliant Vega. She is relatively closeonly about 156 million million miles away.
The Northern Cross is set in one of the most glowing sections of
the Milky Way. That wondrous spectacle can be seen and appreciated better from a viewpoint where city lights d0 not detract from
its grandeur.

-C. C.

The Rose Garden

Garden

By

HENRY

M.

wALKER

CUTTING THE BLOOMS

Now I am going to tell you how to cut your roses. This
I consid_e r very important and if done properly will produce
you many more blooms.
In the first place, when you cut a rose, cut as long a stem
as you can, but leave two or three leaves next to the original
stock from which the stem came. Each of the leaves left
will probably produce another rose; at least you will get
a break at that point. Be sure to keep this in mind and cut
long stems.
A great many people leave their roses on the bushes and
never cut them. They enjoy them on the bush. If you
do this, just as your _rose is withering and going to fall,
cut a good long ·stem just as I told you above. Of course,
you will not get quite as many roses as I do by leaving them
on the bush for some time, as I cut every day.
FIELD-GROWN STOCK

In buying rose plants always buy field grown roses•. They
are budded on briar roots imported for this purpose. They
are much healthier and will start right off to grow. Do not
buy roses that are grown in green houses for outdoor
planting.
This English house arid wall, at Worcester College, Oxford, enclose
a remarkable feature- the centuries-old garden, about 90 x 30 feet,
which is entered from the college study on the second fioor. A passageway, with entrance near the two urns, runs underneath the garden
to connect with High street. This photograph was presented by A. W.
Haggis, scientific writer, to Philip R. Harrison, during the war. Mr.
Harrison, then a major with the Ninth Air Force, was stationed neat
Oxford.

AUGUST

This is the month one wants to prepare for his large
beautiful bloom which I consider the finest, the fall bloom.
This bloom has got to be started in this month, due to the

Seeing Stars
•
At midnight on July 15, the Northern Cross was near the top
of the sky. Stars rise four minutes earlier each succeeding day, or
two hours each month; so at 10 o'clock on any night in August
they are approximately where they were at 12 on the same date
in Julv.
The. mythological name of this constellation is Cygnus, the swan.
It consists of five stars. After recognizing the cross, it is easy to
visualize the long-necked bird. The bottom or southernmost star,
rather faint, represents its head; an imaginary line back to the middle star, which nails the transverse bar, its neck; the crossbar stars
the wing; and Deneb, brightest of the five stars, which marks the
top of the cross, represents the tail of the swan. It was supposed to
be flying southward, headed between two prominent white sparklers
- Vega, to the west, and Altair, to the south. These, with Deneb,
present a vast, long triangle.
Astronomers tell us that Deneb's lesser brightness is not due to
inferiority in size, because he is one of the giants of stardomequal to thousands of our Sun; but that his distance is approximately

BETTER BUY BUICK/rom
Better Service Buick A•
Sales and Service Bldg.

•

Haberdashers-Light & Redwood Sts.

SA.7926

BROOKS~ PRI.C E
·

1370 W. North Ave.
Sennce
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•

MAdiaon 9300
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fact that whatever you put around the rose will force growth
in the rose plant which has to be hardened off by frost and
it is rather dangerous to put anything around after the 15th
of August. I have used many chemicals for this purpose but
I am afraid to tell the amateur for fear he will kill his plant
by putting on too much. The product which you can use
with absolute safety is "Bloom Aid" made by the Virginia·
Carolina Chemical Corporation .and can be bought at seed
stores. Put it around your roses and then wet them down
well. You will see results later on.
The Climbing Roses should be trimmed in August. Remove all dead stock. Cut off .all flowering stem~ back to two
or three inches of mother stock and cut ends off just enough
to keep the bush in bounds.

's tvents
1 omorrow 1 <\aJ
\n ~our \\otne o
Television (:o. of Maryland offers
a choice selection of television receivers for the home or business . . .

SEPTEMBER

You certainly should see some results the latter part of
next month from what you do in August and from then
until the frost kills your roses.
During this month just continue your spraying and dusting and enjoy your rose garden.
[Mr. Walker, now in his eighties, is an oldtime Baltinwrean who has had unusual success as an amateur rose
· grower.]

Television at its best, with clear, sharp
pictures, maximum brightness and perfected
contrast.

• U. S. TELEVISION
• STEWART-WARNER
• BELMONT

(Other garden news on page 28)

Less Installation

TELEVISION CO.

SUBSCRIBERS' COMMENTS
A subscription is the best investment I could make for
such a nominal fee. Congratulations on your fine magazine!
My family and I look forward to each issue with anticipation.
- Mrs. Douglas Pis tel.

MD.

1218 N. CHARLES STREET
near PRESTON

YOUR MOST-PRIZED POSSESSION
THE
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•

LINOLEUMS
ASPHALT TILE
RUBBER TILE
VENETIAN BLINDS
A Varied and Select Assortment
Estimates Cheerfully Furnished

FREE STATE RUG & LIN'OLEUM
World's Finest Instrument for Musical Reproduction
You can make no finer choice for your family .•.
for your home . • . than the world-acclaimed
CAPEHART. Peerless in tonal qualities and beauty
of cabinet. The ONLY phonograph-radio that
automatically turns records over to play both sides.
In Baltimore, we alone hold the coveted sponsorship of the CAPEHART. See it and hear it in
our air-conditioned audition rooms.

410 W. SARATOGA ST.

Invest' N 0 W

for Security in the
FUTURE

Buy
Radio

Satisfaction

218 W. SARATOGA ST.

Since

1921
VE. 7670

U. S. SAVINGS
BONDS

Co.

VEr. 1045
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FALMOUTH FOR ORDERS

•
From Falmouth
Heights, Massachusetts,
where Reginald Stewart has been spending
part of his summer vacation - letting the
Cape Cod breezes blow
o'er his tall, spare,
Scottish frame- comes
word that the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra will present an
"open night" program
on November 30, in
the Sunday-night concert series.
There will be ten of
these Sunday-night
concerts instead o f
eight, as heretofore.
The "open night" will
include not only some
fa v o r it e orchestral
numbers drawn from
operatic scores, but
also vocal solos and at least one vocal quartet presentation.
Besides this all-opera program, Mr. Stewart also announces another Sunday-night program to consist exclusively
of operatic music- on December 21. This will be made up
entirely of Wagnerian music, including the "Forest Murmurs" music from "Siegfried," three important excerpts
from the final music-drama of Wagner's "Nibelungen Ring"
tetralogy, "The Twilight of the Gods"; and three excerpts
from the score of Wagner's only comic opera, "Die Meistersinger."

"·

ceived recently. It is obviously the work of an admirer of
the subject, but there was no signature and the postmark
was illegible.
NEW 'CELLIST AT PEABODY AND WITH B.S.O.

Joseph Saunders, who has been solo 'cellist of the New York City
Symphony Orchestra, has bee11 appointed to the faculty of the Peabody Conservatory of Music by the director, Reginald Stewart, to
succeed George Neikrug. He will also succeed Mr. Neikrug as first
'cellist of the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra. Mr. Saunders has held
important musical posts. For three years he was solo 'cellist of the
Mozart Sinfonietta and, later, of the New York City Opera Company.
He has been an alternating member of the NBC String Symphony
and the NBC Symphony Orchestra. Mr. Saunders will assume his
duties at the Peabody on October 1 and will be heard in recital at the
Peabody shortly afterwards. During the forthcoming season he will
be soloist at one of the concerts of the Baltimore Symphony
Orchestra.
BAND CONCERTS: A GOOD SEASON

The Park and Municipal Bands are winding up the 1947 season,
having had record breaking attendance at the regular concerts as
well as at the massed-band features. A particularly interesting and
entertaining concert was presented at Patterson Park before a vast
and enthusiastic audience.
A total of 106 concerts, including the three massed-band concerts,
were presented to the public by the two bands during that time.
Earl F. Forman, of the Bureau of Music of the Department of Recreation and Parks, expressed satisfaction with the results of these
concerts and is looking forward to next season, when he hopes to
be able to bring even more attractiv~ features with the band concerts to the citizens of Baltimore.
SUCCESSFUL TOUR

Priscilla Barton, concert singer, who in private life is Mrs. Richard
T. Shackelford, of Spotswood, Woodbrook, has been having a remarkable success, singing through Pennsylvania, Tennessee, West
Virginia, Kentucky, and South Carolina. Her tour is under the
management of Wilford Matthews.
SUBSCRIBERS' COMMENTS
I am sure GARDENS, HOUSES AND PEOPLE is much enjoyed
by those in Doctor Skillman's waiting-room. Enclosed please
find check for $1.-Mrs. W. F. Skillman.

ALL-GERSHWIN PROGRAM

Also included in the B. S. O.'s Sunday-night series will be
an All-Gershwin program, and another program which will
be devoted, in its entirety, either to ballet music or light and
frothy music by the five great Strausses.
Mr. Stewart is expected to return to Baltimore in late
September with the famous hands more flexible than ever.

JAMES M. SINCLAIR
. . Sheet Metal Works
ROOFING - CUTTERS - SPOUTING
SKYLIGHTS - FURNACES

ANONYMOUS ARTIST

The picture of a certain director, conducting the wind and
waves, was sketched on the back of a postcard which we re-

EXPERT WORKMANSHIP

3011 GREENMOUNT AVE.

Est. over 40 Yrs.

CH. 9029

ALSO MANY OTHER
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New RCA Victor
record hits
CALL

Jm V. STOUT
4640 YORK ROAD
Baltimore (12} Md.
Sigmund Romberg's Musical
Score of The Student Prince
Record Album P-180.

COMPLETE SERVICE OF RADIOS
ON BOATS, YACHTS, AUTOS AND HOMES,
F.C.C. LICENSE.
Several Years Instructor of Recognized Schools

WE WILL DELIVER RECORDS
OR · OTHER MERCHANDISE
PROMPTLY FOR YOUR
CONVENIENCE-

PHONE TUXEDO 0033
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• The well-attended performance by the Galimar String
Quartet, given at the Rose Garden of the Art Museum~ can
be best described as uneven. The first work, a youthful
Haydn Quartet (Opus 20, no. 2), was played with too
weighty a tone and with far too sluggish rhythms for that
type of music. The last work, Beethoven's famous "Quartette Serioso, Opus 95," was played in a more lively fashion,
but still with the heavy tone. It sounded more despairing
than serious.
They gave, however, "' a very excellent performance of
the Second Quartet of the near-contemporary Czech composer, Leos Janacek. The work, with which I was completely unfamiliar, was skillfully written, with many changing
moods-ranging from acid wit to lyricism. Indeed, it could
well have been written by the late, great, Bela Bartok. The
ensemble's thick tone was just right for this work, .and they
captured its many moods excellently.
To their credit let it be also said that they were an extremely well-balanced ensemble-not too much first violin
or 'cello-but with everyone taking part equally, which is
how it should be in chamber music playing.

c.Baltimore's 8\!usic Headquarters

-*

A

... -

Record Collection
OF RECORD SIZE

A concert whenever you want it, with
a collection of records from FREE
ST A TE STORES. If it's recorded,
we have it. Symphonies .•• Operas
. . . Musical Comedies . . . Jam Sessions. Come in . . . select your favorite records and you're ready to listen
to the music that soothes you . . . or
excites you when the mood strikes you.
Immediate Delivery
Famous Quality Hard-To-Get
Appliances and Radios

A.. B. S.
TELEVISION AT THE SHERATON-BELVEDERE
The Sheraton-Belvedere Hotel, scene of many coming-out parties,
is the first hotel in Baltimore to introduce television to its patrons.
A receiving set for the reception of visual radio has been installed as
a feature of the Terrace Room at the south end of the hotel's main
lobby. At present, these programs are broadcast on an evening
schedule from television studios in Washington. There are special
programs at other hours, usually on Saturday and Sunday afternoons.
The set in the Terrace Room is in operation to receive the en~ire
television schedules beamed to sets in this area.

108

N.

HOWARD

Open Every Evening Till 9

440 N. GAY ST.

ST.
LE. 6892

LE. 3051

Open ·Friday till 9 P.M. and Saturday till JO
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CERTIFIED PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
"Good Property Well Man.aged is a Sound Investment"

701 CATHEDRAL ST.

•

~~en 'l(.ULL &talL
Jas. 1-1. Richardson - Realtor

"A Broker's Duty is to Represent his Client!'

12 E. Lexington Street

Plaza 4690

READERS
Contributors Wanted
Anecdotes or Short Stories Relative to Your -Pets

MULBERRY 7060

GARDENS, HOUSES AND PEOPLE will publish these under
your own name. Not more than 200 words desired.

OPEN
NIGHTS,

FRIDAYS,
SATURDAYS,
MONDAYS,·
TIL
Every one who has seen Sears School Values is Wildly Enthusiastic!

9:30
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Art
,,,,,,
PAINTINGS OF BALTIMORE

·II The Seventh Annual Exhibition of Paintings of Baltimore
will be held at the Peale Museum,
October 5 to November 16. The
desire of the Peale Museum is to
stimulate regional art in Baltimore. Therefore, the subject of
:'ffilfll~~~::sr' the exhibition is Baltimore-its
people, its scenes, and its life.
All things which are typical and
unmistakable aspects of the cultural environment of Baltimore are proper subjects for entry. The Jury will select
paintings for the show and make the awards on the basis
of artistic merit and its fulfillment of the requirem~nts for
the subject matter.
The Friends of the Museum will award a prize of $100 to
the artist whose work is selected by the jury as best fulfilling these conditions, and two honorable mention awards of
$25 each. The Museum retains the right to purchase the
$100 prize painting for an additional $100, if it so desires.
The Jury of Selection and Awards will consist of John D.
Morse, editor of the Magazine of Art; Charles A. McClellan,
an artist of Wilmington; and Robert Riggs, an artist of
Philadelphia.
RULES AND DATES

All recognized artistic media are acceptable, except blackand-white drawings. The exhibition is completely open, with
no limitations as to residence. Each artist may submit up
to three works, but they must not have been exhibited in any
museum or public gallery in Baltimore within the last two
years.
There are no expenses to the exhibitors, but they must
deliver and call for their works, and the paintings are submitted at the owner's risk.
All paintings must be framed, and the largest dimension
must be less than 60 inches, including the frame.
All paintings must be received by September 13.
THE MIDDLE AGES

The Medieval World is the title of an exhibition of photographs assembled and circulated by Life magazine, which
went on view at the Walters Art Gallery July 27, to continue through August 31.
Designed to give the spectator a vivid seme of the environment of medieval life, the exhibition deals with the religious and secular aspects of the period as revealed in
architecture, tapestry, manuscripts and decorative arts. The
collection is intended to complement Life's recent editorial
presentation of the Middle Ages, and is being widely circulated. The wealth of medieval material in the permanent
collections of the Walters Art Gallery gives the showing
particular significance for Baltimore.
Twenty-four panels, each containing from one to six
photographs and captions, delineate the roles of the church,
the town, and the castle in the day-to-day life of medieval
man. The section devoted to the church reflects the medieval
spirit in a sequence of panels which include the Cathedral
of Chartres, the Abbey Church at Vezelay, Fountains Abbey,
sculptural details and color reproductions of stained glass
from Bourges and Chartres. Here the exhibition has been
augmented by an original statue of the Virgin in the style of
the Ile-de-France, where the purest type of French Gothic
art was produced and an enamelled crozier from Limoges
dating from the 13th century, both items from the Gallery's
own collection.

The second division of the exhibition treats town life of
the late Middle Ages. Here are seen contemporary woodcuts
of anonymous streets and street scenes, as well as such centers of medieval life as Nuremberg, Dinkelsbuhl, Constance,
Carcassonne and Avignon.
Feudal life, centering around the lord's castle, is portrayed
in the third division. There are also panels illustrating a
tournament and the Crusades. Of the thirty-five photographs in this portion of the exhibition, twenty-four tell the
story of customs and courtesies of castle life, while the others reveal the interiors and outside walls of medieval castles
still standing today.
Among the Walters items selected to supplement the section which deals with the secular aspects of medieval life are
a 15th century chronicle, a suit of Gothic armor, two ivory
mirrors, an ivory comb, keys, weights and other objects.

BOOKS
(Continued from page 11)

had better read the novel first, some the essay. If one goes
first to the novel he may become somewhat confused as to
its meaning, but he may at the same time experience an unalloyed if morbid pleasure in the writing. If to the essay
first, he may not want to read the novel at all. But both
should be read.
Existentialism insists that existence precedes essence, that
subjectivity is the starting point, and the atheistic existentialist like Sartre, but unlike Jaspers or Marcel, hands to
man the entire responsibility for himself. "Man is nothing
else but what he makes of himself." Man is in anguish. Man
is forlorn. Man is nothing except what he accomplishes;
potentiality and circumstance are delusions used as excuses.
But man is responsible, and responsible not only for himself
but also for everybody else, according to the measure of
mutual involvement.
That is man's freedom: he is free to choose what he shall
be; and what he should be is the kind of man who guides
humanity well by all his actions. If from moment to moment
man fails to acknowledge this and · to choose well-though
by what instinctual standard it is hard to determine-then
in the words of Sartre, "He is a stinker." It is entirely his
fault, he must bear the guilt, and he could be different any
moment all by himself if he would. This, Sartre calls optimistic austerity; and there is -something admirable in such ,
an affront to the cynical irresponsibility of our time; the
Christian existentialist, or any Christian, would call the
freedom paradoxical and real, and the omnipotence insane
and proud.
But to get to the novel at all: it has some "stinkers··
caught in its ironic fabric who cannot see or acknowledge
personal responsibility in 1939 when their country is threatened, and when they themselves are momently threatened,
despite their having attained the age of reason. Perhaps the
worst of these does finally make a decision which frees himself and another. Surely the chief character, though he never
makes a right or spontaneous choice, is wiser for the realization of it. But a professor of philosophy and his sad mistress,
a playboy and his much older cafe singer, a pervert and a
girl who drinks her way out of the Sorbonne, are involved
with others in a plot which has to decide whether the professor's mistress shall have a baby or an abortion; the mood
is dark, and the writing is often spent upon minute and
sometimes revolting details of life in Paris round the clock.
But the flow of the story, the descriptions of the city and
its people are masterly and sometimes beautiful, and interest
will not lag in the darkness.
KNOWING THE BIRDS

•
Ornithologists, bird-watchers and nature lovers will find the new
edition to Roger. Tory Peterson's "A Field Guide to the Birds" (all
species found east <?f the Rockies) delightful and useful. Profusely
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illustrated by the author, (more than 500 of the pictures are in color),
the book is admirably arranged for handy field use. It is sponsored
by the National Audubon Society, and has received the Brewster
Medal of the American Ornithologists Union. A similar work, which
we mentioned some months ago, is Leon Augustus Hausman's "Field
Book of Eastern Birds," illustrated by Jacob Bates Abbott.

a

VERSE: MILD AND PLEASANT

)-

Grace Noll Crowell has long been known as a producer
of conventional verse of the type generally found in the
women's magazines. Her latest small volume, "The WindSwept Harp" (Harper, $1), is in the usual vein. Of the
things in it, this has competence and a certain quiet appeal.
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WHO LOVES A GARDEN
Who loves a garden much must wait
The slow and simple processes of time,
Knowing within his heart, though soon or late,
The bulbs entrusted to the earth will climb
Out of the darkness to the clear bright air ':
Such vivid scarlet after drenching rain,
Such passionate orange, or a sudden flare
Of gold like sunlight on a windowpane.
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Fire and food are his to give away.
A gardener must save, yet he must spend.
Who plants his flower and fruitage day by day,
And shares it with a stranger or a friend,
Has hoarded something better than mere gold;
Has garnered more than barrel or bin can hold.
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*A call
One wise move solves any moving problem.
to Broadway Storage brings experienced,
dependable specialists in careful moving. Everything from a grand piano to a Wedgwood vase!
In moving, it's wiser to call

SUBSCRIBERS' COMMENTS

BROADWAY STORAGE CO., INC .

The improvement has been so marked that I am glad to
send you my subscription.-Mrs. E. C. Bramble.
Have received G., H. & P. for years- enjoy it very much.

Moving • Packing • Crating
Shipping • Storage
Fayette St. at Broadway
BRoadway 1810

- Mrs. F. A. Rhoad.

Agents for United Van Lines
Long Distance Moving From Coast to Coast
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SPEAKING OF LANGUAGES •••

THE BERLITZ METHOD
soon transforms any language from a "speaking acquaintance"
to a fast friend.
ENROLL '.l'ODAY '.l'O LEABN

•FRENCH • SPANISH • GERMAN
• ITALIAN • RUSSIAN
OR ANY OTHER TONGUE

..
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Native Instructors

Free '.l'rial Lesson

OPEN 9 A. M. '.l'O 9 P. M .

Approved for Training under G.I. Bill

BERLITZ

School of Languages
319 N. CHARLES STREET

PLAZA 0767
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REALTORS
Take Advantage of a Live Firm
CITY SUBURBAN FARMS ESTATES
BUSINESS AND INVESTMENT PROPERTIES
APPRAISALS
MORTGAGE LOANS
MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE
~w
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UNiversity 4346
2206 N. Charles St.
Baltimore 18, Md.

This SIGN OF THE CLAS PED
HANDS means that the house is insured against loss by fire in a local
company whose reP11tation for integrity
has been growing since 1794.

OWNERS OR BUILDERS
OF NEW HOMES!
If your new home qualifies as a Preferred Risk
dwelling, you are eligible for all the privileges of
our unique Perpetual Fire Protection Policy. You
merely deposit a moderate sum (returnable upon
cancellation) ... and your policy is paid for in full.
There are no premiums ... and no expiration date!
If you wish Extended Coverage against the perils
of Windstorm, Hail, Explosion, Riot, Civil Commotion, Aircraft, Smoke and Vehicles, a small additional sum ... paid once ... takes care of you.
Find out today if you can become a Me1nber of
this 15 3-year old Society. Write for free booklet.

BALTIMORE
EQUITABLE SOCIETY
For Insuring Houses from Loss by Fire
S. E. COR. EUTAW AND FAYETTE STS., BALTIMORE l, MD.
'-iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii TELEPHONE: LEXINGTON 1072iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;;w;;;;;;;:;;~
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TRAVEL
(Continued from page 15 )

all right until we started up the steep hill road leading to
the grov e. Then that jug began to weigh more at every step.
I know now how a racehorse feels when he's heavily handicapped. Luckily, I did manage to get a table, upon which I
collapsed gratefully. After getting my wind back, I laid my
hat and the jug on the pine boards, to denote possession,
and went back to help with the baskets.
A breeze blew in from the bay, and everybody again ate
ravenously. Then it began to rain. Since most people have
an illogical aversion to getting rained on while in swimming, crowds stood around under the trees or in the pavilion,
waiting for the rain to quit so that swimming would be
possible. I was taken by our two little girls for a tour of
the amusement park, the big hit of which (for t~1em) was
something called Thrills In the Dark, consisting of a trip
through a cavernlike place where ghosties and ghoolies
squeaked and made moan, electrified owls hooted, and
phony skeletons danced 3bout. For my part, the tiny narrowgauge train, drawn by a real little locomotive, was the best
thing on the bluff.
The rain stopped, ana_ off went the swimmers. By that time
I was damp enough to be willing to skip a swim. Incidentally
I noticed that while most of the other adults had, like my
wife and I, come burdened down with bathing suits, beach
robes, sunburn lotions, etc., very few of them went into
the water. Among those who did was Father Knox, whose

appearance in bathing trunks was so markedly different from
his apnearance in vestments, the children of our parish were
momentarily nonplussed. I don't know what they expected
him to wear, unless it was a sort of ecclesiastical bathing suit,
but they quickly adjusted themselves to the change and
soon were screeching about his rubber boat with all the wild
abandon of choir-boys out of hand.
Late in the afternoon, the crowd began drifting down from
the bluff and aboard the Bear Mountain. There was less
haste, now. Indeed, quite a few young couples acted as
though they didn't much care whether the steamer left without them or not. The skipper appe.a red on the bridge in
great dignity, handsomely uniformed in blue and brass.
He spoke a few calm words through a megaphone, there were
some bell signals, the Bear Mountain's whistle let out a
blast that shook the waft from stem to stern, the late comers
trooped up, ·and the gangplank was raised.
On the homeward cruise a few of the more irrepressible
small children engaged in half-hearted jitter bugging on the
dance floor, or stuffed themselves with popcorn, but most of
them lay, half-dazed with happiness and fatigue , in the laps
of their e1ders, or sprawled in chairs and upon the supportings shoulders of their neighbors. We docked at 7 p.m.
I met my foreign friend a few days later and told him I
had at last made the travel to Tolchester upon the water.
His Latin eyes brightened.
"How do you find eet? Very restful, no?"
"Very restful," I replied, "no."

------ -

WYMAN PARK CO.-Realtor

CARTER SINK, JR.

SUBSCRIBERS' COMMENTS
magazin~ and am now a subscriber.-Ogden

f"'-~nl,

I like the new
Nash.

GARDENS
Member of the Multiple Listing Bureau
MORTGAGE LOANS - MANAGEMENT
SALES - RENTALS

(Continued from page 23)

1948 ALL-AMERICA ROSE SELECTIONS

We Specialize in North Baltimore
8221
2517 N. CHARLES ST.
BEimont 6988
Mr. Edward W. Davis-Mrs. Edward W. Davis-Miss E. M. Stanford
Nights and Holidays-UNiversity 2932

• In an annual competition which includes most of the
outstanding rose varieties of the country, the following roses
have emerged as the 1948 high scoring winners.
Diamond Jubilee __________________________________ Hybrid Tea
Nocturne ________________________________________________ Hybrid Tea
Pinkie ---------------------------------------------------- Floribunda
San Fernando ________________________________________ Hybrid Tea
Taff eta ---------------------------------------------------- Hybrid Tea
High Noon, a climber, received a sectional award
for Pacific Coast, Southern and South Atlantic
States.
These are the roses chosen by the National Rose Jury to
receive the coveted All-America awards. They have been
judged and scored for two years in the 18 official A.A.R.S.
trial gardens. Their testings and descriptions are based on
actual trial behavior. All will be featured by the rose industry and associated dealers this season.

C. PRESTON SCHEFFENACKER
Realtor
MllKBlllB B1ILilt ES'l'..a.H BO.A.RD OJ' BAL'f'D(Oa.JI AND MVLTIPLB LlS'l'UfG BUllliu

20 years experience in the 1ale of North Baltimore real e.state.

3 E.

LEXINGTON STREET

PLAZA

CENTRAL SAVINGS BANK BLDG., CHARLES AND LEx1NGTON STS.

AGENT FOR CHESTNUT HIL.L

2225
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~HERES WHY.,,
Chief chemist Gustav Bornscheuer, in an
official motor fuel analysis of improved
Betholine, sa'y s:
e
s

"This is the best Betholine we have ever made.
During the war several new types of compounds
were used in making 100 Octane aviation fuel.
The exclusive Betholine formula contains a large
proportion of these compounds. Improved Betholine has exceptional starting and accelerating
qualities, a low gravity and a higher octane value
than any Betholine ever produced. It ranks first
among motor fuels in this territory."
A great PREMIUM motor fuel now better than ever! PROVE IT.
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Check the extra mileage, the extra antiknock
protection. Feel the extra power, extra pep,
extra smoothness. It's economical to buy the
best, and with motor fuels that means
improved Betholine.

A SHERWOOD PRODUCT ~~~=ff/
DRIVE IN AT THIS SIGN

ENJOY

MOM.

MILES OF SMILES

WITH,,~ BETHOLINE
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Open
August 11
with more lovely clothes
than ever in a setting rejuvenated a!1d enlarged-

..• dresses ..• suits . . . coats •.. millinery
and smarter accessories.

1104 N. Charles Street

CORSETS
DESIGNED AND TAILORED

To the Individual Need
CONSULT

MRS. FLORENCE G. BUTLER
BALTIMORE 18

3039 GUILFORD AVENUE
BEimont 9524

. BY BETTY SHERWIN

Stylist, Gardens, Houses and People
SILHOUETTE SUMMARY

The be$t summary of the new fall silhouette was m.ade by
Jessica Daves, editor of Vague at a Fashion Group luncheon
in New York. She summed it up as four different forms
(all with variations, of course) : "l. Tight bodice, flare below the waist. 2. Tight bodice, straight below the waist.
3. Full silhouette, from shoulder to hem. 4. Straight, wrapped look or "cocoon silhouette." What they all have in
common, however, she said, were the longer skirts and natural or soft shoulders. She also emphasized that all lines
are soft ... hard lines are out.
HAT EXCITEMENT

Hat drapery, skillfully done and the use of rich materials
were significant at the fashion show staged by the millinery
industry last month in New York. The majority of the
hats continue to fit the head, many of them have a fuller
look which goes well with the more voluminous look in
clothes, and every type of feather has been called into use.
Infinite variations on the turban and beret types were
shown.
Everyone in the hat and jewelry industries is watching
keenly the effort by a number of New York hairdressers to
put over the ear-covering coiffure. It will have such a definite influence, if successful, on hats and would mean drop
earrings in place of the present type. Three of these coiffures
were shown at one of the millinery meetings. One model
wore hair cut short, brought down over the ears in a cap
coiffure. Another divided the hair down the middle with
oval shaped sections covering the ears.. The third had long
hair rolled under in a cap-like coiffure.
JEWELS IN THE SUN

Custom-made Clothes
Eve Selby offers you individual designs,
made for the discriminating woman who
wishes her clothes just a little different, with
that personal touch.

Eve Selby
318 W. SARATOGA ST.
SARATOGA 4592

(2nd floor)

..

Costume jewelry for fall deserves a place of honor in the
fashion sun, for seldom have the designers shown ~s much
imagination and taste. There are costume pieces that are
hard to tell from actual heirloom jewelry. There are delicately worked combinations of fake pearl, rhinestones and
metal that have all the gorgeous glitter and smart design of
real jewels.
Heraldic pins done in metal and enamel have a new and
smart look. Here are some jottings I made while looking
at the costume jewelry showings in New York: Lariat necklaces in metal, in pearls and in stones worn swung to the
side and tremendously smart with high simple neckline
dresses ... pins worn singly, doubly or triply on the high
jutting collars of suits ... circular pins with silk or nylon
drawn through them for a smart touch at the neckline . . .
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IN BLACK OR
BROWN SUEDE

$18.95

metal rope chains and pearls encircling a high evening coiffure . . . jewelled combs in many fascjnating new designs
. .. . few designs in tricky animals and insects . . . the trend
toward the prettier, Victorian type . . . a tiny metal hand
holding a rose, a jewelled tree or flower.

A LA VALLE ORIGINAL,
ONLY AT W YMAN IN BALTIMORE.

RANDOM THOUGHTS

While watching the collections: No one can wear long
bobs or chignons with those high, jutting collars ... ermine
tails again and gorgeous white hats in felt, or satin worn
with black suits . . . huge taffeta bows close under the chin
(hope they won't be worn with round, moon faces, but they
will!) . . . Bragaard's hat with what he called a "Kissing
Brim!" . . . even a $10,000 mink coat doesn't excite when
the temperature is 92, though the showroom is air conditioned.
MU. 5030

CAMPUS FASHIONS

Perhaps the biggest change in college girl fashions fa in
the skirt and coat lengths . . . for, while year after year,
the fashion classics remain basically the same, this year
Lhe cut and detail conform to the changed silhouette. Acceptance of the longer skirt by the colleg~e girl is no issue . . .
questionnaires have shown approval by the large majority.
The longer jackets in suits and in separates have always
been adored by girls of college age and this season they are
all over the place instead of being hard to find. Such classics as gabardine suits, polo coats, good simple sweaters,
plaid skirts are still the backbone of the college wardrobe.
Bare shoulders, full skirted dance frocks are still first choice
... but many of them will be ankle or mid-calf length on the
more fashion conscious campus queens.
Among the novelties for campus wear are the middy silhouette blouses and two piece dresses ... hooded coats ...
solid color scarfs, silk squares worn imaginatively . . .
fringed tongue walking shoes ... two narrow leather belts
worn in place of one wide one ... huge gold safety pins ...
multi-strand pearls competing with the modest single strand.
College girls will welcome the return of good tweeds to
the campus wardrobe since they've always been favorites

August Sale
of Distinctive Furs
for Women ·

CHARLES AND CLAY STS.

Ready for Fall
Fea tur ing th e Newes t

Silhoue ttes

Fur Felts,

in

Velvets,

and Satins from th e

Helen Dugan Boyce
500 W. COLD SPRING LANE
Closed for the Summer
Opens Tuesday, Sept. 2nd

Foremos t

Millinery

Des igners and our
Ow n Cu stom - made
Depa rtment.
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and have been harder and harder to find during the war
years. When it comes to furs, sheared beaver and muskrat
are still top favorites..

Preview

CARRYOVER FASHIONS

In spite of the radical fashion .~hanges, there are some
that carry over . . . notably the fashion for hoods which is
reaching a new height for the coming season. There are
hoods on coats, suits, furs, dresses and even blouses. And
separate hoods are being shown for neckwear departments.
They are especially nice with the voluminous coat silhouette.

.11uman & Werkmeister marks the
beginning of its forty-fourth year
with a collection of fur styles unequalled in its long history.

SCARF NEWS

There'll be many more silk and nylon scarfs for fall and
in a wonderful variety of designs and colors . . . according
to the advance showings recently. Jewel trimmings, ombre
eff ccts, geometric qesigns and novelty motifs are included.
Ascots, huge squares, and stole scarfs are the most popular
types.

New silhouettes, new length and new
sleeve and collar treatments add up
to a revolutionary but magnificent
trend in fur models.

WHAT THEY'RE WEARING:

The graceful lady-look is the esprit
de corps of the new 19 48 season.

AUMAN & WERKMEISTER
311 NORTH CHARLES STREET

Quick
Dry Cleaning
GARMENTS CALLED FOR AND RETURNED
AS YOU _W ISH!

SAME DAY
}
IN 24 HOURS
IN 3 DAYS
,
Thorough and Satisfactory Job
Absolutely Guaranteed!

•.

Swim suit fashions at the Five Farms pool: two piece
suits favored by the majority of the sunbathers . . . Mrs.
Fauth Ross in a cute plaid swim suit with ruffles . . ·. Betty
Mitchell in a two piece black with ribbed skirt . . . Mrs.
Joseph Doyle in a two piece print ... an interesting design
of letters and inkwells, one-piece in white sharkskin worn
by Mrs. Philip Heuisler. On the terrace at the same club
... Mrs. Fred Stuart playing bridge in an Indian print ...
Lou Birely, down from Thurmont wearing a smart cotton
print . • . Lib Spillers in black and white . . . Mrs. Joseph
Mitchell in a striped cotton with flared skirt.
Joan McGlannan in a good looking striped cotton with
long sleeves, flared skirt . . . Mrs. Frew W aidner in julep
green shantung suit, matching wide brimmed straw hat,
white crepe tucked blouse and white pumps with julep green
platforms.
At the dance recital and tea given for the Humane Society
at the beautiful W. W. Cloud estate: the hostess in a white
dress with rose colored jacket and belt, wearing a mauve
orchid ... Mrs. Charles Shriver in a pink suit with a pretty
pink and blue hat ... Mrs. Alfred Goodrich very smart in
navy and white with stunning heirloom jewelry ...
At the Holabird officers club during a reception for General Keyser, Lib McCurley in ·a printed dinner dress with
side drapery, black ankle strap sandals and black gloves.
At the Baltimore Country Club . . . Lib Dunning in a
stunning Aldrich original, white linen with gold beading,
gold and white necklace, white pumps.
(Continued on page 34)

FOR ALL YOUR PAINTING NEEDS-CALL

TELEPHONE CHESAPEAKE 8919

Southern ffie/le
Conveniently /orated at

2116 N. CHARLES STREET

FOR THE BEST IN PAINTS AND PAINT PRODUCTS
MAIL AND PHONE ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

514 ENSOR STREET

SAratoga 0474
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FURS

MUSKRAT

NOW ON

By MRS. EDWARD F. WIELAND

Charles Street

HAVELOCK & SELENKOW
•
Every woman interested in furs should know something about
muskrat because of its popularity, many good qualities, appearance,
unusual durability, and usefulness. When dyed and sold as Hudson
Seal, it has been called ~'the most versatile of furs." For it is definitely an all-purpose pelt. It certainly looms large in the fur industry.
The lowly little creature that yields this pelt is a North American
animal, its habitat ranging from Hudson Bay, in the North, to
Louisiana and Texas. Millions of these rodents are trapped every
year. Louisiana leads in production; Maryland ranks high. A pair
of muskrats can produce forty young ones a year (five litters with
as many as eight in a litter).
The muskrat is found in the swamps and marshes and somewhat
resembles the beaver in its habits and mode of living.
It is not, of course, a rat. The name is an Anglo-Saxon corruption
of an Indian word that the early English settlers thought sounded
like "muskrat." It builds its home in somewhat the same manner
as the beaver, with an underwater entrance. Provided with an air
sac, it can remain under water for fifteen minutes. The marshes of
the Eastern Shore teem with muskrats.
For commercial purposes, muskrat is classified under the following heads: natural, golden, silver, and Hudson Seal. The backs are
usually brown or very dark brown, the sides are yellow while the
bellies are grayish.
Natural muskrat coats are made from the backs and are the most
durable . . . From the sides come the "golden" muskrat garments.
These do not wear quite so well, while the bellies are manufactured
into "silver" muskrat coats-which are less durable still. Muskrat
fur is sometimes blended in five or six colors by touching up the surface with a feather or brush dipped in appropriate dyes.
Of these the mink and sable shades are the most popular. The
fur can also be bleached and dyed in various colors and delicate
shades, incluing silver-blue, "wheat," etc.
Hudson seal, or seal-dyed muskrat, is important enough to deserve a chapter all by itself, so I will not enlarge on it here.
Muskrat is made into coats, jackets, and capes and is occasionally
used in trimming. The coats range in price from $250 to $500; the
jackets and capes from $200 to $400. Let-out muskrat, $450 to $795.
Like all furs it should be treated with care. When not in use for
an extended length of time, as in the summer, it should be put in
cold storage so as to preserve the natural skin oils. When in the home
and not actually being worn it should always be placed on a hanger.
The owner of a muskrat coat, or of any other fur garment, for
that matter, should not wear the coat on long automobile drives,
which wear out the seat and back, because of the friction engendered.
The life of a good muskrat garment should be from five to ten years,
depending upon its owner and treatment.

(something for which you have long waited)
c-+.!>

In our New Sa Ion we offer you Distinctive Furs, custom-made by old masters at
the trade plus an exclusive array of
Limited Editions.

We will appreciate a visit and an opportunity
to show you that-

MORCANSTEIN
BLUMENSTEIN
are definitely

"First in Furs"
916 N. CHARLES

MUiberry 4423

Havelock & Selenkow's

A,ugust Fur Sale
means
Truly Traditional Savings on our Complete
stock for the Woman who is Style Conscious as well as Value Conscious

SUBSCRIBERS' COMMENTS
"Readers of GARDENS, HousEs AND PEOPLE will be kept
vividly and spicily in touch with the cultural life of this
city-its music, its thought, whatever is of interest, in a
close-up of the actual lives of the people."- The Rev. Dr.
Arthur B. Kinsolving.

N. LIBERTY
COR. CLAY

Open Thurs. 'Til 9 P. M.

G. H. & P. ON THE NEWSSTANDS

D 'R EES l'URS
RESTYLING - STORAGE - REPAIRING
1208 N. CHARLES STREET

VErnon 5328

~GARDENS, HousEs AND PEOPLE is on sale in the Book
and Magazine departments of Hutzler's, Hochschild,-Kohn's,
Remington Book Store (Charles and Mulberry streets); at the
following Read Drug Stores located at Howard and Lexington,
Charles and Lexington, Thirty-second and Greenmount, 3115
St. Paul street, 5438 York road, 1500 Haven wood road; and
at the Peabody Pharmacy, Calvert and Thirtieth.
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Photography
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
PRINT CRITICISM

• This picture, made at Fort McHenry
by Daniel Debelius of 2001 Bel Air road,
just falls short of being top-notch, mainly because of the camera position chosen. The print is in too-perfect formal
balance. The gun, being placed in the
direct center, equally divides the areas of the picture.
The ships in the background are more or less isolated
from the foreground, the eye being compelled to jump the
large even area of water. While the muzzle of the gun
might act as a tying line between the foreground and the
background it isn't strong enough to do the job completely.

This is your chance to make the summer months
both interesting and profitable. You can learn
photography in the professional manner under
individual instruction. Basic and Advanced
Courses open in Commercial, Color and Portraiture . . . both day and evening classes. One
of the largest and best equipped professional
photography schools in the country. Send for
free catalog today!

CAMERA POSITION

This balance might have been corrected by taking a camera position a little more to the right of the gun-pit so as to present a side
view of the cannon. This would have made the cannon seem longer
and the muzzle appear closer to the ships in the background. Further,
the diagonal lines of the breastworks would have been strengthened
and would have presented nice oppositional lines to that of the gun.
The grey tone of the sky could have been relieved by the use of a
yellow or orange filter, or by darkening the top of the picture during
printing. As the print is now pres·ented, the fringe of light grass at
the bottom could have been toned down by spotting with a pencil
or spotting color.

Qualified veterans admitted
under the G.I. Bill.

FASHION FORECASTS
(Continued from page 32)
N. CHARLES AT 24TH STREET

•

BALTIMORE 18, MARYLAND

o ; N L E Y L. HOWARD

PJ1ea1 re~
11 E.

PHOTOGRAPHIC

LEXINGTON STREET

SAratoga 647 8
SALES -

MANAGEMENT -

At the tea honoring Mrs. Claude Gray given by Mrs.
Adrian Hughes at her lovely Ruxton home ... the guest of
honor in white embroidered aqua crepe, corsage of tiny
roses and baby's breath ... the hostess in a smart carnation
print on a black background . . . Mrs. John Howard and
Mrs. McGill Mackall both in very good looking black and
white prints, a fashion favored by a number of the guests
. . . Mrs. John P.almer in a print of electric blue on white,
her white hat with matching blue veiling.
Mrs. Gordon Lyons in pale pink pure linen with silver
spray beading at the waistline ... pink camellia in her hair

HEADQUARTERS
SINCE 1900

APPRAISALS

ZEPP PHOTO SUPPLy

Since 1920

FREE

co~

3040-44 GREENMOUNT AVENUE

A SCREWDRIVER
If you bring, this ad

·•••••••••••••••••••••m•••••••••••r

: McCREllRY TIRES ·
I

I

·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••m••• '

l.anvale Vulcanizing Inc.
Custom
2302 N: HOWARD STREET

Repairing and Recapping
Baltimore 18

Hop. 4880
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THIS MONTH'S PRINT

w.

By
M. VON SCHULZ
Baltimore Institute of Photography

Of course, elimination of distracting details is much easier when
making the negative-this could have been removed by moving closer
to the edge of the gun pit and slightly raising the camera.

WILLIAMSBURG STERLING TEA SERVICE

..• the color setting off her deep suntan beautifully. White
pumps, silver bracelets and pink stone earrings completed
the costume.

RT 19

Teapot

$85.00

Lowe r Right,

RT 18

Cream Pitcher

$25.00

Lower Left,

RT 15
RT 16

Sugar Bowl
Sugar Bowl Cover

$15.00
$10.00

AU Prices Subject to

BEST DRESSED OF THE MONTH

• Mrs. Herbert R. O'Conor, Jr., in an off-the-shoulder
plaid dance frock, mid-calf length, white ankle strap shoes,
her hair in a becoming simple coiffure.

ti

20 % Excise Ta x and Md. S ta.te Sales Tax

The Stieff Company
SILVERSMITHS-COLDSMITHS
Exclusive makers of Williamsburg
Restoration Sterling Silver
Reproductions

SUBSCRIBERS' COMMENTS
Enclosed is my subscription to G., H. & P. I like your
magazine very much.- Mrs. W. Scott Leister.
I am enclosing my subscription for this year and will be a
· regular subscriber from now on.- H. T. Lamar.
Enclosed is my subscription, with best wishes for the continuing success of G., H. & P.- Mrs. Harry E. Houck.

....
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Closed Saturdays
During July·
and August
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PRICE SALE

~t .

8 W. Saratoga St.
SAratoga 4924

BE. 7116-(Nite) HO. 1993
A

CH. 9265

Buy your gifts at this eventfu l

THE GILMAN COMPANY
.l

SA. 9238
MU. 5848

CHRISTMAS IN AUGUST!

Into Apartnaents
t.

Only reproductions approved hy
the R es toration bear this
hallmark

17 North Liberty Street
229 North Howard Street
Wyman Park Driveway

FOR YOU -

L"onvert Your Honie

J,

·C

Store Hours: 9:30 . A.M. to 5:00 P.M.

.-,~, ,~,~,

2515 N. Charles St.

@

J,

4

------Eastern Shore-----Waterfront Estates and Plantations
DUCKING SHORES Baltimore Office:
2117 N. Charles Street
BEimont 2688

INLAND FARMS

MORGAN-EVANS, INC., Realtors
Write or Phone Today

Easton Office:
Clearview
Phone Easron 543-W
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Cive yourself or someone else
a professional cold wave at
home, with.

TONI
DeLuxe Kit with
Professional
Plastic Curlers
Cream waving lotion
Neutralizer
Plastic curlers
Full instructions

plus tax

More Tha
•
Dog days, and a dog's life, no less ! I mean, Gertrude, isn't it
enough that we waited for years to get a fur coat and now what?
They're out of fashion. What shall we do about it? Use them for
hearth rugs, maybe, or the balloon sleeves might make good laundry
bags. (Whoops! I just tripped over the hem of my lawn tennis
dress-just can't seem to get used to these long skirts.)
Then, there's the hip padding. Well, what's new about that?
We've had hip padding for years, and not artificial, either. Is it to
say, Gertrude, that we now have pad on padding? And the dainty
waistline means corsets, so help us! A young friend of mine remarked recently, "Things are sure getting tight," and aren't they!
I can remember great-great Aunt Sarah, who would call to greatgreat Uncle Ambrose, "Pap, come string me up!" She would hold
on to the bed post while Pap pulled, which is all reminiscent of
Scarlett in "Gone With the Wind" . . . and leaves us in a state of
swoon.
GODEY'S LADIES

Toni Refill
Pkg.

$1.00
Be assured of curly, natural looking hair in this hot summer weather
by giving yourself a Toni Creme Cold Wave Home Permanent. It's
as easy as rolling your h a ir on curlers, but the wave stays in for

1R~ l<igJt f" /(eallI
.1

-11 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1111111111'

/hr;, Yfol(Food 1/~
REDUCING and MASSAGE
ELECTRIC CABINETS
B. DOBRY, Ph.T.

•

E. CASTICER

r.============DEVELOPERS OF============
HAMPTON
FOUR WINDS - MURRAY HILL
POPLAR HILL AND KEMPER GREEN
DESIRABLE LOTS ARE NOW AVAILABLE

ALBERT

1947

A STATE OF SWOON

Home Permanent

•
•
•
e

August~

P.

STROBEL,

• REALTOR •
I 021 N. CHARLES STREET

JR '. ,

CO.

VErnon 1575

All right. There it is. Now, if we are going to he Godey's ladies,
we might just a 3 well make up our minds to act like Godey?s ladies,
to say nothing of our hair styles and our complexions. Let's start
with etiquette and gather a few well-chosen gems from "The Usages
of the Best Society,'' by Frances Stevens, 1884.
"In introducing individuals it should be first ascertained whether
the introduction be mutually agreeable; a gentleman should not be
introduced to a lady unless her permission be previously obtained.
(Awkward, what, for the gentleman waiting for you to make up your
mind?)
SMILE, HORTENSE

"An unmarried lady never says she is glad to meet the gentleman.
She just smiles." (You can always make your smile count for something, Hortense.)
"A gentleman must not stand still in the street to converse with a
lady." (Go into your soft shoe dance, Alonzo.)
"A lady does not accompany a gentleman to the door of the
parlor." (Young ladies and gents make note of this. No farewells
in the vestibule.)
"When gentlemen call on young ladies, they should be shown to a
common sitting room and their visit should be shared with the rest
of the family; this saves one the embarrassment of taking the visit
wholly to oneself. A young lady should never ask a young gentleman
to call on her- her Mother may do so." (We wouldn't want you to
be embarrassed, Gretchen.)
"It is always proper for a young gentleman to take a young lady
out to drive in his dog cart, with his servant behind, if her parents
approve, but if it is done very often, it looks conspicuous and the
lady runs the risk of being considered engaged." (Polish up your
convertible dog cart, Homer, and ask Henry to ride behind.)
"A gentleman should avoid treading on ladies' dresses or shutting
them in the door." (See, what did I tell you!)
HARTSHORN FOR FAINTING

"When entertaining be sure to have your dressing room prepared
for the ladies. In this room, beside the toilet glass, well-lighted, let
there be a hand mirror to enable the ladies to see the backs of their
heads; an ample supply of pins, combs, brushes, hairpins, etc., and
a work box containing needles and thread. Let there be bottles of
fine eau-de-cologne, and camphor and hartshorn in case of faintings."
(Be prepared for the faintings when you don the tight stays.)
"Well-bred young gentlemen always say to the hostess at a ball
that they beg of her to introduce them to ladies who may be without
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a Skin Deep
SMITH

partners, as they would gladly make themselves useful to her. After
dancing with the lady the gentleman must take a few turns around
the room with her before he takes her back to her chaperon." (I'll
bet this gives you a few "turns" just to think of it, Junior!)

cif/wmas
BEAUTY SALON
Individual Hair Styling

A PROMISE

Well, that's a start anyway. By September I hope to have some
startling news on how to do the hair, how to apply patches to the
face, how to furnish the parlor so you will be in the proper setting

VNiv. 8384

419 E. 33rd STREET

SUBSCRIBERS' COMMENTS

It is a pleasure to send this check as I have enjoyed
GARDENS, HousES AND PEOPLE and find each issue more interesting.--M rs. James C. Maher.
to show off your gowns and maybe, the correct way to ride side
saddle. I wish Mr. Stieff would suggest some menus which would
be fitting for the new woman to serve.
Do you think it is possible that we shall have a rash of poetry
from the pens of our gentlemen? Poems written to our divine new
forms-something reminiscent of Edmund Waller's verse on his lady's
girdle?
That which her slender waist confined
Shall now my joyful temples bind;
No monarch but would give his crown
His arms might do what this has done.
It was my heaven's extremest sphere,
The pale which held that lovely deer.
My joy, my grief, my hope, my love
Did all within that circle move!
A narrow compass! And yet there
Dwelt all that's good and all that's fair;
Give me but what this ribband bound,
Take all the rest the sun goes round.
SERIOUS NOTE

But all levity aside, the fall season is rushing toward us, and
it promises to be brilliant, studded with all sorts of activity. Please
watch that sunburn. Don't get all leathery and dark, because you
won't look smart in the new fall color combinations, say, the brown
and black.
If you have time, after letting down hems, dipping light hose into
dark dye and sewing deep lace on short slips, make it a point to get
tickets for the Maryland Better Homes Exposition at the Armory,
September 19-28. And do watch the papers for an exciting announce·
ment on United Nations Week, September 14. I can tell you this
much, the eyes of the world will be focused on Baltimore. Yep, it's
that important!
FAREWELL, LADIES

And now, Gertrude, I must stop. I am reading the most exciting
serial just arrived from England. It's called "The Old Curiosity
Shop" and its all about Little Nell and her grandfather. Could I
stop for you in my phaeton Thursday next? We could take a nice
drive in the country-maybe as far out as Guilford. I understand
Edith is giving a ball, and guess what? She is going to take up the
carpets instead of spreading crash over them for dancing. Leave it
to her to take up the latest fad!

FIRST
SEE EDWARD W. PUGH
WHEN BUYING YOUR HOME!
401 N. CHARLES ST.

~~LOVELINESS

I or

SALE=~

Our Bargain Campaign for July in which Prices
for Permanent Waves, Dyes, and Scalp
Treatments were

REDUCED 15%
was so successful that we shall
itontinue same for August

Jlortbwoob Jljeautp ~alon
(Air-Conditioned)
1504 HAVENWOOD ROAD

Northwood Shopping Center

TU. 0095

• ';;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;";;;;;R;;;;;e;;;;;c;;;;;o;;;;;g;;;;;n;;;;;i;;;;;ze;;;;;d;;;;;;; ABs One o fl Ba~~imore' s Finer
....
- eauty 5 a ans ========;;;;,.~
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WANTED

-Fine Residences to Sell to
Long List of Waiting Cash Customers. We Specialize in the Finer Homes and Estates of the Northern
Section. Consult us without obligation.
Member Multiple Li•linc Bareau

ALLAN RUTHERFORD
Realtor

5800 YORK ROAD, HOp. 0872

TUx. 0616 (Eve.)

Remember!

MARYLAND BETTER HOMES
EXPOSITION
Fifth Regiment Armory
Sept. 19-28

FIRST
SEE EDWARD W. PUGH
WHEN SELLING YOUR HOME!
VERNON 0243
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Theatre
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
BY G. H. PouDER
YON-MOON-AND-BEETLE CIRCUIT

t

.___ _ ,

11 By mid-summer the Broadway
theatre had dropped to nineteen offerings, eight of them musicals and
all suffering from box-office anaemia. But by the same date, at about
the turn into August, the straw hats
were furiously active and enjoying
the best season in their uncertain
history.

~

These havens for unemployed ac~H
~
tors and directors were sprawled all
over the landscape. On the eastern seaboard, by my private
audit of the drama section of the New York Sunday Times,
there were 151 of them operating in the 13 states from
Maine to North Carolina. Here is the count: New York
(State), 41; Massachusetts, 28; Pennsylvania, 17; New J ersey, 13; Connecticut, 13; New Hampshire, 9; Maine, 8;
Vermont, 7; Maryland, 4; Rhode Island, Virginia and North
Carolina, 3 each; and Delaware, one.
Included in this list are two which might be considered
extra-currjcular- the Waterside Theatre at Fort Raleigh,
North Carolina, which again is doing Paul Green's "The
Lost Colony" under the auspices of the Roanoke Island
Historical Association, and the Lake Matoaka Amphitheatre
at Williamsburg, Virginia, which opened in July with Mr.
Green's "The Common Glory." All of them are running to
the immense satisfaction of real estate agents, farmers, school
boards, and cross-roads stores-and, it is reported, with
some pleasure to the vacationers.
Things being as they are, it is a time for only tried and
true stuff. A few manuscripts are being done, recent releases such as "State of the Union," "Joan of Lorraine,"
"The Glass Menagerie" and "Dream Girl" are seized upon,
but in the main it's "Springtime for Henry," "The Trial of
Mary Dugan," "Fair and Warmer," "Petticoat Fever," a·nd
the like. These, with name stars traveling on a kind of

hay-loft trail, can be depended upon to bring in the shekels
and pay the rent.
The newest thing in Maryland is the Ocean City Playhouse, a venture which has been discussed for years and
now has actually come about through the efforts of two exservice men, Charles Christensen and Douglas Hudelson,
and the tycoons of Worcester County. Comfortably housed
in the gymnasium of the High School, they opened July 1
and in August will be doing "Night Must Fall," "Arms and
the Man," "Charley's Aunt," and "State of the Union." It
is mostly New York talent, but occasionally a Baltimore
player goes down for a part. Sample headache-it cost $500
to raise the stage.
At Lutherville the Hilltop is deep in another season. They
have had a well-balanced program since the June opening,
and courageously did the Jean-Paul Sartre opus "No Exit"
in late July. For August and early September the offerings
are "Joan of Lorraine," "They Walk Alone," "Twentieth
Century," "Tonight at 8 :30," and "Laughing Matter."
Up at Braddock Heights the Mountain Theatre is playing
each week from Wednesday through Saturday. The Olney
Theatre, which gets some Baltimore business but relies
heavily on Washington support, is perhaps the State's only
big-league house, with Ruth Chatterton and other name performers billed this summer. Charles Dubin is the director
there.
THE COMING SEASON

The new season is still pretty much a mystery. Ford's is
supposed to open in September with a try-out, and the
Vagabonds will begin their thirty-second season in October
with "The Barretts of Wimpole Street." That sound you
hear is the Theatre Guild cash regi~ter ringing up Baltimore
subscribers' checks. Their first play here will be "Lady
Windermere'si Fan," with Cornelia Otis Skinner, the others
to be selected from "Carousel," "All My Sons," "The Winslow Boy," "Death of a Rat," and "Sweetest and Lowest."
At least that's the report, but don't get excited yet.

~~~~~WE

MULTIPLE

LIST'~~~~~

·:You Are Cosmopoft·lan:
YOU ARE INTERESTED IN THE WORLD'S

)

: GREAT MUSIC and GREAT DRAMA 1
Tha+'s why you should be on the mailing list for the world's )
greatest motion pictures.
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PROPERTY

UNIVERSITY 3000
1913 St. Paul Street

523 North Howard Street
Baltimore I, Md.

Member Real Estate Board of Baltimore and Multiple Listing Bureau

p
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Louis S. Nixdorff, President

BROKERAGE 11 E. LEXINGTON STREET
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The Bay
fffffffffttftt1

FISHING FA!R

•
The twelfth annual Fishing
Fair will be held at North and
Chesapeake Beaches: M~ry~and, o_n
?eptei:nber 5-6- 7. This F1shmg F au
~
is a hvely get-together for Chesafo
peake Bay anglers and their
friends. It alternates annually bellDUIUlfllll:;................. .... 11111n1111m111111un1111,
tween the Eastern and Western
"'1llllJllllUUl1111111111111lllllllllll111111111tllllllln1111il
1m!:liiiii::::!n111111!::iiili!!!"!!;;111111•,....
Shore ports. It goes up the Bay,
down the Bay and across the Bay. The three-day event is
really a county fair or a carnival on water, with decorations
ashore and afloat. Sterling silver trophies and prizes aplenty
are awarded for catching big fish, for calling fish, the youngest angler, lady angler, the best picture, angler coming longest distance, and even for the fattest angler.
There's also a bay-billy band and a big crab feast. It is
non-commercial- none of the 79 officials gets paid. They
work for the fun of boosting the Bay Country. The thing
started when a country newspaper man, Max Chambers, of
Preston, caught a big fish ( 5'8 pounds) in the Chesapeake
and won the Baltimore Sun Fishermen's Luck Trophy, offered back in 1935, at the suggestion of Peter Chambliss,
dean of Chesapeake columnists. The organization has 600
members. The Fishing Fair annually attracts about 10,000
anglers to the Grand Contest.
gl

/J
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amp den

cleans ru~s

~~
Service available within

a 20 mile radius of Baltimore

BETTY
SHERWIN'S
FASHION
FORECAST

if you are interested
in styles-present
and future.
Appearing regularly
in

Cardens, Houses
and People

Guilford
Homeland
Roland Park
Country Estates
Commercial Property
Mortgage Financing

ON THE BOARDWALK

ATLANTIC CITY

11

A NAME WELL REMEMBERED

Don't miss

Mttrlborougb
1J3Ienbeim

•
Emma Giles is not the name of any living person we know , but
she is known to a lot of oldtime Baltimorean s. The name is that of
Capt. George F. Curlett's lumber barge, converted from the old
ddewheel bay steamer Emma Giles, a vessel built in Baltimore in
1887. The Emma Giles carried thousands of trippers to Tolchester.
Captain Curlett bought her eight years ago and put her in the lumber
trade. She can carry 300,000 board feet of Carolina lumber up the
inland waterway without getting stuck on the bottom.

STAR-SPANGLED REGATTA

• The Maryland Yacht Club will hold itfi> Star-Spangled
Regatta this year on August 30-31 and September 1, at Fairview, on Rock Creek.
This regatta is something of a civic function, as the club
adjoins the city par~, Fort Smallwood, and the general public is invited to Fairview and will be admitted free. Leading
race drivers of hydroplanes from all over the country have
sent in their entries, including Guy Lombardo, Pops Cooper,
Sammy Crooks, and J. Van Blerck.
This is a sanctioned regatta and the club is being assisted
by the United States Coast Guard. Outstanding city and
state officials will attend. Cyril C. Mahan is commodore
of the Maryland Yacht Club. R. W. MarSheck is chairman.

THE

Marlborough.
Blenheim is known tltrough·
out the United States and
Canada as one of America's finest resort hotels.
Its atmosphere of refine·
ment, its selected clientele, its courteous service,
its fine music, its spacious
lounging rooms, · extensive
sun-deck, enclosed solaria,
shaded porches and secluded nooks give it an
individuality and charm
distinctly its own which has
appealed over the years to
an ever-widening circle of
discriminating guests.
Dining Service is available in two beautiful rooms
-both club and a la carte
meals.

Hot and cold sea water in all baths
4!5 YEAl'IS OWNERSHIP
MANAGEMENT

Josiah White & Sons, Ltd.
Phone Atlantic City 5·1211

The regatta is open to all classes of inboard runabouts and hydroplanes. More than $5,000 worth of trophies and prizes will be awarded, including the Maryland Perpetual Gold Cup-225 Cu. In. Hydros.
Div. I; Eastern Regional Championship-225 Cu. In. Hydros. Div II;
Charles F. Chapman Trophy-135 Cu. In. Hydros.; Maryland Sweepstakes-unlimited-all classes of outboards, with cash prizes for
professionals for each heat, and trophies for amateurs.

BERNARD P. HOGE & COMPANY
REALTORS
TITLE BUILDING

PLAZA 0675
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HOW MANY CHURCHES?

CHURCHj
The fol low1 ng churches
cordially invite you to
attend their services

•
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Baptist

UNIVERSITY BAPTIST CHURCH
CHARLES AND GREENWAY

SUNDAY
6: 15 P.M.-Young People's Hr.
9:30 A.M.-Sunday School
11 :00 A.M.-Morning Worship
8:00 P.M.-Evening Worship
9:30 A.M.-12 M.-Nursery for Young Children
WEDNESDAY
8:00 P.M.-Prayer Service
A Cordial Welcome
REV. VERNON BRITT RICHARDSON, Pastor

I

Presbyterian

!

ST. PAUL STREET AT STRATFORD & CHARLCOTE ROADS

I

I
I

I

Ii

SECOND PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
PAUL CHRISTOPHER WARREN, Minister
w. Vi' ALI..AOE ASHJ,E1Y, Director of Music
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A CHURCH WITH A FRIENDLY WELCOME

PRO-CATHEDRAL
REV. H. N. ARROWSMITH

I

i
i
I
I

!
I

I!

SUNDAY SERVICES
8 A.M.-Holy Communion
11 A.M.-Morning Prayer and Sermon.
Sunday of Month)
Preacher: Rev. C. Sturges Ball, S.T.D.
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5600 BLOCK N. CHARLES STREET
REV. RICHARD . H. BAKER
REV. H. MAUNSELL RICHARDSON

I

SUNDAY SERVICES
8:00 A.M.-Holy Communion
11 :00 A.M.-Morning Prayer and Sermon. Holy Communion first
Sunday each month.

Presbyterian

ROLAND

I

!
!

CHURCH OF THE REDEEMER

!

I

(Holy Communion Ist

u~~~~ A~~E!!JJ0E~!~~EsCHURCH
JOHN T. GALLOWAY, M1-ister

SUNDAY SERVICES
11 :00 A. M. -Morning Wors hip

A Cordia I Invitation is Exten ded
to Come Worship With Us.

OLDEST, HIGHEST

Which is the oldest church in Baltimore? The oldest
existing building is said to be that of the Otterbein United
Brethren, at Conway and Sharp streets, believed to date
back to 1785. The land on which it was built was purchased
in 1784. The building was completed in 1785.
The oldest congregation is that of Old St. Paul's Episcopal
Church, the first parish being organized in 1692. The first
church edifice on the present site was erected in 1739. The
present building (the fifth on the site) was completed in
1856.
Where is the highest church steeple in Baltimore? It is
on the First Presbyterian Church, Madison street and Park
avenue. There is some disagreement as to its height, which
various authorities give as 268 and 273 feet, but the stately
dark brown stone, etched in white by decades of pigeon
droppings, is one of the familiar, picturesque sights of
Baltimore.
What is the derivation of the word church? It comes from the
Anglo-Saxon circe, which in turn derives from the Greek work mean- ·
ing "the Lord's house." The Scottish word, kirk, has a similar derivation, and is generally applied to Presbyterian churches in England
and Scotland.

11 :00 A.M.-Morning Worship

UNIVERSITY PARKWAY & ST. PAUL ST.

•
How many churches are there in Baltimore? Not to
make a quiz of this, we'll tell you right off-there are 595,
according to the latest available figures. Of this number, 4 73
are white churches, 122 colored.
Among the white churches, the largest number of any
denomination is the Methodist. (This does not necessarily
mean the largest number of church members.) Among the
colored churches, the Baptist denomination far outnumbers
other denominations, being about equal to all the other
colored churches combined.

THE WORD "CHURCH"

SUNDAY SERVICES
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ST. ALPHONSUS REFURBISHED

One of the largest and best-kept-up of all downtown chmches, as
well as being a striking landmark, is St. Alphonsus Roman Catholic
church, at the corner of Park avenue and Saratoga streets. The
large cross has recently been gilded and the entire structure re- .
painted. The interior likewise is fresh and bright.
Another downtown church which has an interesting steeple, surmounted with a bright gold cross, is St. Vincent de Paul's, which
presents a fine view from such a vantage point as Charles street at
Saratoga.
The Rev. Dr. and Mrs. Don Frank Fenn left recently for Colorado
to visit their son. Dr. Fenn is recuperating from an automobile
accident several weeks ago.
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Scientist, in Boston, Massachusetts

1
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102 W. UNIVERSITY PARKWAY
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FIRST CHURCH OF CHRIST, SCIENTIST :1_

I

Sunday Services-I I A.M. and 8 P.M.
Sunday School-I I A.M.
Wednesday Evening Testimonial Meeting at 8 P.M.
FREE READING ROOM
308 N. Charles Street (Street Floor)
Hours: 8:30 A.M. to 9 P.M. (except Sundays and Wednesdays)
Wednesdays: 8:30 A.M. to 7 P.M.
Sundays-2:30 to 5:30 P.M.
The public is cordially invited to attend these service~ and
visit the Reading Room.
Broadcast WFB~, 1300 k, Every Sunday at 9:00 A.M.
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"A GUEST OF GOD"
(The following, copied from a little 12th Century church in
Hampshire, England, appeared on the cover of Second Presbyterian Church bulletin.)
FRIEND
You enter this church
Not as a strang·er, but as a guest of God. He is your Heavenly Father_ Come, then, with joy in your heart and thanks on
your lips into His -presence, offering Him your love and service.
Be grateful to the strong and loyal men who in the name of
Jesus Christ builded this place of worship, and to all who have
beautified it and hallowed it with their prayers and praises.
Beseech His blessing on those who love this home of faith as
the inspiration of their labor, rejoicing in the power of the
Holy Spirit, and may that blessing rest on you, both on your
going out and your coming in.

Y

OU may select the finest
memorial space-permanent
dry crypts in the beautiful Lorraine
Mausoleum-at a cost comparable
to that of ground burial. It is customary (and intelligent) to make
the selection in advance of need.

REV. DR. RIDGELY TO PREACH

During the August vacation of the pastor, Rev. Dr. W. A. Keese,
of Grace North Baltimore Methodist Church, the pulpit will be supplied and the pastoral work attended to by Rev. Dr. Vernon N. Ridgely, associate pastor. Dr. Ridgely will preach each Sunday morning
at eleven o'clock. All other church activities have been suspended
for the summer months.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES
Dr. Rebecca C. Tansil and Mrs. Irene Davis Corwin of the State
Teachers College entertained recently at an outdoor supper in the
Glen at Towson, in honor of Miss Carrie Mae Probst.

Please telephone us at Vernon 183 8, or mai.t card of
inquiry, for free booklet and complete information. You
will be placed under no obligation at all.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Leslie Knowles, of 2616 St. Paul Street, have
announced the birth of a son.

THE

Dr. Lubov Keefer entertained at a party at her home on Tudor
Arms A venue after the concert in the Rose Garden at the Art
Museum.

LORRAINE MAUSOLEUM

----

Dr. and Mrs. George Boas have announced the marriage of their
daughter, Kelita Myriam Boas, to Mr. William Fallin Dinsmore. The
ceremony took place at the Boas' home at Baldwin, Maryland.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Alan Porter Sullivan, Jr., of Rahway, N. J.,
a son. Mrs. Sullivan was formerly Miss Marguerite M. Scarborough, .
her par.ents being Mr. and Mrs. Lester Guy Scarborough, 716 Wyndhurst road, Roland Park.

-------

NORTHWOOD GARDEN CLUB

The newly-elected president of the Northwood Garden Club, Mrs.
Morris W. Hawkins, 4129 Westview road, entertained the officers and
board members at a luncheon in the Charles Apartments. Her guests
were Mrs. Weldon T. Kilmon, vice-president; Mrs. Arthur W. Taylor,
treasurer; Mrs. Henry Wittich, Jr., recording secretary; Mrs. E. T.
Cruse Hofstetter, corresponding &ecretary; and Mrs. George J. Sturmfelsz, Mrs. John H. Jackson, Mrs. Ivan E. McDougle, Mrs. Clifton
W. Maccubbin, board members; and the past president, Mrs. William
M. Lease, Jr.

6

E.

FRANKLIN

ST.

BALTIMORE

(2)

- Sterling Lighting Co.~
ATTRACTIVE
ELECTRIC LIGHTING FIXTURES
403 N. Charles Street

LExington 0222

ALL-GIRL ORCHESTRA SEPT. 7

Under the baton of Phil Spitalny, the Hour of Charm All-Girl
Orchestra will give their weekly network radio broadcast at the Lyric
Theater, Sunday afternoon, September 7 at 4:30. The concert has
been arranged by Patrick Hayes in cooperation with Lillian Powell
Bonney, manager of the Bonney Concert Bureau here. This organization of thirty girl musicians was organized six years ago by Mr.
Spitalny.
Rain drops hurtle down upon soil surfaces with force enough
to knock 100 tons of top soil off an acre of bare land in a single
storm, according to agriculture experts at the University of Maryland. Cover crops keep rain from eroding soil.

If

YOU WANT A JOB DONE WELL

VErnon
0120

________ CALL

Known for lovely, fresh flowers, and artjstic
arrangements, since 1878

801 NORTH HOWARD ST.

Member, Florist Telegraph Delivery Alilsocia.tion
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Gardens, Houses &
Adventures of Boppy
•
When the family decided to go on
a picnic, the happiest and youngest member kicked up his heels with joy. Boppy
- his real name was James Gatelegg
Macgillicuddy Bopp 4th, but everybody
called him Boppy- just loved picnics.
"There's a nice place for to spread the
picnic lunch!" cried Boppy, and he
lugged the basket to the spot. They left
the basket there while they picked a few
wildflowers. If you will look at the picture on the lower left-hand side of page
10, maybe you'll be able to tell why it is
not a good place for a picnic.
While they were picking wildflowers,
Boppy decided it would be fun to climb
a tree. He didn't see what was in that
tree, or he surely wouldn't have wanted
to climb up it. (See top of page 11.)
"Oooh ! Boppy," called his older sister
Kate, "watch out!"
Moral: It is better to look where
you're going than to look an angry
hornet in the face at close range.

YounB People

SUMMER SOUNDS

Junior Books

THUNDER

BALLET

BY ARDEN LEE

TAKE A CALL, TOPSY! By Elizabeth Headley. Macrae-Smith, $2.
Any girl who is interested in ballet
dancing will enjoy this story about 15year-old Topsy, whose ambition was to
become a ballerina. As anyone who has
ever taken ballet lessons knows, it isn't
easy to become a successful dancer, but
Topsy was serious. Her experience
should help girls in real life decide
whether they want to try for this kind
of career.

Thunder rumbles
Like great elephants
Tramping across old wooden bridges.

BOB WHITE CALLS

Summer hears
Her after-notes
Blown clear and strong
From partridge throats
When the late sun
Slants through each tree
In amber light.
Intangibly.

THE ZOO

CAN YOU MAKE THE ANIMAL?

"Iddle Ray" sends us the following
picture riddle. Using the lines he has
drawn-

MUSINGS OF A CHILD
IN HAWAII

4 TO 6 YEARS OLD

BY BERTA METZGER
I wish that I could see some snow
And really understand and know
The feel, and smell, and taste of it.
They say the snowflakes downward flit
Like feathers from a snow-white bird.
It's strange as anything I've heard.

THE zoo BOOK. By Dena Humphreys. (Henry Holt, $2.)
This is a pleasant book for children
of all ages, and one which their parents
will be glad to have around when the
youngsters ask questions that are hard
to answer. It is factual without being
text-bookish, and the photographs of the
animals are lively and full of educational details.

v

0

see if you can make an easily recognizable animal. (Answer next month.)

CHIPMUNK MOVES. By Margaret
Friskey. Illustrated by Lucia Patton. (McKay, $1.)
A nicely illustrated. i olly little story
about a chipmunk's adventures in an
apple orchard. Recommended to parents who are looking for a new bedtime
story for very young children.

A Riddle
BY ARDEN LEE
Each kernel
Is a tiny firecracker
That says "Pop! Pop!"
As it bursts into a white flower
That is good to eat.

Q. Why is getting up at 5 o'clock
like a pig's tail?
.A.P!i\•q S,l! ;}SllB::>~g ·y
SUBSCRIBERS' COMMENTS

Youngsters of the third grade at Guilford Elementary School No. 214, making pottery b'! t~e
slip-pouring method. Baltimore was _the first city in/ the South to introd1!ce . ar~ cours~s in its
public schools (1845) and first in the country 11884) to offer handicra.ft mstructwn.

In sending in my check for a
subscription, I want particularly to
mention that, in my opinion (and
in the opinion of my two children) , one of the best improvements in G. H. & P. is the page
devoted to young people. We read
the whole magazine, but we read
the young people's page first of

all.-Mrs. E. B. M.
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GIFTS
FOR
MAN
AND
BOY

A

HOBBY
SHOP
WITH
AN AIM

.•. SEE •••
Our Complete Line-Model Air Craft
and Hobby Supplies

The WINSHIP HOBBY SHOP
(Open Till 9 P. M.)

3349 CREENMOUNT AVE.

HOpkins 4729

These attractive youngsters are the grandchildren of Mrs. C. 0.
Cairnes, 3431 University Place. Left to right, they are Morrow, Nan ,
and Betsy Chamberlain, the children of Dr. and Mrs. Douglas Chamberlain, of Lookout Mountain, Tennessee. Mrs. Chamberlain is well
remembered in Baltimore as the former Miss Mary Ellis Cairnes.

SUBSCRIBERS' COMMENTS
Enclosed please find my subscription to G., H. & P. I have
especially enjoyed the recent articles on Lizette Woodworth
Reese.-Maria Briscoe Croker.

CREDITS
The poem by Berta :Metzger is from "Story Parade" (John C. Winston Company ).
Th e poems by Arden Lee are from "Story Parade." "Bob White Ca ll s" is from "The
Uterary Lantern," copyright, R P . Harriss.

~ CELLARS and WALLS )

w ATERPRO'O FE:D
1

SHOWING

)

BY

THE WILLIAMS METHOD
I

USE THAT EXTRA SPACE FOR
CLUB CELLAR
OR

STORA CE

(

A Complete Line of Wearing Apparel for all Children
from Ages 6 months to 12
years.

Joroth~

lovell, ltd.

Guaranteed Lasting Results

( Williams Waterproofing & Products Co.
( 110-114 S. Regester St.
BRoadway 0130

2222 N. CHARLES STREET
BEl. 6344

Do you have funds on which you are receiving little or no return. Baltimore Federal pays
2%% dividends on the full balance in your
insured savings account if it is $5.00 or over.
Funds received on or before the 10th of each
month earn dividends for the entire month.

OPEN YOUR INSURED SAVINGS ACCOUNT TODAY · 19 E. FAYETTE STREET
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. - - - - - - . . . 2nd Annual

CATONSVILLE KENNEL CLUB, INC.

-DOG

SHOWPISTORIO FARM

SATURDAY, AUGUST 30
Route No. 40 By-Pass -

Edmondson Avenue Extended

By C. E. (CAP) MARTIN

8 Miles West of BaUimor e
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I.A AN M AR

j

KE N N E LS

AIREDALES

j

FOR SHOW

i

AND

COMPANIONSHIP

PUPPIES FOR s~t~E s~iv~;; DOG SHOWS

j 5000
.j.

CEDAR AVE., RELAY 27, MD.

+

(Reg,)!

Elkridge

l
l

!
460 l
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HILO
PRODUCTS
FOR

SALE
(in Baltimore)
BY

REILLY'S
Leather Store
224 W. Fayette St.
Plaza 2336
(Do ~

Accessory

Dept.)

AIREDALE TERRIER

•
The origin of the Airedale, shrouded in conjecture, was little
known prior to about 1860. The breed is from the Yorkshire area
of England. As progenitors, the otterhound and the Manchester
terrier figure prominently. Intelligent, companionable, dependable,
courageous, Airedales are among the largest of terriers. While not
quarrelsome, they are fearless and will not go far afield to avoid a
fight. The earlier whelps were known as Working, or Waterside,
Terriers. Showing a sporting tendency, they were schooled in hunting fox, badger, weasel, foumart and water rat in the river valleys
of Colne, Calder, W arfe and Aire, England.
The Airedales run up to about 50 pounds. Classification · is medium, with a desirable height of 22 to 24 inches. Hair is close, hard,
wiry and straight with a softer undercoat. They have deep chests,
shall V-shaped ears with a side carriage, and fair length tail- carried
high. Color is tan with saddle and neck of black or grizzled gray.
It is conceded the fancy seems spoiled and aloof. The critical viewpoint of standards has hurt the breed's popularity. The breed needs
pepping up. All factors weighed, the Airdale is a sound, sensible
loyal dog, true to terrier classification, a splendid guardian. Maryland has several breeders of Airedales.
DOG DATA

Country-Boarding-Kennels
A REAL VACATZON FOB YOUR DOG
Perso..,al Supmision of

Fletcher L. Vinson, D. V.M.
East Side of Loch Raven Boulevard near East ] oppa Road
BELMONT 5374
TUXEDO 3491

DOGS

CATS

FALLS ROAD ANIMAL BOARDING
DAY -

WEEK-END -

LONGER

FOX HILL

REASONABLE FEES

4533 FALLS ROAD

~

BEimont 6314

QUALITY CHOWS

r:===============3RD ANNUAL.================

TAO-TIEN CHOW-CHOW KENNELS
'

Timonium

MARYLAND PONY SHOW
-

AUSPICES -

HAMILTON LIONS CLUB

FLORENCE B. RENNIX
York Road

•
Five blocks east of the York road on Stevenson Lane is a quiet,
ranch-like dog abode with an abundance of sunshine, exercise,
wholesome food, milk, and personal care. Wire and Scottish terriers
can be secured at Fox Hill, which also offers selectiYe boarding. G.
Mark Strohecker welcomes inquiries and visitors.

~

By

PUPPIES USUALLY AVAILABLE
A.K.C. Registered

Some time ago at Rocky Mount, N.C., Laddie Boy, a 26-year-old
dog of unknown antecedents, died. Columnist E. V. Durling reports
this as perhaps America's oldest dog.
Many sportsmen of English Setter fancy still make animal pilgrimages to Carnegie Museum, Pittsburgh, to view the famous
mounted setter, Count Noble, whose sterling qualities as a field-trial
champion have endeared his memory to sportsmen generally.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Schaumloeffel of Silver R Kennels, Woodlawn,
are mourning the recent loss of their champion Boxer, Adolph. At
16 months of age he attained his championship. For all of his 8
years he was a kennel favorite and splendid specimen of Boxer and
his sired offspring of 14 puppies, recently whelped, are the last of
his line.

Towson 938-M

TIMONIUM FAIR GROUNDS
SEPTEMBER 13TH
SEPTEMBER 14TH
PRIZES FOR 35 CLASSES AND 4 CHAMPIONSHIPS

Star Quality Cocker Spaniel puppies championship bloodlines-available now at reasonable prices. At Stud: ANSCOT
STEPPIN' SAM (red and white). Fee $25.

HOCHSCHILD, KOHN & CO.
has the accessories for

"A Dog's Life"

srAR
HALCYON HOLLIS 1317 Linden Avenue

STU ART HOLLIS
MA. 8474M

in THE KENNEL SHOP, Sixth Floor
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r-

BOY·wHAT

FLAVOR!
NUTRITION ESSENTIALS

Twenty years on the part of Purina Research Laboratory and
Purina Research Kennels- among the largest of their kind in the
world-have made Purina Dog Chow what it is today: a complete
food, scientifically correct, with the various proteins, vitamins, minerals and other nutrition essentials necessary to give balance. Plenty
of food energy is stored in either the familiar Checkers or the new
taste-textured Kibbled Meal. See which your dog prefers.
HILO PRODUCTS

Many Baltimore dog owners are discovering that
Purina Dog Chow is a dry dog food with real taste
appeal. And Dog Chow not only tastes good but
it's good for your dog. Remember, too, that I pound
of Dog Chow is equal in food energy to 3 pounds of
fresh meat. Stop at one of these local Purina Dealers'
stores for your supply of Dog Chow today.
Happy Dogs Enjoy Purina Kibbled Meal Dog Chow

The combination Hilo dip and ointment is an effective external
treatment. It has demonstrated its value in clearing skin trouble
caused by parasites-chiefly fleas. This so-called summer ezema
usually starts on a dog's back at base of the tail. If neglected it is
apt to spread up the back and elsewhere. Your dog is unhappy.
His scratching is intense. Hilo dip kills the bugs, Hilo ointment
stops the itch. Reilly's Leather Store, 224 W. Fayette St., Baltimore,
has a full stock of the Hilo products.

From

MOST USEFUL DOG

PURINA DOG CHOW

To center attention on the dog's utilitarian services to mankind,
the Gaines Dog Research Center in New York City has inaugurated
a search for "America's most useful dog." During National Dog
Week, September 21 to 27, the winner will be honored. Nominations
will be submitted to a committee of prominent dog folk.

Stebbins Anderson-Towson, Md.
T. R. Caltrider-Pikesville, Md.
·G. B. Caltrider-Reisterstown, Md.
Central Feed Co.-24 Market Place,
Baltimore
Bishop's Pet Store 5615-21 York
Road, Baltimore

BETTER PUPPIES

To mature puppies quickly and avoid the ungainly period, the
Beacon Milling Co., Cayuga, N.Y., makes a special formula known
as puppy starter." It is heavily fortified with vitamins A B and D to
provide ample margin of safety during period of rapid growth. Beacon Puppy Starter does not require supplementary foods. The local
Baltimore distributor is the Geo. F. Obrecht Co., 514 Light street.

"Grows

BETTER P_UPPIES.
LESS MONEY"

COUNTRY BOARDING KENNELS

When a kennel is under personal supervision of a trained veterinarian such as Dr. Fletcher L. Vinson, you need no other reassurance
that your pet will enjoy a real vacation when he is sent to country
boarding while you are away. Rockboro Kennels is the place that
affords this confidence. Dogs are well cared for here.
TAO-TIEN

Classed as non-sporting dogs, the Chow is a breed that is now one
of the favorites in the United States. They are below medium size,
very compact and sturdy; intelligent, lively, kind, and loyal to their
masters. As a feature the tongue and inside of the mouth are pur-

KINDERGARTEN
Humane Society of Baltimore County
SEPTEMBER 15TH

4 TO 6 YEAR OLDS

Folks!
Write a Short
Personalized Story
About Your Pet

Send it to the

BEAIOD

Editor for
consideration
for publishing
m
GARDENS,
HOUSES

PUPPY STARTER

Special formula helps mature puppies
quickly . . . shortens ungainly period
. . . helps prevent pot-belly . . . builds
up resistance against disease.
Beacon Puppy Starter does not require supplementary foods. Even milk
is not necessary, though you may feed
it if you prefer. It is heavily fortified
with essential vitamins, especially A, B
and D to provide ample margin of
safety during period of rapid growth.

AND

PEOPLE

Specializing in
Riding Instructions and Care of Animals.
Graduate

lnstructress

9 A.M. to 12:30 P.M.

French and

Rhythms taught

$10.00 a week

GEORGE F. OBRECHT CO., Dist.
514 Light St, Baltimpre 2, Md.

Mid-morning Snack and Rest Period Provided.
Park Heights Avenue
Pikesville

BEA.~oN ·F.E:Ebt~,.ci is-.iEr"rER FEEDING
\
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'
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plish black. This is an excellent dog for a pet. Mrs. Florence B.
Rennix of Timonium, owner of Tao-Tien Kennels, is a local breeder
who generally has a selective variety of Chows.
HERE 'TIS

Short-time animal boarding has always been a problem to the pet
owner. The cat or dog should be provided for, even if the journey
away from home is just an overnight jaunt. Falls Road Animal Boarding is equipped to cope with this problem. Under guidance and care
of a registered veterinarian, your pet draws care insurance of quality.
Fees are reasonable-phone is Belmont 6314.
CANINE CONVENIENCES

A kennel should have modern clean runways; excellent recreation
bedding; palatable and good food for boarding; conveniences, such
as grooming, plucking and bathing; and a climatized air conditioning,
to meet the standards of care required by pet owners. If Cocker
spaniel puppies are also available, such a kennel can be accredited
as all-'round. J. G. Whittlesey's Belair road (Whittledale) Kennels
meet these requirements. The location is Fullerton, Bel Air road.
DOG DAYS

Between the end of July and the beginning of September we have
with us what is termed dog days. The dog star (Sirius), being of
the first magnitude, gave the name to this period as the "dog days."

CAPPIE'S CAPERS
By

VIOLA ]ONES PARLETT

•
Our dog, Cap'n, more affectionately known as Cappie, is a
handsome animal, though he is just a plain dog-a mixture of
Chow and Fox Terrier, which, strangely enough makes him the
facsimile of a red fox.
In his pupny days, not long since, he keenly enjoyed playing
jokes on members of the family. And, sometimes, to our regret and
embarrassment, on our guests as well-like stealing their hats and
gloves, and- more often than not-returning them much the worse
for wear.
One day, needing my reading glasses and failing to find them
after searching high and low, I was about to give up in despair when
Cappie, who was sitting idly by watching me most interestedly,
probably growing tired of play, led me to them. And where do
you suppose they were? In the farthest corner of the room pushed
away back behind a wardrobe.
For a while, until the novelty wore off, whenever I'd miss my
spectacles I'd be sure to find them in this same remote spot.

ENTRE NOUS
(Continued from page 17)

Anne-Marie Sehlhorst. . . . Miss Eleanor Evans, of Longwood road, the guest of Miss Patricia Lindsay and Mr. and
Mrs. James V. Lindsay, of Woodbrook . . . . Mrs. Elizabeth
Buck-Barrett and Mrs." Howard D. Buck, of the Worthington
Valley, and Mrs. G. Wesley Buck, of Bethesda .... Mr. and
Mrs. Charles T. Turner, 225 W. Lafayette avenue, who had
as their guest Miss Charlotte R. Smart, of Pikesville .... Mr.
and Mrs. Harris Jones, of Churchwardens road, who had as
their guests Mr. and Mrs. Andrew W. Merle, Jr., of Ruxton .
. . . Mr. and Mrs. William E. Hopkins, of Bellona avenue ....
Mr. and Mrs. Francis M. McGlannan, of Bolton street. . . .
Mr. and Mrs. Edward P. Franke, 4229 Wickford road, and Miss
Winifred Franke, who had as her guest Miss Elizabeth Blair Garth,
of Ridgewood road . . . Mrs. E. Rogers Myers, Jr., who had as her
guest Mrs. William H. Beehler, Jr., of Roland Park . . . Miss Virginia Carrington Baird, of Ruxton . . . Mrs. W. Winchester White,
Jr., 38 Warrenton road . . . Mrs. John A. Spilman 3rd . . . Mrs:
G. Bernard Fenwick, Jr., of Eccleston . . . Mr. and Mrs. Roger W.
Clapp.
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney J. Brooks, and Miss Mary Rodney Brooks,
115 E. Melrose avenue, who had at their cottage Miss Louise Pierce
Speer, debutante daughter of Mrs. Pierce Speer, of Kenwood road
. . . Mr. and Mrs. Chase Ridgely, 4 W. 39th street, who had their
daughter and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. George H. Kastendik.e, 3rd,
as guests at their cottage.

At Atlantic City: Mrs. T. Scott Offutt, of Highland, Towson, accompanied by her daughter, Mrs. Gordon Colton, Jr.,
of Las Vegas, Nevada . . . . Mrs. Reginald W. Hutton, of
Windsor Mill road, accompanied by her sister, Miss Finn,
of Boston.
At Roanoke Island and Nag's Head: Mrs. Adelyn Breeskin, Miss Belle Boas, Walter Preston.

WHllTLEDALE KENNELS
CROOM/NC -

BOARD/NC -

PLUCK/NC

COCKER SPANIELS

(Excellent Beds and Blacks)
Climatized Kennel Stud Service Modern Bun.ways

J.

C. WHITTLESEY

BELAIR ROAD, FULLERTON

BLVD. 332-J

Summer Canine Bathing and Quick Drying.

For QUICK SALES
LIST YOUR PROPERTY WITH US
We can sell your Property
at the Price you want
We inspect and Appraise
without obligation

810 N. Charles St.

We find the Home
or Investment Property
You Want, at the Price
You want to Pay

MARIE CODD CO.

SAratoga 4550
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A RECENT
BRlDE

Pictured at the
left is Mrs. Wil·
liam W eltner, ] r.,
who
was
Miss
Catherine ] e a n
H eubeck. The mar·
riage took place in
the First Methodist
Church.
Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Henderson
spent part of their
honeymoon at Gibson Island. Before
her recent marriage, Mrs. Henderson was Miss Sarah
Elder
Symington,
of West Belvedere
avenue. Mr. Henderson is the son of
Judge and Mrs.
William L. Hender·
son, of 1218 Bolton
-Bachrach
street.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sebastian Lerch, Jr., have returned from
their honeymoon in New York and Pennsy1vania. Prior to her marriage in June, Mrs. Lerch was Miss Priscilla Charlotte Murray, of
Keswick road.

CROSSE &
BLACKWELL

•
GIN

ENGAGEMENTS

Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Bruce Stuart, of Cording avenue, have announced the engagement of their daughter, Mrs. Charlotte Stuart
Parks, to Mr. John Marshall Smith, son of Mrs. A. Crawford Smith,
Jr., and the late Mr. Smith, of Roland Park.
Mr. John S. Townsend, of St. Dunstan's road, has announced the
engagement of his daughter, Miss Vassar Margaret Townsend, to
(Continued on page 59)

2)iJlitM
LONDON DRY
GIN
WEDDING CAKES
PARTY CAKES
ICE CREAM & ICES
"Baltimore's Best Since 1893"

GLASER
Bakery and Ice Cream Stores

• 322 EAST NORTH AVE.
UN. 2929

• 1503 HAVEN ROAD ROAD
TU. 0606
(Northwood

Shopping

Center)

CITYWIDE DELIVERY

OISTllLED FROM 1003 AMERICAN GRAIN
BY THE CROSSE & BLACKWELt CO., BALTIMORE, MD .... 95 .5 PROOF
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THE GE ELECTRIC SINK
and

with the

Automatic Dishwasher

(/£
Disposal

•
BY MARY

(/£

Complete
Unit
DEMONSTRATED
at
OUR OFFICE

vAUGHAN KING

LATE SUMMER "PICK-UPS"

•
By the time August arrives, the house seems to be as much in
need of a cooling lotion, or tonic, as does the owner. But the owners
can always take off for a long weekend, if they are back from vaca·
tion, or if they are the kind to accept summer routine at home and
plan winter or fall vacations. A few very pleasant little changes in
the decorative treatment of a room, a few little new additions in
the way of accessories, or perhaps an expanded program for out-of.
door living will refresh house and occupants alike.
The easiest way to make a quick change in a room is of course
to strip it of clutter and bric-a-brae-for the last of summer and for
the hot days to come in September. Smooth surfaces of table tops,
mantels, desks, and pianos are lovely in themselves, and if kept
softly waxed and bare of non-essentials, they contribute to that feeling of spaciousness and freshness which are in themselves cooling
elements. A mid-season cleaning of slip covers is freguently indicated in town, where dust and soot are the inevitable accompaniments of open doors and windows. If color schemes permit, special
mid-season slip covers for pillows, hassocks, and other small pieces,
may be whipped up of white glazed chintz, a sparkling touch particularly effective when used with mint greens, blues, and all over
flower prints.
Masses of white flowers are a further inducement to coolness, especially bowls of sweet-scented trailing petunias (unusually beautiful
this year, at least in this area) or small containers of crisp, dainty
fever-few, which usually blooms hardily through late summer. Gladioli and late lilies are almost "standard equipment," and all, of course,
can provide among the most dramatic arrangements possible.
New out-of-door furniture is a bargain as the summer draws to a
close, and sales are advertised. The lawn will look greener, as a
foil for white painted wrought-iron chairs, settees, and glass-topped
tables. Terrace furniture of bent bamboo, cypress, and reed is now
furnished in very beautiful upholstery fabrics, washable, in permanent color, and if selected to harmonize with living room treatments,
can literally bring outdoor living areas into the house plan, particularly if floor-length windows or glass doors open into these terraces.
It is certainly no longer necessary to fill an open porch or terrace
with furniture that appears to be fugitive from a carnival-always a
rather shocking visual transition to make in two or three steps from

rlNE Pl.UMBING
RADIATORS - HEATING PLANTS
SHEET METAL WORK
GOING FOR 25 YEARS ••• STILL AT YOUR SERVICE

PEARCE &: KERR
BEimont 8989

823 W. 36th STREET

YOUNGSTOWN KITCHEN UNITS
TRACY STAINLESSSTEEL SINKS
Phileo Radios
Come In and See Our Display

MoNMONIER & KEMP
913 CATHEDRAL ST.

Co.

LEx. 7592

EsT. 1895

DRAPERIES
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SLIP COVERS
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INTERIOR DECORATING

UPHOLSTERING

FABRICS
VENETIAN BLINDS
WINDOW SHADES
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Dramatically Beautiful
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one room to another; gay vivid colors, if .desired, yes, but no restrictions to traffic light reds, greens, or bright orange.
Incidentally, there are lovely shatter-proof plastic salad sets in
wonderful tints particularly attractive for outdoor service-the set
includes a large bowl and six individual bowls, and a pair of tongs
can be purchased separately. The colors we note are yellow, lettuce
green, radish red or ivory-and of course the usefulness of the items
is not limited to serving salad. They are for fruits and cereals, as
well .as many other summer diet favorites, including home made
snowballs!
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Inspiration stems from Nature in this season's trend, and the new
upholstery and drapery prints are the freshest and loveliest in our
recollection. Names of American designers are becoming as well
known in this field as in clothes-certainly the name Dorothy Liebes
is nearly synonymous with hand-woven fabrics, in vibrant, warm,
primary colors, accented by her characteristic muted "off" shades.
Leafy patterns, flower prints, scenic repeats and geometric vagaries
vie with one another in the brilliant fall offerings. Designers are
indulging in satire, prints being issued which might furnish any
interior with quiet entertainment and unostentatious amusement. We
are not sure these would have any personal appeal, nor do we
recommend that such be purchased if they cannot be replaced within
a few seasons, as the likelihood is that a tiresome quality would develop. Contrariwise, the rough-textured, tweedy type of weaves, from
Mrs. Liebes' looms, will retain their owners' interest and continue
to be a source of pride and joy forever, we think.
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(Continued on page 63)
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Let her make yours a complete
"HousE FoR ALL L1vrnc"
Ask To See H ouses Completed by Miss Ca,rter

Qera!dine Carter
1903

MADISON

PARK AVENUE

0107

Miss Carter receives calls until 10:30 A. M. and
after 4 :3 0 P. M.
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QU E S

Always a Fine Selection of Authentic Antiques
Reasonably Priced.
M.

ELGIN

NEWS IN FURNITURE

The "modern" or "contemporary" approach to furniture design is
evidently shifting slyly into a pretty close approximation of the
"golden age" designers' technique.
Even though the young members of the profession continue to
echo and re-echo "Good-by Mr. Chippendale," th ey find themselves
governed by the same principles or objectives of good designcomfort, utility and lasting beauty. They are relying certainly even
more heavily on the sheer loveliness of waxed wood surfaces, but of
course are not so prone to use stained wood. "Natural" finishes

d

Now is the time to have your home decorated - ready
to be enjoyed and admired during Autumn's social
activities. Geraldine Carter, the well-known decorator,
will make your home completely beautiful - outside as
well as inside. Her artist's vision and many-sided expertness assure a home that will express you in its distinction and graciousness ... whether it is a tiny apartment
or a vast estate. Her experience and wealth of knowledge qualify her to express unity in the entire impression
of fine. living. See her wide selection of French and
English supremely beautiful wallpapers, with matching
or contrasting fabrics. Her rugs, too, have a ch:um that
add to the pleasing effect of unity and right accent.

Chimneys

Furnaces - Firepla·ces

Vacuum Cleaned - Rebuilt and Poinj,ed Up

Repaired

llATIOIAL CHIMNEY SERVICE, Inc.
417 HOMELAND AVE.

TUx. 0689 - 2632

Your Treasured Figurines
Converted Into Lovely Lamps
Come in and see the imposing lamps we have created from figurines.
You'll have a first-hand idea of what may be done with yours. \Ve
supply the shades, too.

Calvert Lamp Co.
220 N. Eutaw Street
SARATOGA

7667
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Antiques
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TRENDS IN COLLECTING

finds

more

and

Baltimoreans

more

turning

Hochschild,

• Supposing you are an "average" antique collector~ one
who began casually-perhaps almost by accident, it is well
to ask yourself a few questions. Find out what interests you
most, what things are worth collecting and
why, what your needs are and what "lines"
may be most readily pursued for your enjoyment and (possibly) profit. The indiscriminate
collector is a sort of human squirrel. His hoard
of antiques and junk may one day prove an
interesting jumble from which the intelljgent
and trained dealer or amateur may extract
some treasure, but it will never in itself be anything more than a hodge-podge.
Unless you intend to run a catch-all antique shop, you
should develop your hobby along the lines of refined taste
and careful selection. To this end, the reading of a few good
books on the subject will be helpful. One of the best, in
establishing a background for intelligent collecting, is
"Tides in English Taste," a two-volume work by B. Sprague
Allen (published some years ago by the Harvard University
Press) . It is not a popular treatise by any means, but it
is authoritative and, if read carefully, will give you a sense
of direction. Remember, some of the finest and oldest American antiques aren't really American at all, in workmanship
or anything else-they are American only in the sense that
they were brought to this country long ago by people of
good taste. But there are many truly American antiquessuch as, for example, the furniture produced by the early
cabinet makers in Annapolis and Baltimore, currently much
in vogue. Yet even these follow-often with charming variations-patterns and styles of Europe, especially those of
England.
Assuming that you have dipped into the rather heavy
Allen work, a useful popular book to have at hand is
Thomas Hamilton Ormsbee's recent "Collecting Antiques in
America." In his introduction, he makes the following apt
comment: "[A] world-wide sweep is what gives American
antiques their charm. Native craftsmanship rubs elbows
with that of England, Ireland, France, the Low Countries,
Italy and the Far East. Each antique tells its own story.
Some are as fantastic as any in the 'Arabian Nights'; others
are poignant records of self-sacrifice and determination."
In this connection, an illustration of what he means may be
seen in the various period rooms in the Baltimore Museum
of Art, ranging from the extremely modest example in the
room from Eltonhead Manor, which was very close to the
early frontier , to the luxurious drawing rooms of a later
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FURNITURE
STORE

THE

TowN HousE
Antiques - Cifts
Decorative Accessories

Moderate
prices in an
atmosphere of
distinction and charm
2408 N. CHARLES ST.

Hours: 10 A.M. - 5 P.M .
Closed Sats., July and August

BEimont 6893
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period, when there were homes approximating the taste and
style of the great country houses of England.
The foundation of any livable collection of antiques is
furniture. A few good pieces provide the sturdy essentials
for a beginning. From there on, it is but a matter of
choosing, arranging, discarding - from the standpoint of
taste, comfort, beauty, and the limits of one's purse.
Yet it is possible also to adopt a "line of collection," relatively modest in scope, which will yield much pleasure and
which may eventually result in very worthwhile minor collections. Among the more obvious lines are prints (there
are numerous subdivisions here), silhouettes, mirrors,
clocks, pipes, firearms, porcelains and glass (again, many
subdivisions) , fishing tackle, quilts, textiles and needlework,
silver,_ pewter, horseshoes, screens. Then there is an unlimited field of unusual items: buttons, doorknobs, workbenches, walking sticks, garden furniture, toys (again, those
innumerable subdivisions, such as tops, marbles, hobbyhorses, dolls, games) , keys, locks, saddles, whips, spurs,
bells, nautical gadgets, bricks, musical instruments, inkwells,
pens-the list never ends. There are even collectors of that
utilitarian object, the pot de chambre!
Frequently these highly ,specialized lines end up in museums, when the owners tire, or die. Baltimore's Peale Museum will be the richer for some of these collectors' crazes.

•

MID-SUMMER SALE

Ra9J

Extraordinary values! The steep reductions
in this planned, awaited event bring prices
on McDowell's superb Oriental Rugs to
their PRE-WAR LOWEST! Be among
those wise enough to choose early from our
complete showing. Your choice held till Fall.
Budgeted Payments

Specialized Cleanin·g for
Every Type of Rug

•
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SILVER -

CHIN A CUT GLASS PERIOD PIECES

BRIC-A-BRAC

The Same Ownership and Reliability for 112 Years

Furniture Refinishing and Repairing

339-341 N. CHARLES STREET
LExington 2366

Wa ver/y fl'urnt.lure
(unusual and different)

3330 GREEN MOUNT AVE.

CHes. 7369

SUDL~R MOVING

WATERING POTS
COPPER or BRASS

& STORAGE CO.

(of heirloom quality)

Your Better Furniture
DESERVES OUR

More Careful Handling
Makes excellent
wedding gift.
Prices begin at

CARGO INSURANCE
AGENTS FOR

$5.00

AMERICAN VANLINES, INC.

LOCAL and LONG DISTANCE

MARCO POLO SHOP
Unique Gifts and Decorative Objects

14 W. SARATOGA ST.

CA. 2726

RESPONSIBLE SERVICE

j

~~~~ntiqut J}otict~=~.
We need Old China, Porcelains and Bric-a-Brae. Now is the
time to sell! Prices are high! And we have collectors all over
the country who also buy furniture, chandeliers, ivories,
paintings, diamonds, jewelry and silver.

T E R R E- L LI
853 N. HOWARD STREET

s

MUL. 5625

I

ESTIMATES CHEERFULLY SUBMITTED
Get Our Superior
Service That Costs No More
WAREHOUSE AND OFFICES

523-25 W. BALTl MORE STREET
MUI. 8529
Nights, LAfayette 3340
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"Everything in Fine Foods"
Our Own Baked Goods

3

CONVENIENT
LOCATIONS

5113 ROLAND A VE.-Tuxedo 2540
4032 ROLAND A VE.-UNiversity 1182
6242 BELLONA A VE.-Tuxedo 0240
Evergreen 332
Try Bread, Rolls and Pastry
From Our Own Bakery
Efficient Delivery Service

BY MARY

vAUGHAN

I
KING

FOR FLAGGING APPETITES

•
We hear that many sunbrowned youngsters on vacations are not
retaining their usual intense interest in breakfast, so are passing
along an idea which seems to have tempting possibilities:
Dress up the morning bowl of cold cereal with a fluffy concoction
which is very nutritive but a bit more glamorous than plain milk
or cream. The directions are to scald 1/2 cup of milk, gradually add
to it the slightly beaten yolk of one egg, and cook over very low
heat for 2 minutes. Remove from heat and add a dash of salt, ¥a
teaspoon nutmeg, and 1,,$ teaspoon vanilla. This is to be chilled thoroughly, and may easily be prepared the day before and kept refrigerated. When ready to use, beat egg-white stiff (not dry), beat in
one teaspoonful of sugar, and carefully fold beaten egg-white into
chilled mixture. Pour over one of the crisp, crunchy radio-advertised
cereals, and serve at once. This is one serving, and may be doubled
or tripled of course, as required.
FOR SUMMER COOLNESS

BOTTLES! BOTTLES!
Who's got the bottles?
Please return the
empties - so we can
supply you with more

Frozen desserts are of course the all-American favorites-beginning
with ices, ice cream-all the way to the chocolate covered products
whose ready availability is announced so regularly with the tinkling
bells. Another series of frozen desserts is that of the frozen piesin an infinite variety. A time-tested recipe for frozen lemon pie may
stimulate interest- it's a very palatable dish, indeed.
The "crust" is made of 1~'2 cups finely crushed wheat flakes and ~
pound of butter, or 10 vanilla wafers (2 in. diameter) may be substituted. The inside of a regular ice tray is lined with the mixture
by pressing it firmly on the sides and bottom. Place prepared tray
in refrigerator while making the filling.
Mix well in top of a double boiler, 2 egg yolks, ¥a cup light corn
syrup, dash of salt, ~'2 teaspoon grated lemon rind and 14 cup lemon
juice. Cook until mixture is slightly thickened, stirring constantly.
Cool.
Beat 2 egg whites .until stiff, add 14 cup of sugar, beat until mixture stiffens again.
•
Whip cooled lemon juice-egg yolk mixture into % cup cream or
evaporated milk, whipped, then fold in egg white and sugar blend.
Pour into prepared tray, top with remainder of "crust" mixture
and freeze quickly. To serve, cut into 6 pie-shaped wedges, and lift
each onto a pretty pale green or blue leaf pattern dessert plate.

and

SHOP

at

KRAFT'S SUPERETTE
MARKET
For the Best of Everything in

GINGER ALE

*

CLUB SODA

Highest quality since 1893

Meats - Groceries - Fresh
Vegetables Fruits Frosted Foods-Ice Cream
We invite you to compare our
Quality and Prices

Old York Rd. and Argonne Drive near
39th St., Baltimore, Md.
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WITH A BIG SALAD

i

Accompanied by a huge mixed green salad this might provide a
very acceptable little supper for outdoor addicts. (It would seem to
us that there is leeway for some imagination as to the type of chili
sauce, tomato sauce, peppers, etc., used for the final topping.)
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e
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No One Drinks Finer Coffee

By dispatch from the N. Y. State College of Home Economics, at
Cornell University, we are told to rub the bottom of utensils with
soap before cooking food over an open fire. When the utensils are
washed, the soot comes off easily.
·
And a new technique for hot bread:
"Baking" hot breads in a skillet over an open fire is described by
the Wheat Institute of Chicago, and the most interesting to us, at
least, is an American version of Italian Pizza. The directions furnished are as follows:
1. Add % cup of milk or water to 1% cups of biscuit mix to make
a soft dough. Beat one minute and spread in a well-greased skillet.
2. Cover with 4 slices of ham or luncheon meat and top with lh,
lb. of sliced cheese. Spread chili sauce evenly over the top.
3. Cover with a conventional cover, or a large heat proof dish or
a clean wooden board if necessary, and bake over low heat twenty
to twenty-five minutes, until lightly browned on underside and cheese
melted. Cut in pie shaped wedges and serve hot.

Than Those Who Use
Lord Calvert

YOUR FINE RUGS
DESERVE

MONUMENTAL
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Enjoy it in the big Fa~ily _Size_ Bottle

S

END all your rugs to MONUMENTAL where highiy
skilled, careful workmen, with years of "know-how"
will thoroughly clean them. The finest rugs or the most
stubborn cleaning problems can be entrusted to US. If
you wish, we'll store your rugs in our dry, moth-proof
vaults, and will deliver them whenever wanted.

CALL LAFAYETTE 3771

MAYONNAISE

T• f.elir, •
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Proved Best by the Lettuce Test

Dependable Service for Over 66 Years

MONUMENTAL
STORAGE AND CARPET CLEANING COMPANY
RUG CLEANING PLANT

1915 WINDSOR AVENUE

/
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

e BE DISCRIMINATING

Tribute to Warren Wilmer Brown

9JJ~ V!inieti'ca~

To the Editor of Gardens, Houses and People:

UN EXCELLED
,WHISKEY

•

•

•
•

•

•

FOR YOUR
CONVENIENCE
BLENDED

Maryland·s new Sales
Tax applies to Magazmes. But for your
convenience we are
temporarily establishing our subscription
rate at 98 cents, in
order that you may not
have to bother with the
extra two cents when
you send in your subscription. Just enclose
$1 and mail it to

STRAIGHT

fllye
WHISKIES
90 PROOF

GARDENS,
HOUSES AND
PEOPLE

20 E. Lexington St.
Baltimore 2, Md.

•
~~<fioldo~
INCORPORATED

DISTILLERS & RECTIFIERS

BALTIMORE 1, MARYLAND

ESTABLISHED

1885

THE STRAIGHT WHISKIES IN THIS
PRODUCT ARE 6 YEARS OR MORE OLI>
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•

•

•

I knew Warren Wilmer Brown when he was a young boy in Elkton,
Md. He was always so polite, courteous and possessed of a delightful, lovable personality. As a man he had a serious conception of
friendship and his duty to others, which he performed with touching
fidelity. He had all that makes for courageous living-friendship,
sympathy and understanding, always stressing the noblest virtues,
faith, hope and charity, as the way to peace, justice and co-operation
among men. May his brilliant light and leading long continue to
bless and comfort his legions of fond admirers, almost worshippers,
is the fervent hope of a friend of his youth.
The last talk I had with Warren was at the Warrington, at a reception given by my cousins, Mr. and Mrs. J. Hyland Kuhns, in honor
of the Countess Fleury, of Paris. Shortly after that he passed on
to the Great Beyond. But he has not really gone, for his .spirit and
the lessons he taught of unselfishness, sweetness, courage and the
inspiration of his life will remain with us for all time. "He had a
host of friends who loved him warmly" (as the editorial in the
Baltimore Evening Sun stated).
They who go
Feel not the pain of parting,
It is they who stay behind
Who suffer.
Warren Brown has given me sacred memories that the passage
of time will never dim.
At eventide he comes to me
Over memory's pleasant trail,
From the realm of days that used to be
In friendship 's happy vale.
MRS.

AL~XANDER

DouGLAS McCoNACHIE

l!!I Mr. Brown died in August, one year ago. Reference is made
to him in "The Four Winds" department, in this issue.
A Bouquet • • •

To the Editor of Gardens, Houses and People:
I want to say that I enjoyed the humor and nostalgic charm of
your editorial on "The Taxi-Horn Symphony." After reading that,
I strayed over into the next column and chuckled out loud all the
way through the one on "Municipal Inaugurals." I wasn't sure which
brightened my day more.
G. S.
• • • And a Brickbat

To the Editor of Gardens, Houses and People:
Not since that fellow Mencken used to write his blatant "Freelance" column in the Baltimore Evening Sun have I read such a
lowdown comment upon the power and majesty of our municipality
as you printed in an editorial entitled "Municipal Inaugurals."
What if some highly-placed people were "chewing gum violently"?
You should forget such paltry details and write only of solemn
and dignified features .
INDIGNANT

Plants For Flagstone Walks

To the Editor of Gardens, Houses and People:
I was interested in i:eading Mr. Richard D. Steuart's letter in
June issue, requesting information as to what he could plant
tween flagstones "which will keep down the grass and weeds
form a soft, verdant cushion." Could he have in mind one of

:---MAJESTIC
CLEANERS & DYERS
I
I

l l l lllrn

QUALITY WORK -

PROMPT SERVICE

5008 Lawndale Avenue at Wyndhurst Avenne

TUxedo 9761

the
beand
the
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creeping thymes? They make a cushiony growth which is well
suited to rock gardens and which I have seen used in flagstone
walks.
MRS.

E. E. B.

•
A number of creeping plants of the mint family would seem
to be adapted to such use. In addition to providing ground cover
between the flagstones, they give off a very pleasant fragrance when
trod on. Possibly Thymus lanuginosus, · which is of a soft, hairy,
matted growth, with grayish foliage, would serve. Other possible
plants are Thymus Serpyllum, Veronica filmiformis and N epeta
mussini. These belong to the class of creeping thymes referred to
in the above letter.
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"A DECORATION FOR DOROTHEA"
by

GERALD W. JOHNSON

e)r

m

Essayist, Biographer, One of America's Outstanding

1d

Writers
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a

m the September issue of

ie

MORTCACE CORRESPONDENT
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Don~t

~e

miss th-is channingly . . told incident
.the
career of America's great naval hero, John Paul !ones.

JOHN HANCOCK
MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.
MU. 4084

11 E. Chase Street
Traveler's Report

:le

To the Editor of Gardens, Houses an~ People:
The travel notes in your magazine were responsible for a very delightful trip to Roanoke Island, N. C., to see "The Lost Colony" play.
Miss Ruth Hobbs and myself found it well worth the trip and want
to thank you for telling your readers about it.
HELEN

of
9.t,

he
ch

E.

SEVERIN

Mt. Washington.
•
The Editor recently returned from a visit to Roanoke Island and
may find time to write something more about that delightful part of
the world, the least spoiled and, in many respects, the most interesting, along the entire Atlantic Seaboard. Although the theatre was
destroyed by fire since this letter was received, it is rapidly being
rebuilt, and the pageant has been resumed.
Query
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To the Editor of Gardens, Houses and People:
Was the picture of Mr. Frederick Philip Stieff ("The Damask
Cloth") taken before or after he et?
D.S.
Towson.
'I t Tut-tut, Towson. The president of the Wine and Food Society
is a gourmet, not a gourmand.

ANSWERS TO QUIZ OF THE MONTH
1. Sardonyx.
2. Augustus Caesar, who was born in September but liked the
preceding month better. The Anglo-Saxon name for the month,
by the way, was Weod-monath, that is, weed-month, the month
when weeds overtake the garden unless the gardener keeps busy.
How's your garden?
3. The highway.
4. (a) Churchill and Roosevelt. (b) The Atlantic Charter.
5. Duncan Phyfe.
6. Nothing.
7. August.
8. The British captured and burned the Capitol.
9. Because poison ivy is growing there.
10. Orville Wright and Samuel Pierpont Langley. (Wilbur Wright,
the other Wright brother, was born in April.)

10 correct, excellent; 7, good; 5, fair.

Every Day In
Every Way

Yellow Cab
SERVICE IS GETTING BETTER AND BETTER

Vernon 1212
IS THE NUMBER

CBAS. B. STErl'EY, Inc.
"The Up-To-Date Old-Timer"
Many changes face the world in this new age, but old
friends and good reputations will remain unchanged.
We continue to serve, as we have since 1914, the real
estate and mortgage needs of many well-known firms
and individuals. We'd like to number you among them.

CHAS. H. STEFFEY, INC.
REALTORS

18 E. LEXINGTON ST.

P.S.

Phone: MUI. 2412

We have several buyers for good houses in the
Roland Park District. If you wish to sell
CALL MR. LAWTON-HOPKINS 0268.
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Charfe:J ::binin<J lf!oom
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will be closed in August ... but will Reopen
Sept. 2 with the following schedule
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SmorgMtorJ ofuncheon 12 lo 2 P· m.
THE DAMASK CLOTH

;/)inner 5:30 lo 8 P· m.

COL. TREADWELL VISITS CONNECTICUT

Sunla'J
:htnn1,. 12:30 lo 3 P· m.

IJe/monl 8920

You'll Enjoy This!
Cocktails that are Cocktails
Punches with a Punch
Juleps freshly Minted
Tom Collins with a Kick
All Delightfully Served with Fine Food at

LOVE'S

Music by Musak

Air-conditioned

CHARLES STREET at 25TH

CH. 9155

VACATION DAYS ARE HERE
CLOSED AUCUST 4 - - REOPEN FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 5
AT NOON

The train sped along with Colonel Robert Lee Treadwell reclining
in a post-war coach resplendent with chromium and plastics. There
was no doubt at all that there was a deal of difference between the
Connecticut landscape and that of the Shenandoah. He was entranced at the number of stops in so short a period, and each the
same meticulously neat stations and driveways, scores of cars, and
with a predominance of station wagons.
But there were no lavish welcomes such as there were in Virginia;
in fact, the exodus from the cars, for the most part was into station
wagons which wheeled away even before the train could leave. It
occurred to the Colonel that this must be a very undemonstrative
section of the country and he wondered just how congenial this
week-end with the Yankees would prove; perhaps he had been impetuous to accept his first invitation to visit Connecticut. But then,
the Shirleys _h ad been such charming guests that evenip.g at the
Shenandoah Club ;- Ed, his wife and his disturbingly pretty daugh ter, Clair, that he felt assured it would all work out. There remained
no more time for rumination for the train slowed down as his station was called and he just had time to get his Gladstone bag off
the rack and join the general crush of commuters.
The Shirleys were waiting and rushed to meet him. After all, a
Virginia Colonel was not difficult to spot on a Connecticut station
platform.
"Welcome to the hills of Connecticut, Colonel, we are very deeply
honored by your presence." Shirley grasped firmly the hand of his
life-long friend.
"Oh, Colonel, it is good to have you with us. I just thought we'd
never get you up here."
"Miss Clair, Ah can't believe any such thing after the impression
you made on me months ago back at our Shenandoah Club. And Mrs.
Shirley, you actually look several years younger than you did back
in Virginia. Ah personally take that as a reflection on our hospitality
and our climate."
He graciously took her hand, bent low and kissed it, much to the
amusement of the station platform audience. The ride out to Litchwood Farms intrigued the Colonel not a little. The farm houses,
invariably it seemed, were white with green shutters and surrounded
with fences. They all seemed to sit so much closer to the road than
in Virginia. Over to the left stretched the rolling horizon of the
Connecticut hills. They passed numerous inns that promised the
epitome of grastronomic satisfaction. Seldom did they see a home
of brick and not one adorned with pillars of second story altitude.
About a half mile off the state road, they turned up a steep
climb in "first" to swing to the left at the top of the hill in front
of Litchwood Farms. The "Farm" extended on both sides of the
road, on one the barn with its guest rooms and manicured tennis
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DINING IS DELIGHTFUL

LUNCHES

BY FREDERICK PHILIP STIEFF

DINNERS
PRIVATE DINING ROOMS

(Author of "Eat, Drink and Be Merry in Maryland,"
President, Wine and Food Society.)
court and the swimming pool, on the other the white farmhouse,
distinctively Currier and lves-ish.
"Colonel, may I formally welcome you, personally and in behalf
of my family, to Litchwood Farms, and place it at your disposal."
Ed Shirley fairly beamed as he helped the Colonel out with his im
posing Gladstone bag.
"Ed, no Southerner ever invaded the North under more auspicious
circumstances. Ah can assure you, you never had a guest who more
happily enJrusted himself to your hospitality and protection."
"Spoken like a Southern Colonel, true to the soil. But, the hospitality I shall gladly assume-the protection- well, you're old enough
to look after yourself." Ed Shirley slapped his back with a knowing
glint in his eye. "Here's your room and bath with a good view of
our rolling countryside. Don't take too long now; she'll be here any
minute."
"What's that you say? Now, look yere, none of your damn foolishness, Ed. Ah come up to visit with you and your family and partake
of your New England cui&ine, and Ah want that definitely understood.
Don't try to get me involved now with anything but food and drink."
"The drinks are ready waiting, Colonel, so don't waste any time
getting down to them. We'll want to cogitate over them for a while
before dinner." With a broad gesture, Ed Shirley closed the doo1
and left the Colonel to his meditations.
The Colonel was not long with his ablutions. He was not, how·
ever, unconscious of the arrival of another guest below.
"Dang that fellow, Ed," he mused "What'd he want to drag some
female into this party for? Ah told him Ah wanted to eat with just
his family,- that's the trouble with visiting."
But shortly later as the Colonel descended the stairs and glanced .
into the living room below, he unconsciously adjusted his cravat.
Shirley arose to greet him.
'
"Colonel, I reserved a treat for you. I want you to meet the only
one I could find that would make the cuisine secondary. I want you
to meet Mrs. Washburne, the most attractive, the most pulchritudin-

5 Star Features I
** Chinese
Excellent American food
** Confucius
Cocktail
Family Dinners
Refiined atmosphere
* Choice of table or booth for your comfort

CATERING TO

WEDDING RECEPTIONS
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FEATURING THE BLUE ROOM!
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FREDERICK AND NORTH ROLLING ROAD
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Our dining room is delightfully cool.
You may order a la Carte or Table
D' Hote. We as ure you always a:
variety of irresistible delicacies, beautifully served.
And there is plenty of parking space
at the dinner hour.

The CAVALIER
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ST. PAUL ST. AT BALTIMORE
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ous, the most wealthy, the most travelled, erudite and sought afteJ
widow in all New England."
The Colonel bent low over her hand.
"Colonel, I don't know how long you have known Ed, but I'm sure
you know how to take him. I'm not even embarrassed. He's just a
wind bag, pay no attention to him." She looked up into the Colonel'~
blue eyes with an understanding that precluded doubt.
"My dear Mrs. Washbourne, there are two subjects upon which
it does not occur to me to doubt Ed Shirley,- one is liquor and the
other the opposite sex."
"Sit down Colonel and take your glass." Shirley passed the tray
with five tall glasses, frosted and filled with dark content crested
with slices of fruit and a sprig of mint.
"My family, as you know, were of a sea-faring lineage. This is a
planter's punch. The mint is added merely as a gesture to you as our
Southern guest." Shirley passed the tray and held his glass high.
"To our distinguished guest and our privilege of having him with
us, Colonel Robert E. Lee Treadwell."
"And may Ah drink to the privilege of being the guest of Ed and
Mrs. Shirley and their very charming daughter!" The Colonel drank
deep. "Ed, this is delicious, the receipt, Ah insist."
"It's not difficult, here we mix it with New England Medford or
Charleston rum, dark, reeking of sugar cane. Then the juice oi
one and a half limes and the juice of half an orange per glass. Slice
a pineapple lengthwise in long strips, one to each glass, crush yom
ice fine and add two half slices of lime, two half slices of orange,
a sprig of mint and a maraschino cherry and you have it. I learnt
it at the Myrtlebank Hotel in Jamaica and it's tops too with the
Jamaica rum."
"Colonel, that's our summer rum drink. Have you tried our winter rum?" Mrs. Washburne looked up at him expectantly.
"Charming lady, Ah sit at the foot of knowledge."
"You don't, but here it is. Hot buttered rum! It's delightfully
simple. Take a twelve ounce glass and dissolve a teaspoonful of
pulverized sugar in hot water. Then add, as Ed would say, your
quota of rum, leaning I should say on the heavy side. Add a tablespoonful of butter, fill the glass with boiling water, stir thoroughly
and dust the top with nutmeg."
"Now Mrs. Washburne," the Colonel interposed, "that nutmeg
has me worried. Ah haven't overlooked those wooden nutmegs you
Yankees sold us Southerners-you're still called the Nutmeg State,
and Ah haven't forgotten that. Barnum was born in Connecticut. You
wouldn't lead me astray now would you?" The Colonel's glance
couldn't very well be misunderstood.
"Well not regards hot buttered rum Colonel."
The Colonel's face flushed, "That's all Ah wanted to kno•w Mrs.
Washburne," he replied.
"Colonel, rum is a very significant New England drink. The
Boston tea party was founded not so much upon tea as upon rum.
The tea wasn't drunk, but the rum was," Shirley observed.
"But Ed," Mrs. Washburne interjected, "I have relatives in Mary
land, down the Colonel's way. You New Englanders drank rum and
painted your faces to escape detection. When the Marylanders had
their tea party they didn't paint their faces, they just went down
without any disguise, burnt the Peggy Stewart, the boat that brought
in the tea, at dock. And I have never heard that they even drank
their Maryland Rye."
"Ah knew there was a bond between us Mrs. Washburne. Ah too
have a branch of mah family in Mtiryland and you're just as right
as you can be. Ed certainly is a scholar when it comes to the opposite sex."
Dinner was announced. The Colonel was in his element. To his
left was Mrs. Shirley at one end of the table, to his right, Mrs.
Washburne. Plates piled high with steamed clams were brought in
accompanied by a deep plate with swimming drawn butter, and
another with clam essence.
"And these, Miss Clair," queried the Colonel across the table,
"are your famous 'hog clams'?"
"You know better, Colonel, I told you down in Virginia our
Quahogs are what you call 'little necks.' "
.
"Fancy that! Can you imagine such ignorance in one of my years,
Mrs. Washburne?"
"I can't imagine ignorance in your make up at any stage of your
existence Colonel." Mrs. Washburne glanced demurely at the Colonel
with significantly lowered eyes.
.
The Colonel coughed into his napkin.
"Well tell me how you persuaded these succulent delicacies to so
willingly open up for gustatory edification?"
"They're almost human, Colonel," observed Shirley. "When you
want them to open up you just apply the heat. An old army man
ought to know that. In the case of soft clams, it's steam, about
twenty minutes of it, but not too long or they'll go tough on you.
It's just knowing when to stop."
"Ah think Ah get you Ed,-very human, very human."
While the steamed clams were not familiar to the Colonel the next
course was quite completely foreign. The first fork full he consumed
gingerly, the second with more fortitude, the third with obvious
approval.
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"Mrs. Shirley, this, may Ah observe is a most succulent dainty but
would you mind telling me what Ah am eating? Not since escargots
on the Left Bank have Ah been so deliciously surprised."
"This, Colonel, I cannot ascribe to Connecticut alone. Rather let
me say it is a New England individuality. These are codfish tongues."
"In past years," interposed Mr. Shirley, "the fishermen used to
cut out the tongues of codfish to keep tally with the number of the
catch. Of late I understand they don't take the trouble. Maybe they
weigh the catch. Oliphant, my fish man, gets them for me, if I let
him know far enough in advance."
"It's a delicacy of equal esteem to our oyster crab in the South,"
suggested Mrs. Washburne.
"Precisely," countered the Colonel. "Now Ah understand the prediciment of a friend of mine who was being given a dinner in Shanghai
by a Chinese Mandarin. He relished a dish he thought caviar, the
individual eggs of gigantic proportions, and remarked thereupon,
'Ah,' said the Mandarin, 'Him velly, velly hard to get,-many, many,
many little fish eyes.' "
"But Ah really like this. How do you prepare it?"
"Just as you might expect," replied Mrs. Shirley. "Season them,
bathe them ·in milk, dust in flour, fry in butter and serve with slice
of lemon.''
The Colonel was as good as his word. His plate was clean.
The lobster that followed was no hazard, no more was the salad
or the apple pie, the latter amply punctuated with nutmeg.
"Colonel, we shall now go a bit unorthodox at the expense of your
education," Shirley began as the dessert plates were being removed.
Glasses were brought in, not liqueur glasses, nor ponies, nor jiggers,
- just "copious,'' "copious" for applejack. "This is New England
applejack and I want you to try it and compare it with that of your
friend in Southern Maryland."
The Colonel sipped cautiously.
"Do you think back in Maryland we could challenge our friends
here to an applejack tourney?" Mrs. Washburne queried with a
mischievous and provoking glance.
Treadwell rose to his feet. "1Vlr$. Washburne, in spite of the excellence of our potent, I should welcome the opportunity of challenging the universe with you as my gastronomic compatriot."
It was a successful dinner for the C9lonel, particularly so since
he had the opportunity of escorting home Mrs. 'Washburne, at the insistence of Ed Shirley and with the complete romantic approval of
his wife.

ENTRE NOUS
(Continued from page 47)
Mr. William H. Conkling 3rd, son of Mrs. William H. Conkling and
the late Mr. Conkling, of Mount Washington. Miss Townsend attended Bryn Mawr School, the Greenwood School, and Traphagen
School, in New York. Mr. Conkling, a McDonogh graduate, served
in the Air Forces. He is now in business in Philadelnhia.
Mr. and Mrs. William Calvert Steuart, of Roland Park, have announced the engagement of their daughter, Miss Marion Virginia
Calvert Steuart, to Mr. Donald Scattergood Smith, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Donald J. Smith, formerly of Baltimore, now of California.
The wedding will take place in September.
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Horst, of the Orchards, have announqed
the engagement of their daughter, Miss Elsa Jane Horst, to Mr.
John William Siegmund, son of Mr. and Mrs. Harry B. Siegmund,
of Chatham road.
Miss Horst, a graduate of the College of Notre Dame of Maryland,
attended the Peabody Conservatory of Music. Her fiance, a student
at Johns Hopkins University, was an officer in the Army Corps of
Engineers, having duty in the Southwest Pacific.
Mrs. Frances Bouve McCaffrey, of New York, has announced the
engagement of her daughter, Miss Priscilla Bouve McCaffrey, to Mr.
James Cheston Constable, son of Mr. and Mrs. William Pepper Constable, 3 Club road. Miss McCaffrey attended school in Boston.
Mr. Constable, a Gilman alumnus, atterided Brown University. He
served during the war, with the rank of captain, in overseas duty
with the 13th Airborne Division.
The engagement has been announced of Miss Madeleine Fielding
Reid, daughter of Mrs. Marie Reid and Dr. Francis Fielding, to Mr.
Edwin J. English, son of Mrs. Roland E. English.
Mr. and Mrs. Merrill R. Carr of Taplow Road, Homeland, have
announced the engagement of their daughter, Miss Doris Carr, to
Mr. Raymond R. Gilbert, son of the Rev. and Mrs. Paul J. Gilbert,
of Sheldon, Illinois.
Miss Carr was graduated from Swarthmore College where she
majored in psycholo~y. After several months of personnel work in
New York City, she enrolled at Radcliffe in pursuit of her Ph.D at
Harvard Psychological Clinic.
'
Mr. Gilbert, after graduating from Colorado College, spent three
years in the Navy as a lieutenant. At prsent he is also working
for his Ph.D at Harvard University. Upon completion of his course,
he will enter government service with the Veterans Administration
as a clinical psychologist.
An early September wedding is planned.
(Additional Entre Nous on page 62)
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Sally's Timely

Why Not Make
A Difficult Duty
Easier?

BY SALLY STYLIST

WE invite you to use the refreshingly Air-Conditioned Tickner Establishment for funeral services, without additional charge.
This truly different place is maintained to
make bereavement less trying for our friends.
It offers features and conveniences not obtainable
elsewhere.
Of special interest, in addition to the beautifully appointed parlors, and gracious hostess and
maid service on each floor, are the unique Patio
Flower Garden; modern Merchandise Selection
Rooms; an immaculate Preparation Room; two
elevators; indoor Automobile Driveway (probably the only one in the country) where the
limousines and private cars are entered; etc.

Yet, this ideal place assures the homelike
appointments of a lovely private home.!
For an easier mind at a trying time, we invite
your trust.

TICKNER FUNERALS -

$97 to $1965

This Price Index is published as a public service.
Let it be your guide to satisfaction and saving. It
reflects the cost of 1000 consecutive adult service•. as
selected by past patrons:
276
258
320
146

Services
Services
Services
Services

Cost___
CosL
CosL
CosL

$ 97,
$260,
$340,
$535,

$138,
$275,
$375,
$610,

$185,
$295,
$410,
$785,

up
up
up
up

to
to
to
to

$ 230
$ 330
$ 495
$1965

All Prices Include the Use of Our Establishment

NOTES FOR THIS MONTH
August is upon us and almost beyond us!
Unless you send Sue and Jim a wedding present soon . . .
Got to get the house furnishings in fall shape.
U might keep your eye open for summer sales.
School preparations for the kids must be attended to.
Take time and attend these miscellanies PDQ.

l•

GI FT SUGGESTIONS

The Town House, 2408 N . Charles street, has some lovely furnishings for the newly-weds- antiques (if they like the bygone era),
or if it's a more modern taste you're suiting, attractive gifts can be
bought at very moderate prices. It's a charming little place with an
atmosphere all its own. Stop in and browse about, but not on an
August Saturday, 'cause they're closed.
FLYING SAUCERS? ? ?
No, it's not quite flying saucers, but an all-star collection of fine
furniture at Gomprecht and Benesch: Berkey and Gay, Whitney
colonial, Willet's wildwood cherry, Michigan seating's modern, and
other noted makes. Anything in the line of home furnishings. And
by all means, visit their new show rooms at 316 N. Eutaw . street if
you want to see how "it" should look.
BETTER WEAR MY COAT
Lane Bryant, at Charles and Clay, reports some new fall coats.
Lush materials styled with that long flattering look offer you something in the fashion line that last year's coat just didn't have. And
what's more . . . the selection is not inexhaustible, so stop in and
have a look the very next time you are in the vicinity.
WELL-GROOMED ROOMS
It's a known fact that accessories can make or break the wellgroomed effect. But did you realize that house accessories are in
the same class? An attractive lamp, distinctive book-ends, or an
elite bowl will set your table off to a tee . . . a handsome print for
the bare spot on the wall or a stool for the wing chair. . . . All
these and many other house accessories can be found at Biggs, 518
N. Charles street.
SLICK CHICK OR OTHERWISE
They say HE always notices his lady's footwear! So take notice
gals : Wyman's are showing black suede ankle silhouettes with threequarter inch platforms, tall slimming heels, drapes and tucks characteristic of the well-made shoe, and of course those dramatic ankle
straps. Also the slick chick anklet with a low heel for more active
wear.
WEDDING SPLASHES
September wedding suggestion: Six pieces of flat silverware in the
Clinton, Rose, or Puritan style; Or a gorgeous reproduction of a
Williamsburg Restoration Sterling Silver piece. Place: Stieff's, at
17 N. Liberty street, 229 N. Howard street, or Wyman Park Driveway.
But remember, they close on Saturdays in August.
SLIMMING AND TAPERING
There is no excuse for loo much hip here and too much waist
there! At 2303 N. Charles street, expert attention is given to taperin'
any wayward curves. Scientific reducing and massage . . . call Belmont 9407 and inquire about the Hollywood Way.
WHY NOT COPPER?
Hand-wrought copper ware, coffee sets, vases, beer mugs, trays,
bowls, lamp cases, etc., at the Marco Polo Shop. Beautifully made
and handsomely designed pieces that make an exquisite gift. Drop
by 14 W. Saratoga street and see for yourself.

WILLIAM

J.

TICKNER & SONS
'

INCORPORATED

A Baltimore Institution Since 1874
Personally Owned and Operated by
Three Generations of the Tickner Family
North & Pennsylvania Aves.
LAfayette 4321

THEY'LL DO IT
For twenty-five years Pearce and Kerr have rendered efficient and
courteous service to their clients. All types of plumbing and radiator
repair, modern heating plants, sheet metal work. Stop in at 923 W.
36th street or call Belmont 8989 for further details.
CAN YOU AFFORD TO MISS IT?
Ask yourself honestly can you afford to miss Benson's August sale
of summer furniture? - Tremendous reductions up to 50% on some
pieces. And not only can you enjoy the porch and terrace furnishings
this year, but you'll be all set for summer '48.

[y
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Shopping Guide
ABOUT RUGS

It's time you organized your rug situation! Summer and winter
rugs called for and delivered by Monumental Rug Co., Lafayette
3771. Expert cleaning done by highly skilled workmen-the most
"impossible" spots eradicated by Monumental.

in :!/Jalltino1te -

MAKE MINE MUSIC

Minor's Radio and Television
most complete line of records you
fiends and/ or record seLs for the
vidual records, too. They also do
4444 for more information.

Co., 425 E. 31st street, carry the
can imagine. Albums for the jitter
classical lovers . . . of course indiradio repair work. Buzz University

This all-star collection of famous names
in fine furniture:

POUR YOUS, MADAME

Don't forget Thomas Beauty Salon located uptown at 419 E. 33rd
street. They offer you all the hair dressing effects done with an
individual touch for each coustomer. Call University 8384 the next
time your curly locks need fixin'.
SHOPPING AND DINING

* BERKEY &

GA y FURNITURE

* WHITNEY

COLONIAL FURNITURE

And while you're downtown trying to strike chores off the list,
stop in at Hochschild's Tea Room. Located on the sixth floor, this
cool attractive restaurant serves delicious summer snacks and luncheons which will spur you on your hot way. Open from 11 to 3;
and on Thursdays dinner is served from 5 to 7 :30.

* WILLET'S

TIRED OF YOUR TIRE TROUBLES?

* WmmcoMB's

At 27th street and Remington avenue, you can leave your car at the
C. E. Kimmel Co. and have all your tire troubles remedied. Hop the
bus, do your shopping downtown, and return to find everything 0.K.
(On Kimmel). For more information call Hopkins 3600. If you're
a Towsonite, remember their 7 W. Pennsylvania avenue location.

* THE

THIS IS FUR TIME

* OsTERMOOR BEDDING

A complete line of new fur coats, jackets, and scarfs at Havelock
and Selenkow, 221 N. Liberty street. Here is an August sale you
shouldn't miss! These new exciting fur styles-small collars, full
sleeves, full flare backs- will give you the piece de la resistance to
your winter wardrobe. But now is the time to look at 'em.
IN AND OUT

Before you start your fall housecleaning and decorating, consult
Geraldine Carter (Madison 0107). Her artistic abilities and experience in interior appointments could not help but please those who
want home to be a "house for all living." She is also well-qualified
to give advice on any exterior decorating problems that might confront you. Call before 10:30 a.m. and after 4:30 p.m.

WILDWOOD CHERRY

FLEXI-UNIT MoDERN

ORLEANS COLLECTION

* HERITAGE SOFAS,

* THE

CHARS AND TABLES

PINE SHOPS' REPRODUCTIONS

* MICHIGAN SEATING' s

MODERN

DON'T WALK ON AIR

Take advantage of McDowell's summer sale, and you'll be sure
that you won't be walking on air, or on a bare floor, or on an ugly,
unattractive rug! Here's an oportunity to invest in an Oriental rugthe rug that lends such charm and magnificence to any room. Various sizes and types available at 339 N. Charles street. P.S. They also
do specialized cleaning of any sort of floor covering.

You are cordially invited to visit our completely new showrooms where an unusual
collection of fine furniture is on display.

SQUARE PEGS IN ROUND HOLES

Are you sure you have the right job? Is your temperament and
personality suited to a creative job or to exact scientific work? Are
you better at working with things or with people? The answers to
questions like these can be determined by tests. Nationally-used
aptitude tests are the scientific means of determining your natural
abilities and can tell you within a small margin of error the occupation for which you are best suited.
Many business firms are now using tests as one means of discover-

Baltimore School of Art Needlework

.

Incorporated 1900

FINE LINENS
924 Cathedral Street

LExington 8188

316 to 322 N. EUTAW STREET
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RECENT BRIDES

ing quickly and accurately those people who are fitted or m:1fitted
for certain jobs. The Institute for Vocational Development is the
first aptitude testing and vocational counseling center in Baltimore.
Here the counselor talks to you about yourself, your interests, your
family, your social life. If at the end of the consultation he decides
that you can profit from vocational guidance, he will select from the
many known tests the ones most suited to you. When you have
finished the tests and consultations the job opportunities available in
the field wherein you might fit are carefully weighed and specific
recommendations for further study are made. M. A. Mitzel, director
of the Institute, formerly Consultant, Testing Section, Office of
Quartermaster General, says that the purpose of the Institute is to
help individuals know more about themselves so that they can make
a wise choice of a career rather than to offer them a prescribed plan
for a successful future.
NEW PRESIDENT FOR LOYOLA COLLEGE

•
The Very Rev. Francis Xavier Talbot, SJ., former Editor of
America, the National Catholic Weekly, has been named the twentieth President of Loyola College, succeeding the Rev. Edward B.
Bunn. Father Bunn, who came to Loyola's Presidency in 1938 from
Fordham University, will be director of the Labor School at the
University of Scranton, and regional director of studies of the Maryland Province of the Jesuit Order. He will be established at Scranton
after August 15th.
As Regional director of studies, Father Bunn will supervise the
colleges and universities under Jesuit jurisdiction in Maryland,
Pennsylvania, Delaware, North Carolina, Virginia, West Virginia,
the District of Columbia; and in the dioceses of Camden and Trenton, in New Jersey. During the last several years of his incumbency at Loyola, Father Bunn has carried on this work from Evergreen. He is a member of the American Association of Teachers
and Professors; of the executive committee of the Jesuit Educational
Association and the National Catholic Educational Association, chairman of the department of colleges and universities in the National
Catholic Educational Association; secretary of the Commission on
Training for Citizenship, of the Association of American Colleges;
chairman of the Maryland Educational Conference for Post-war
Organization.
As director of the Labor School at Scranton, Father Bunn will
have a background of labor relations experience from his work in
the last war as chairman of the panel of the regional War Labor
Board, and as member of the American Arbitration Association.
That Loyola may continue to have the benefit of Father Bunn's
advice and inspiration, he has been asked to continue on the Advisory
Council, of which William J. Casey is chairman, and aho on the
Board of Trustees of the College.
CALVERT SCHOOL ENROLLMENT

The Home Instruction Department of Calvert School, busiest during
the summer months, has completed the largest enrollment year in
its history. Many American families are going abroad and with a
large portion of them go the Calvert courses to keep the children
educationally abreast of those in schools at home.
Extensive plans are being made for the celebration of the School's
Fiftieth Anniversary this fall. There will be open house at the School
November 7, with interesting historical exhibits and a dinner reunion at the Alcazar, followed by an appropriate stage show.
The alumni are co-operating this summer in getting the scenery,
programs, etc., ready for this event.
McDONOGH SCHOOL PATRONS

President- Mr. Harry E. Cook; vice-president-Mr. John 0. Mitchell, Jr.; recording secretary- Mrs. Clara D. Tucker;- corresponding
secretary- Mrs. Clyde Fallin; Treasurer- Mr. Isaac C. Lycett.
New members of the executive board are: Mr. Charles R. Madary,
Mrs. Arthur Spencer, Mr. J. Lawrence Mine tree, Mrs. Clarence E.
Elderkin (representing the trustees of the school), Mr. C. Arthur
Keene (representing the McDonogh alumni).

-Udel

-Baux Arts

At left, Mrs. Joseph Smith, Jr., the former Miss Mary Elizabet~
Frederick, of St. Martin's road. Right, Mrs. Lane McDermott Jernigan, the former Miss Helen Harvey Coale , of Canterbury road.

JULY WEDDINGS

Miss Mary Crozer Page,' daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Crozer Page, of Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania, became the bride of Mr.
Francis J. Carey, Jr., son of Mrs. William Simpson, 3rd an.cl Mr.
Francis J. Carey, of Baltimore. The ceremony took place m the
Episcopal Church of the Redeemer, in Bryn Mawr.
A wedding in Frederick which was attended by a number of Baltimoreans was that of Miss Susan May Lane, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Seth Lane and niece of Governor Lane, to Mr. John Malcolm
McCardell, son of Mrs. Adrian LeR. McCardell and the late State
Senator McCardell.
Mrs . . Marion Duvall Penrose, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Post Duvall, of Sudbrook Park, was married to Mr. Bayard Pintard
Fonda, of Towson.
·
Mr. and Mrs. De Witt Forman Clarke, formerly of Baltimore, are
receivinrr congratulations on the birth of a son, De Witt Forman
Clarke, j r., at Houston, Texas. Mrs. Clarke was Miss Mary Garnett
Brown, daughter of Mrs. John B. Brown.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Brent, 3rd, are receiving congratulations on
the birth of a son, Hugh Johnston Brent, at the Hospital for the
Women of Maryland. Mrs. Brent was Miss Ann Falconer, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. C. M· Falconer, of Roland Park.

;:,·
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and Magazine departments of Hutzler s, Hochschild-Kohn s,
Remington Book Store (Charles and Mulberry streets); at the
fallowing Read Drug Stores located at Howard and Lexington,
Charles and Lexington, Thirty-second and Greenmount, 3115
St. Paul street, 5438 York road, 1500 Ravenwood road; and
at the Peabody Pharmacy, Calvert and Thirtieth.
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----~~~INSECTS~~-TERMITES~~-RODENTS~~~~

"Call the Rose Man"

SAratoga 6118-6119

ROSE

EXTERMINATOR
COMPANY

(New Address)
22 W. FRANKLIN STREET
C. WALTER PORTER, Mgr.

·----''PEST CONTROL SINCE 1860"----"THERE'S NO SUBSTITUTE FOR EXPERIENCE"---·
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FITS AND STARTS
HOW'S-THAT-AGAIN? DEPT.
It is rare that anyone finds a slip showing in that smartly
edited magazine, the New Yorker, but what do you make of
this: "Recently, they lived for six and a half years in the
village of Chucuito, Peru . . ."? We'd perfer to say that,
Recently, this was printed six and a half years ago in the
New Yorker; but it was more recent than that. It was in
the issue of June 28.

•

Here is a quatrain by a Baltimorean, Ogden Nash, which
might be put to good use in the campaign currently in progress to prevent Maryland's highways from being utterly
defaced by advertising signs:
SONG OF THE OPEN ROAD
I think that I shall never see
A billboard lovely as a tree.
Perhaps, unless the billboards fall,
I'll never see a tree at all.

Loyola [allege
EVENING SCHOOL- NEW TERM
September 15, 1947 to January 17, 1948
Courses Open to Men and Women
~

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE I ~! snC'AL SC![:l\!CE, majors in
Education, English, History, Political Science, Sociology
(Note: Education courses afternoons and Saturday mornings }
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION,
majors in Accounting, Finance, Management, Marketing

HUNGARIAN NOVELIST AT LOYOLA
Dr. Boris de Balla, the brother of Dr. Valentine de Balla who has
been teaching in the political science department of Loyola College
Evening School during the past year, will join the Loyola College
faculty in the September term. Dr. Boris de Balla is a native of
Hungary, and studied at the University of Pees where he received
his doctor's ·degree in 1938. After a period in the office of the
Hungarian prime minister, Dr. Boris de Balla served in the Hungarian diplomatic service in Brussels, Madrid, Switzerland and Paris.
During his stay in Paris he became intimately associated with many
of the leading figures in French Literature. His course is outlined as
follows: Nineteenth Century materialism and liberalism; the pioneering work of Bloy, Bourget and Huysmans; the later leaders, Peguy,
Claudel, Undset, Chesterton, Papini, Werfel; Mauriac, Maritain,
Bernanos.
Dr. de Balla has written a great deal himself, and has been called
the leading Hungarian Catholic novelist.

OTHER COURSES AND PROGRAMS, C.P.A., Insurance
(C.P.C.U.).
Industrial Relations, Journalism, Modern Language ,
Philosophy, Pre-Law, Radio, Religion, S~ience , Speech.
Registration Open Now and Until September 13
~

Request Bulletin F.

Loyola College, Evening School
4501 NORTH CHARLES STREET
BALTIMORE 10, MARYLAND

BALTIMORE INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
The Baltimore Institu ie of Photography, located at Charles and
24th streets, is one of the largest and best equipped professional
schools of its kind in the country. Individual instruction, immediate
enrollment, ·day and evening courses . . . basic and advanced courses
are offered in commercial, color, and portraiture photography.

ALL THROUGH THE HOUSE
(Continued from page 49)

are the order of the day, and a very acceptable order it is. Upholstered sections seem to be placed at strategic points with a view
simply to .providing a cushion for human bones where most needed,
but regardless of appearance we can't help feeling a little chilly
toward these items whose clinical aroma is unmistakable- and even
though they may be "anatomically" correct, there is a vague question as to the good taste of publicizing the necessity for a back rest,
outside the sick room, somehow or other.

LAURELS FOR STORAGE SPACE PLANNING
Nothing but praise may be spoken for the slide rule efficiency with
which every inch is utilized by many modern designers in their effort
to solve the ubiquitous problem of finding a place for everything.
Cabinets are built under window ledges, in closets, under tables,
against dining and living room walls, all around the kitchen, of
course, and nearly everywhere except within the chimney itself. Nor
can anyone h ave too many "places for things," if clutter is to be
avoided.

Call CHesapeake 1020, or write

70TH YEAR

C!Eaton & TJjurnett
An Outstanding School With An Outstanding Record
Offering intensive, thorough training in
Secretarial, Shorthand, Typewriting, and
Bookkeeping-Accounting Courses
Its graduates are filling with credit and distinction
positions in every branch of industry.
FALL TERM BEGINS SEPTEMBER 2ND
AND MONDAYS THROUGHOUT SEPTEMBER
Write or phone for catalog

New

Lo~ation:

DRAMA
STAGE

HAWKINS
OFFICE TRAINING SCHOOL
Short-Term Business Courses
Shorthand, Typewriting, Bookkeeping, Filing, English, Individual
Instruction, Day and Night Classes. Write or call for catalog.
Bel. 6592. 2324 N. CHARLES ST. Emily Hawkins Page, Director

SA. 5511

518 N. CHARLES STREET

CAREER
RADIO

BABDmAVO~
College subjects combined with practical training for a fascinating future in dramatics or
radio.
Enroll Now For Fall Term

S05 N. CHARLES STREET

'

VE. 1155
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GOUCHER COLLEGE OF THE FUTURE:

A hitherto unpublished architectural drawing of the imposing group of buildings to
be erected on the Towson campus. Shown in the picture are the Library, and the Humanities, Natural Sciences and Social Sciences
buildings. The new president of Goucher is Dr. Otto Frederick Kraushaar.
GLASS FIRM'S NEW HEAD

Robert H. Swindell, great grandson of one of the founders of
Swindell Brothers, Inc., Baltimore, was elected president of the corporation at a meeting of the Board of Directors held on July 15, 1947.

Horse Shoff's
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MARYLAND PONY SHOW

Under the auspices of the
Hamilton Lions Club, 2901
Hamilton avenue, the third annual Maryland Pony Show will
be held at the Timonium Fair
Grounds on Saturday and Sunday, September 13 and 14, for
the benefit of Maryland charities. The show chairman is Daniel Koller; Leonard Wolfe
is president. This Lion's club has raised and dispersed over
$9,000 in charity over a two-year period; included was an
Iron Lung to the Kernans Hospital, $500 to the Y.M.C.A.'s
new building fund and $500 to the Weisner Orphanage.
The Pony Show will feature 35 classes and four championships. The prizes are sterling silver trophies and cash
awards in all classes. This event will be one of the finest
pony shows to be held in Maryland.
II.

APPRENTICE-CONDUCTORSHIP CONTINUED

Reginald Stewart, conductor of the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra,
has extended the apprentice-conductorship of LeRoy Evans for another year, and in an interview has expressed pleasure over the
"tremendous strides" the young conductor has made.

SCHOOLS

THE BOYS' LATIN SC.HOOL
Founded 1844

BREVARD STREET, OPPOSITE MT. ROYAL STATION

A Thorough Education from First Year Primary to College
Playgr&und, gymnasium and swimming pool on the premises. Athletic field
at Mt. Washington.
Frederick A. Hahn, Head.m aster
Consultation by Appointment
VErnon 3369

. SUBSCRIBERS' COMMENTS

THE JUNIOR CREATIVE WORKSHOP
OF

BARD-AVON SCHOOL

Congratulations on the steady improvement and expanded
material in the new magazine.-Eolin Kuper.
Am very glad to send my subscription to your magazine. I
have been enjoying it for years.-Laura C. O'Hara.

Saturday Morning Classes for Young People Six to Sixteen.

Speech -

Oral Reading -

Dramatics -

Social Graces

To Eliminate Self-Consciousness, To Develop Poise and Personality
Ask for Information.
905 NORTH CHARLES STREET
VErnon 1155

COLLEGE OF
NOTRE DAME OF MARYLAND
North Charles Street

ESTELLE DENNIS

An Accredited Catholic Institution for the Higher Education of Women
conferring A.B. and B.S. degrees.

BALLET AND DRAMATIC DANCER

NOTRE DAME OF MARYLAND

Professional, Recreational, Cultural Classes
Special Child Method
VETERANS-G.I. BILL
The only State approved School for men and women
Limited Enrollment
DANCE THEATRE
VERNON 3097
LExington 9623
100 E. Monument St.

PREPARATORY SCHOOL

ROLAND

- - MISS MILLER'S SCHOOL--.
838 PARK AVENUE
COMPLETE JUNIOR AND SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
PROGRAMS AND SECRETARIAL COURSE
FINISHING SCHOOL COURSES FOR HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES
EXPERIENCED TEACHERS • • • INDIVIDUAL A TIENTION
HOMELIKE ATMOSPHERE
REGISTER NOW FOR SUMMER AND FALL TERMS

YErnon 4609

Send for Catalogues

Day students

PARK

COUNTRY

SCHOOL

817 W. UNIVERSITY PARKWAY (10)
FALL SESSION BEGINS
Primary and 'Lower Main, September 25th
Upper Main, September 18th
ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS, SEPTEMBER 16th
Girls-Preschool to College
Boys Taken Through Third Grade Only
Write or Telephone for Information

TUxedo 5757
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Here and There
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BEETLE STORY
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• Everybody has talked a lot about the Japanese beetles,
whose obscene activity is now about over, as they hole up
for another year. But few people have said anything
more interesting than "Drat these pesky things!" ·We did
hear one good beetle story~ Right in the midst of a family
quarrel, the titular head of the house shouted in what he
probably thought was a calm tone, "If you don't let me have
a little peace and quiet around here, I'll blow my top!"and then, so help us, he really blew it. Began raving, shaking
~is head, tearing his hair. "Something keeps turning 'round
inside my head!" he screeched. The other members of the
family first tried to soothe and quiet him, but when he
only grew more violent they had to resort to sterner measures. While they were sending for a strait-jacket, he
managed to convey the idea that something actually had
entered one of his ears, so they took him to a specialistbut the doctor was out to lunch. After several more such
delays, he finally came under the ministrations of an eyeear-nose-and-throat man, who began peering into his left
ear. Just then, a Jap beetle crawled out of the right ear.
And the victim-poor wretch-having forgotten which ear
the beetle had entered in the first place, began to wonder
.i f the insect might not have gone clean through his head.
The doctor assured him this was unlikel y.

Qt·r/s £atin 8choo/
OF BALTIMORE

10 CLUB ROAD, ROLAND PARK

College Preparatory

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL BEGINNING
WITH SEVENTH GRADE
HOpkins 1215

THE PARK SCHOOL
3025 LIBERTY HEIGHTS AVENUE
A MODERN COUNTRY DAY SCHOOL FOR BOYS
AND GIRLS FROM KINDERGARTEN TO COLLEGE
Located on No. 32 Carline.
Bua Service for Younger Children

DIFFERENCES
You like mountains,
I like the sea,
Steep slopes for you,
A white beach for me.
You take pleasure
In high pine groves,
I seek treasure
.
In dim green coves.
You gather spoars bud
And blue hare-bells,
I gather coral
And rare sea-shells.
What does it matter
That parted we've been?
I'll bring a curved shell
To put hare-bells in.
-

KATHRY N

HowAno

General Courses

CATALOG ON REQUEST

TELEPHONE LAFAYETTE 1900

Calvert
FOUNDED

Tmeany Road

Sohool
1897

Baltimore, Md.

EDWARD W. BROWN, He.:zdmaster
TELEPHONE, CHESAPEAKE 6030
LowEs

BARD-AVON SCHOOL NOTES

WATSON

Colleges and high schools represented in the Summer session of
Bard-Avon's Secretarial School include: Goucher, University of

SECRETARIAL
DA y

FRIENDS SCHOOL

SCHOOL

AND EVENING CLASSES
INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION
INTENSIVE TYPING CLASSES SATURDAY MORNING

LE. 6545

516 North Charles Street

Founded 1784
en

5114 NORTH CHARLES STREET
Nursery School - Lower School - Upper School
Preparation for College and for Life

,es

245 Boys 230 Girls
Accredited
Enrollment Received for the Fall of 1948
Information on Request
BLISS FORBUSH
TUxedo 3773-4
Headmaster

L

PERSONALITY IMPROVEMENT

Founded by Mary E lizabeth Garret in 1885
MELROSE AVENUE, ROLAN D P ARK

TU XEDO

1645

·west of Charles Street, Baltimore, Maryland

COLLEGE PREPARATORY SCHOOL
FROM KINDERGARTEN TO COLLEGE
MISS KATHARINE VAN BIBBER, Headmistress

IF YOU ARE
eager to be the most admired and interesting girl in your set; the perfect hostess;
the dynamic club woman-this evenin g course in Personality Improvement offers you
training that will give you the needed grace, charm and poise to make your dreams
come true.

>th

The BRYN MAWR SCHOOL for Girls

Write or phone for information.

UNIVERSITY PARKWAY AND CHARLES ST.

CH. 9286

Opens September 15th, 9 A .M. to 12 Noon

CJJARD-c//VON SCHOOL
Department of Dramatic Art and Radio
905 NORTH CHARLES STREET

CATHEDRAL KINDERGARTEN

VErnon 1155

Children 3 to 6 years
Phone UNi'Versity 9536
NON-SECT ARIAN

Catalog Upon
Transportation
HELEN N.

Request

CRESAP, Director
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BARD-AVON GRADUATES

(Conti nued from preceding page)
TJ:ME
TO

Maryland, Notre Dame College, St. Joseph's, Emmitsburg, Maryland;
State Teachers College, Virginia; State Teachers College, Salisbury,
Maryland; Peabody, Notre Dame College, William and Mary, Wellesley, University of Washington, Johns Hopkins University, Washington
College, Bryn Mawr, Mount St. Agnes, Eastern, Western, Girls
Latin, Friends, Notre Dame of Maryland, Greenwood, St. Katherine's,
Virginia; Garrison Forest Park, Towson, Catonsville, Catholic High.
The fall term of the Bard-Avon Secretarial School starts September 15. The Dramatic Department of the school will open September 29.

Decide • To Study Art •
ENROLL NOW
WINTER TERM STARTS

SEPTEMBER 2nd

MARTINET
"The A rt School of Baltimore"

FINE ARTS
COMMERCIAL

HOMEWOOD SCHOOL
Roland Ave. at Beechdale Rd.

STUDIOS

ROLAND PARK

One to Four
Year Courses

Nursery through Sixth Grade

•
•

ALL
BRANCHES

• 10 EAST FRANKLIN STREET
Phone LE. 3174

Catalog

APPROVED FOR VETERANS

Transportation

TU. 6078

TU. 3640

D R A M A T I C S

~
~
~

EVENING CLASSES
Learn to act by acting!

!.4'
!.4'

Under perso·nal direction of

£~:n

GREG MOONEY
Now York D irectGr
Recently stage manager for Billy Rose , Michael Todd' and fohn

mbe
J§altimore ~cabemp
of tbe ~tsttatton

~~~.t.~,:.t.~~~

Murray Anderson .

Spend two interesting and exc itin g evenings a week learnin_g the_ \!r?und work for
a eareer in artin g. uire(·ting. or tearhing-meet and talk with v1s1t111g stage and
screen personalities.

Kindergarten-Elementary Schools
for Boys and Girls
The Calvert Course of Instruction
5712 ROLAND AVENUE
TUxedo 0224

For information write or call
BARD-A VON THEATRE
905 North Charles Street
.~~~~~~~~~-THE~~~~~~~~~-.

INSTITUTE FOR VOCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Is equipped to help your child choose a career. We measure his
interests
mechanical aptitude
personality
artistic aptitude
mental ability
literary aptitude
clerical aptitude
selling aptitude
scientific aptitude
accounting aptitude
Our individual confidential reports give him the information
he needs to help him make a wise decision.
The INSTITUTE specializes in
scientific programs of individual analysis
605 PARK AVENUE
Call SAratoga 1906
Fee: $25

STRAYER COLLEGE
A Pre-eminent School of Business Training, Specializing
in Shorthand, Typing, Accounting, and Related Subject-..
Day and Evening Sessions the Year 'Round
VETERANS INVITED FOR TRAINING UNDER
GI BILL OF RIGHTS
Information Cheerfully Gi'Ven
Ask for Catalog - It's Free
Phone LE. 5626
lR N. CHARLES STREET

THE EQUITABLE
BUILDING
CALVERT & FAYETl"E STS.

FOR OFFICE
PLANS and RENTALS
Telephone
I.Exin~ton

5210

CANTON CO.

MODERN
NEW
WELLS BUILT

OF BALTl MORE
Offers

INDUSTRIAL 'SITES

SEE OUR LATEST POSTWAR HOME
FOR SALE

. _EAST BAL TIM ORE
FOR SALE or LEASE

at

Also large and small tracts available
to builders for residential purposes.

113 ST. DUNST ANS ROAD
HOMELAND

T he Industrial Sites are served by
Canton Railroad at Baltimore
Flat Rates

(1st preference to ex-members of The Armed Forces )

C. K. WELLS, Jr.

411"

ASSOCIATES

For
Furth er Inform ation
Call or W rite

3440 UNIVERSITY PLACE
CHes. 3 162

TUx. 3221

300 WATER ST.
BALTIMORE, MD.
LE. 5126

"Also Complete Building Service" ·

BEFORE YOU BORROW

AFTER BORROWING
When You Repay

Compare Cost! . Compare Cost!
NOW AT MASTER LOAN
SERVICE YOU CAN HAVE A
All Master Loan1 .
are made on

15 months' loans are
made for Home Improvements to Consolidate Bills, for Medical
Needs, Taxes, many
other purposes. Other
amounts and terms as
follows :

$100 LOAN

AND PAY
BACK ONLY

$8 08
•

~~rrrLY
MONTHS

E~dor1er1,

No Collateral, No
PLAIN NOTE ALONE No Advanced Deductlon1.

I YOU RECEIVE

$100
$150
$200
$250
$300

Monthly Payments
15 Mos. 12 Mos.
6 Mos.
$8.08
12.11

$9.75
14.62

$18.15

16.15

36.31

20.19

19.50
24.37

24.23

29.25

54.46

27.23
45.39

These mon t h l y payments include principal
and interest of 2Yl%
per month on the unpaid balance. Nothing
extra to pay.

3 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS:

MASTER

LOAN
SERVICE

212 EQUITABLE BLDG., Calvert & F ayette Sts.
515 LIBERTY BLDG.Entrance 204 N. Liberty St.
111 N. CHARLES ST., Room 605, Katz Bldg.

LExington 4124
LExington 7819
SAratoga 325i

•
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of
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